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Decision making is an important aspect of the investigative work performed by law enforcement 
officers. The processes involved, though, including the collection, interpretation, and use of 
evidence, can be influenced by biases in thinking and reasoning such as confirmation bias. This 
issue could contribute to missed leads on the offender responsible for committing a crime when 
investigative efforts become focused on the wrong individuals. This study is interested in 
whether law enforcement officers with certain thinking skills and individual characteristics are 
better equipped to avoid such issues. More specifically, the study was designed to analyze 
whether there is an association between a law enforcement officer’s critical thinking, thinking 
styles, level of experience in law enforcement, and the decision-making approach they take when 
presented with a mock investigative task. Using a sample of individuals with experience working 
in law enforcement and a sample of students who indicated an interest in pursuing a career in law 
enforcement, three decision-making approach aspects were examined to gain insight into their 
ability to avoid confirmation bias. These included their perceptions of a main suspect described 
in a criminal case scenario, their perceptions of the evidence collected during the investigation, 
and their prioritization of additional evidence and lines of inquiry to pursue in the case. The 
results of the study suggested that certain aspects of critical thinking may be associated with a 
reduced susceptibility to confirmation bias in investigative decision making. This finding offers a 
v 
helpful lead towards identifying characteristics that may be beneficial for investigators, and 
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Investigative Decision Making and Its Association With Critical Thinking Skills, Thinking 
Styles, and Law Enforcement Experience 
 Decision making is a substantial component of the work that law enforcement 
practitioners engage in, and how they approach their decision making is an important area of 
study. The impact of the decisions that law enforcement officers make extends beyond 
themselves and their immediate organizations to society at-large, and can contribute to 
individuals’ safety and well-being, the identification and apprehension of criminal offenders, and 
the public’s perception of the police and the criminal justice system (Braga & MacDonald, 2019; 
Dunham & Alpert, 2015). The potential consequences of incorrect decisions made by law 
enforcement officers are serious, as such decisions may hinder their ability to protect and serve 
the public, and to perform their work appropriately and effectively. There are many decisions 
that officers need to make when they are investigating a crime (Mullins et al., 2008; Stelfox & 
Pease, 2005). Such decisions can include (but are not limited to) those surrounding the 
collection, interpretation, and use of evidence (McClellan, 2008; Stelfox, 2009, Chapter 6). 
 As will be discussed, research suggests that officers’ decisions in an investigation are 
subject to the influence of tunnel vision and related cognitive biases, including confirmation bias 
(Ask & Alison, 2010; Ask & Granhag, 2005; Charman et al., 2017; Lidén et al., 2018; O’Brien, 
2009; Rassin, 2010; Rossmo, 2006a, 2016). Confirmation bias has been characterized as a 
tendency for individuals to favor information and evidence that supports or confirms their beliefs 
and hypotheses (Nickerson, 1998). Among other outcomes, this bias could contribute to the 
focus of investigative efforts on the wrong suspect and missed leads on the actual offender 
(Findley & Scott, 2006). 
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 To help improve, develop, and employ evidence-based best practices, there is a need for 
further analysis of the decision-making processes in operation during investigations, the factors 
that might influence them, and the potential steps that can be taken to promote well-informed and 
well-reasoned investigative decisions (Ask & Alison, 2010; Barrett, 2012; Calhoun, 2013; 
Carson, 2011; Eyre & Alison, 2010; Marksteiner et al., 2011; McClellan, 2008). This includes a 
need to examine factors that could help to reduce the potential influence of confirmation bias, in 
order to improve decision making in investigative work (Ask & Alison, 2010; Lidén et al., 2018; 
O’Brien, 2009; Rossmo, 2016). This project is interested in whether certain officer skills and 
characteristics—including their critical thinking skills, thinking styles, and level of experience in 
law enforcement—are associated with decision making suggestive of a reduced susceptibility to 
confirmation bias in an investigative task. The present project is designed to more closely 





Decision Making in Investigative Work 
 Investigative decision making has been described as an eclectic area of study that is 
concerned with how decision makers go about obtaining information, drawing inferences from it, 
and using it to support their decisions in an investigation, as well as with how these processes 
influence the actions they take (Canter & Youngs, 2009, Chapter 1; Eyre & Alison, 2010; 
Stelfox, 2009, Chapter 6). Decision making, and the processes associated with it, are important 
aspects of the role performed by law enforcement officers. Collecting, prioritizing, interpreting, 
and utilizing information and evidence are part of their criminal investigative work (Marksteiner 
et al., 2011; McClellan, 2008; Stelfox, 2009, Chapter 6). When investigators are presented with 
information and evidence, they need to determine its significance and where it fits within their 
investigation. They also need to figure out what steps should be taken next in the investigation, 
and what additional evidence and lines of inquiry should be pursued (Ask & Granhag, 2005; 
Simon, 2012, Chapter 2; Stubbins & Stubbins, 2009). This process can be impacted by a number 
of different variables including, for example, time constraints and pressure to close a case, 
workloads, group norms, and organizational culture (Ask & Granhag, 2007; Ask et al., 2011; 
Caldero & Crank, 2011; Chaiken et al., 1977; Crank, 2004; Glomseth et al., 2007; Rossmo, 
2006b, 2009b; Snook & Cullen, 2009). As will be discussed, it can also be influenced by 
investigators’ early beliefs about a case and the narratives that they construct. 
 When investigators piece together evidence and other information relevant to a case, they 
are said to develop a narrative, which is, in essence, the story that they compile about the case 
including who was involved, what occurred, and how (Innes, 2002). The narrative that 
investigators produce also feeds back into their decisions about the case (Stubbins & Stubbins, 
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2009). Similar decision-making processes have been observed in research on jury decision 
making (Pennington & Hastie, 1992). In their conceptualization of The Story Model, Pennington 
and Hastie (1991) described how jurors attempt to construct a “meaningful summary” (p. 519) 
from the information and evidence that they are given about a case for which they are asked to 
make decisions. When forming this narrative or “story,” jurors are said to leverage information 
about the case that they receive during the trial, their background knowledge about relevant 
events, and their expectations about factors involved in a story. Pennington and Hastie suggest 
that the story that gets constructed, and the extent to which it possesses certain qualities such as 
coherence and coverage, can have an impact on a juror’s decisions and their confidence in those 
decisions. In an investigation, when evidence gets reviewed by investigators and narratives are 
formed, a similar influence on the acquisition and interpretation of new evidence and leads has 
been observed (Ask & Granhag, 2005; Charman et al., 2017; Rassin, 2010; Rassin et al., 2010; 
Stelfox, 2009, Chapter 6). 
 A favored narrative, once developed, may become difficult to deviate from (Stubbins & 
Stubbins, 2009). Therefore, when investigators become committed to a narrative or to a 
hypothesis about what occurred and how, they may find it difficult to reconsider its accuracy at 
different stages of the investigation. This may lead them to neglect or undervalue evidence that 
does not support their preconceived beliefs. A potential consequence of this commitment to a 
particular hypothesis or narrative is that it could also lead them to make incorrect decisions 
(Rossmo, 2016; Wastell et al., 2012; Winterbottom et al., 2008). Where unreliable decision 
making is involved, not only might investigative resources be unduly wasted (Ask & Alison, 
2010), but also, the effects could be detrimental to the success of an investigation, including the 
identification and apprehension of individuals responsible for an offense (Eck & Rossmo, 2019). 
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 Notably, incorrect decisions could contribute to the conviction of innocent individuals 
and leave the actual offender (or offenders) at-large, potentially acting as a continued risk to 
society (Ask & Alison, 2010; Findley & Scott, 2006; Rossmo, 2016). Amongst other factors, 
errors in thinking tend to underlie the causes of these types of erroneous decisions and can 
contribute to issues including false confessions, eyewitness misidentification, and improper 
forensic science (Rossmo, 2016). When these issues arise, the focus of an investigation becomes 
directed towards the wrong individuals, whereas the individuals at fault may remain undetected. 
In the relevant literature, this is sometimes described as a product of tunnel vision in an 
investigation (Findley & Scott, 2006). 
 The concept of tunnel vision—a term that describes how early beliefs in an investigation 
shape and may distort how information is perceived and utilized—has been used to help explain 
how, in a criminal case, investigators might erroneously be led down one path of investigation 
rather than another when they have adopted a particular narrative about what transpired and who 
was involved (Findley, 2012; Findley & Scott, 2006). Although some have argued that not 
enough is known about the development, prevalence, and consequences of tunnel vision for 
conclusive statements to be made about the alleged negative effects on investigations (Snook & 
Cullen, 2009), others have claimed that tunnel vision has contributed to the critical issue of 
wrongful conviction (Findley, 2012; Findley & Scott, 2006). Confirmation bias is a type of bias 
in one’s thinking and reasoning that can contribute to the manifestation of tunnel vision in a 
criminal investigation (Findley, 2012; Simon, 2012, Chapter 2). This topic has received an 




 According to Nickerson (1998), “If one were to attempt to identify a single problematic 
aspect of human reasoning that deserves attention above all others, the confirmation bias would 
have to be among the candidates for consideration” (p. 175). Studies have found that even the 
scientific evaluation and interpretation of some forms of forensic evidence, such as fingerprints, 
which had once been thought to involve relatively infallible processes, are subject to the effects 
of cognitive biases such as confirmation bias (Kassin et al., 2013; Stoel et al., 2014). Law 
enforcement officers are not likely to be immune to the effects of confirmation bias (Almond et 
al., 2008; Kerstholt & Eikelboom, 2007; Rossmo, 2006a; Stubbins & Stubbins, 2009). As will be 
described, research suggests that this type of bias can lead investigators to prematurely focus on 
favored hypotheses within their constructed narrative, and to neglect or de-prioritize other 
potentially sound but contradictory leads that may arise (Ask & Granhag, 2005; Eerland & 
Rassin, 2012; Marksteiner et al., 2011; O’Brien, 2009; Rassin et al., 2010; Wastell et al., 2012). 
More generally, it can also influence how investigators perceive, interpret, and appraise different 
pieces of information about a case (Charman et al., 2017; Findley & Scott, 2006; Rassin, 2010). 
 Confirmation bias contributes to an increase in the likelihood that a person will look for 
and interpret new information and evidence in a way that is congruent with their early beliefs 
(Nickerson, 1998). Evidence that is consistent with a person’s initial beliefs tends to be assigned 
greater value and is more likely than inconsistent evidence to be sought out by that individual for 
further assessment (Lord et al., 1979; Nickerson, 1998). Kassin et al. (2003) demonstrated how 
this might influence the interrogation process in a criminal case. In one phase of their study, 
undergraduate student participants were grouped into pairs of investigators and suspects. The 
mock investigators were given a crime scenario and either led to believe that it was likely that 
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the suspect had committed the crime, or that it was not very likely. They were also given a 
chance to select a set of questions and develop a strategy to prepare for their interrogation of the 
suspect. Participants who were led to believe that the suspect was more likely to be guilty 
selected more guilt-presumptive questions than those led to believe that the suspect was more 
likely to be innocent. Similar results were obtained in a study conducted by Lidén et al. (2018). 
Using a sample of Swedish police officers, Lidén et al. found that participants were more likely 
to freely generate guilt-presumptive questions for a suspect described in a set of case scenarios 
when the participants had indicated an initial belief that the suspect should be apprehended, or 
when the participants had been informed that a colleague or prosecutor had initially stated the 
suspect should be apprehended. 
 When information is presented that contradicts an individual’s beliefs, it is subjected to 
more intense scrutiny and may subsequently be judged as weaker evidence than information that 
is in alignment with the initial beliefs (Ask et al., 2008; Edwards & Smith, 1996; Lord et al., 
1979; Marksteiner et al., 2011). This occurs in large part because when an individual forms an 
initial hypothesis about a matter, their belief and confidence in it tend to become strengthened 
and it gains the potential to become a biasing factor for future information and actions (Charman 
et al., 2017; Koehler, 1991; Nickerson, 1998). Indeed, merely imagining that a particular 
hypothesis might be true can influence a person’s confidence in that hypothesis, as well as their 
future beliefs and behaviors (Koehler, 1991). Individuals are susceptible to becoming more 
committed to their initial beliefs when bias arises, at times even when presented with 
disconfirming evidence (Lord et al., 1979). When tunnel vision and confirmation bias develop, 
an individual may underutilize and perhaps even avoid information that could discredit their 
initial beliefs, while preferentially seeking out evidence that accommodates the beliefs. In a 
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criminal investigation, this could result in investigators focusing on particular suspects while 
underestimating evidence that might support an alternative narrative (Findley & Scott, 2006; 
Rassin et al., 2010). 
 Some research suggests that the potential for an initial belief to influence future beliefs 
and decisions is amplified when individuals form explicit hypotheses early in their investigative 
efforts (O’Brien, 2009), and when they are asked to explain what they believe (Koehler, 1991). 
In O’Brien’s (2009) study on confirmation bias and criminal investigations, participants 
presented with a mock case who were asked to state and explain, early on, a hypothesis about the 
likely suspect, showed a preference for examining additional evidence that aligned with their 
initial belief. Although the participants in that study were students, similar patterns of decision 
making have been observed amongst law enforcement subjects. Ask and Granhag (2007) 
recruited a group of Swedish investigators to examine the influence of motivational bias on 
participants’ perceptions of a witness. To manipulate the variable of time pressure, participants 
were either informed that they had a limited amount of time to complete the measures in the 
study, or that there was no time limit. They then read a case scenario and were asked to state 
whether the suspect in the case was likely to be guilty or innocent. The case was set up in such a 
way as to imply that the main suspect was guilty of the offense. Following this, the participants 
read a statement obtained from a witness that either supported the notion that the suspect was 
guilty, or that exonerated the suspect. The study results suggested that the investigators were 
more likely to deem the witness as credible when the witness provided evidence that supported 
their initial beliefs about the suspect (i.e., that the suspect was likely to be responsible for the 
offense) than when the witness provided evidence that was inconsistent with their beliefs. 
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 Despite the extant research in this area, there remains a need for additional empirical 
research examining investigative decision making and the potential influence of confirmation 
bias, particularly using U.S. law enforcement officer samples. This is in part because there are 
differences across the training, procedures, organizational structures, norms, and other aspects 
associated with the practice of law enforcement here in the U.S. and abroad (e.g., Bayley, 1992; 
Jiao, 2001; Lord, 1998). It cannot be assumed that U.S. officers will necessarily exhibit the same 
patterns in their decision making as other officers have in studies conducted abroad (e.g., Ask & 
Granhag, 2007). The U.K., for instance, has developed their own National Decision Model for 
policing-related decisions (College of Policing, 2014), and officers in that country may therefore 
approach an investigative decision-making task differently from U.S. officers. 
 Recognizing the need for U.S.-based research, Wallace (2015) recruited a sample of U.S. 
law enforcement officers to examine conditions that might impact the development of 
confirmation bias when the officers were asked to complete a criminal investigative task. The 
study was interested in the influence of duty assignment (defined as recruit, patrol, and 
investigations), crime type (defined as child sexual abuse or abuse of an adult), and evidence 
presentation order (defined as sequential, simultaneous, or reverse sequential) on an aspect of 
confirmation bias that Wallace measured by assessing participants’ degree of belief in the 
responsibility of a prime suspect described in a case scenario. Wallace reasoned that, based on 
the materials used in the study, participants would not have sufficient evidence to warrant a high 
belief in the suspect’s guilt. Therefore, those who indicated that they strongly believed the 
suspect was responsible for the incident would have been basing their decision on an 
unsubstantiated personal belief. The results of the study indicated that, even in the absence of 
substantial evidence, less experienced officers demonstrated stronger beliefs in the main 
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suspect’s responsibility for the offense than more experienced officers. This suggests that more 
experienced officers were less susceptible to the influence of confirmation bias. With respect to 
participants’ perceptions of the suspect, the study also found an interaction between duty 
assignment and crime type and, separately, an interaction with evidence presentation order, but it 
was noted that the effects were small. 
 Charman et al. (2017) also highlighted a need for research on investigative decision 
making using U.S.-based practitioners. In their study, a sample of U.S. police officers and a 
sample of student participants read a case study involving a main suspect and were informed of 
evidence in the case that was incriminating, exonerating, or neutral. The participants then 
indicated the likelihood of the suspect’s guilt, after which they were given several pieces of 
ambiguous evidence that they were asked to rate. Following this, they again indicated the 
likelihood of the suspect’s guilt. Cognitive bias was observed, as the early evidence participants 
received appeared to impact their initial decisions about the suspect, with more incriminating 
evidence yielding higher ratings of the suspect’s guilt. Furthermore, the study suggested that this 
produced a “snowball effect,” wherein participants who initially believed in the suspect’s guilt 
interpreted the ambiguous evidence in a manner congruent with that belief, and subsequently 
also appeared to believe more strongly that the suspect was guilty of the offense. These findings 
are consistent with what is known about confirmation bias. 
Confirmation Bias Mitigation 
 Some have argued that the emergence and effects of cognitive biases, such as 
confirmation bias, have received more research attention than that aimed at looking at methods 
for debiasing (Larrick, 2004; Lilienfeld et al., 2009). Milkman et al. (2009) noted the 
insufficiency of existing research on reducing people’s proneness to decision-making biases and 
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called for further study of methods and techniques that would help to overcome these issues. 
Similarly recognizing this need, particularly as it applies to investigations, Ask and Alison 
(2010) highlighted the low utility of focusing exclusively on what contributes to decision-making 
errors without examining the types of techniques that would be useful to investigators for making 
improvements. Although research on biased decision making and its underlying mechanisms 
continues to be of great importance, there is a critical need for further insight into how decision 
making can be improved (Findley, 2012; Stelfox & Pease, 2005). This has been recognized as no 
easy feat (Findley, 2012; Milkman et al., 2009), as previous researchers that have tested various 
bias-reducing strategies have had difficulty finding reliably effective ones (e.g., Fischhoff, 1982), 
and the question of what contributes to good investigative decision making has been the source 
of some debate (Taslitz, 2010; Tong & Bowling, 2006). At the present time, it appears that a 
consistently ideal technique, strategy, or intervention has yet to be identified, although a handful 
of ideas have been put forth. 
 A number of strategies have been proposed—though only a portion of them have 
received adequate empirical testing—for reducing the effects of confirmation bias. Some of them 
have been geared towards engaging decision makers in more systematic thinking, and in a more 
critical evaluation of evidence and their own thought processes. In essence, this involves 
devising ways to increase the amount of effortful, logic-based thinking that could help 
individuals move beyond more emotional, intuition-based thinking (Milkman et al., 2009). One 
way to accomplish this, for instance, would be to ask individuals to document, explicate, and 
justify the reasoning behind, and evidential support for, their decisions (Taslitz, 2010). In a 
similar vein, increasing accountability and transparency could help decision makers to become 
better problem-solvers, and to pay more careful attention to their thinking and reasoning 
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processes when making decisions, so as to avoid being biased (Boba & Crank, 2008; Simon, 
2012, Chapter 2). 
Increase Awareness of Bias 
 To reduce the potential for biases such as confirmation bias to influence decision making, 
a common suggestion has been to help individuals become more aware of their own 
predispositions to bias and to advise them to avoid them (Findley, 2012; Fitch, 2010; Lepard & 
Campbell, 2009; MacLean et al., 2013). This could be accomplished, for example, through an 
explicit instruction to be fair and impartial. However, merely instructing investigators to avoid 
being biased without the use of additional strategies may not suffice (Findley, 2012; Heuer, 
1999; Rossmo, 2016). In two experiments, Lord et al. (1984) found that directly advising 
participants not to be biased in their judgments about information they had been presented with 
had less of a corrective effect than other types of strategies that promoted a shift in mindset. 
When the study participants considered a possibility that opposed their existing opinion, there 
appeared to be a greater bias-reducing effect. Techniques like this involve increasing the open-
mindedness of decision makers by asking them to consider why their initial beliefs and opinions 
might be incorrect, and by having them reflect on the opposite of their favored hypothesis, or 
engaging them in counterfactual thinking (Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000; Hirt & Markman, 
1995; Lord et al., 1984; O’Brien, 2009; Rassin, 2010; Simon, 2012, Chapter 2). 
Consider Alternatives 
 Consistent with the research on increasing open-mindedness in decision making, an 
additional strategy that has been put forth involves having decision makers consider multiple 
propositions about what occurred in a situation, particularly ones that differ from their favored 
hypothesis (Fitch, 2010; Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000; Hirt et al., 2004; Hirt & Markman, 1995; 
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Kerstholt & Eikelboom, 2007; Larrick, 2004; O’Brien, 2009; Simon, 2012, Chapter 2). A 
decision maker can be personally tasked with using this strategy, but the function can also be 
performed by a devil’s advocate—a designated individual who can challenge their peers’ 
decisions, assumptions, and reasoning (Geller, 1997). Essentially, by encouraging contemplation 
of plausible alternatives or reasons why a favored hypothesis might be incorrect, it is anticipated 
that there will be a shift in an individual’s mindset that opens them up to other potential ideas, 
and frees them to consider new angles that might have otherwise been overlooked or discounted, 
which can serve to mitigate the effects of confirmation bias (Klayman, 1995). 
 To test the effects of these types of strategies, participants in O’Brien’s (2009) study were 
asked to hypothesize about a suspect in a criminal case that they had been presented with. A 
group of the participants was asked to think about why the individual that they suspected was 
responsible for the crime might instead be innocent (i.e., to consider why their preferred 
hypothesis might be incorrect). Another group was asked to specify three individuals that they 
believed to be potential suspects, and to generate reasons why each might be innocent or guilty. 
Interestingly, O’Brien found that asking people to think through reasons why their hypotheses 
might be incorrect might not be as straightforward a solution as it seems. The results suggested 
that participants who had been asked to state their hypothesis about three potential suspects 
showed greater bias than those asked about just one. The group that was asked to think about 
why their singular hypothesis might be incorrect, however, did appear to exhibit less proneness 
to bias. O’Brien explained that it is difficult to know how much information an individual should 
consider that challenges their initial beliefs in order to help counteract the effects of bias in their 
thinking. 
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 The findings of O’Brien’s (2009) study could in part be attributed to confusion produced 
within participants who were asked to generate and consider multiple alternatives (Hirt & 
Markman, 1995). It could also be that even when asked to consider different options, individuals 
nonetheless maintain a favored perspective and scrutinize more rigorously any perspectives that 
do not match up with it (Edwards & Smith, 1996), or that considering too much contrary 
evidence for an initial belief can somehow assure them that it was correct all along (Larrick, 
2004). Other researchers have similarly suggested that asking individuals to consider alternatives 
that are not consistent with their existing beliefs can have undesirable effects when attempting to 
debias (Sanna et al., 2002). For instance, individuals may judge information that contradicts their 
viewpoints as weaker, leading them to discount that information (Edwards & Smith, 1996) and 
potentially also to a strengthening in their belief in their original ideas (Lord et al., 1979). 
Furthermore, although the practice of reflecting on potential alternatives may have its 
advantages, one must also consider that seemingly plausible alternative hypotheses about a 
situation may nonetheless be inaccurate, and could lead investigators down other wrong paths in 
an investigation (Haas et al., 2015). Therefore, although intended to promote open-mindedness 
and logical reasoning, merely instructing decision makers to consider additional or alternative 
hypotheses may not always be a dependable solution. 
Obtain an Outsider’s Perspective 
 Another proposed method for mitigating confirmation bias has been to have a 
practitioner, particularly one outside of the investigation team, review the case and the 
investigation that took place (Jones et al., 2008; Kassin et al., 2013; Rossmo, 2016; Salet & 
Terpstra, 2014; Savage & Milne, 2007). The goal of this effort is to have a neutral person, one 
with less interest in the outcomes of the case and who was not directly involved with the original 
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investigation team, bring their outsider’s perspective to the table. It is expected that this 
individual would be able to examine the work of the investigation team with a more critical eye, 
and to offer opinions not tainted by direct involvement in the conduct of the investigation. A 
review of a case can be done after a case has been closed, or external input can also be solicited 
during an investigation. For instance, in a difficult-to-solve case, an investigation team may 
request the assistance of a crime analyst to review the available evidence and offer their advice 
(Kerstholt & Eikelboom, 2007). 
 Even though it may be useful to have an outsider give their input on a case, it cannot be 
assumed that this practice will necessarily eliminate the bias associated with the investigative 
decisions that are made. In their study of crime analysts’ decision making, Kerstholt and 
Eikelboom (2007) found that although they may not have been directly involved in the initial 
investigation, a reviewer or analyst that had been exposed to the original investigation team’s 
beliefs about the case, prior to forming their own opinion, could nonetheless be influenced by 
those initial beliefs. If the beliefs of the investigation team influence the perspectives of the 
outside reviewer or analyst, they could in turn impact the advice that the reviewer or analyst 
provides back to the team. This demonstrates that biased decisions may not be eliminated by 
bringing in an outside party if existing perspectives are intentionally or even inadvertently 
communicated to them. If exposed to the interpretations of the investigation team, an outside 
reviewer’s beliefs about suspects and the case might be a reflection of those of the investigation 
team, thus not serving as the most effective objective check of the initial decisions that were 
made. Kerstholt and Eikelboom therefore recommended that an outside reviewer should not be 
informed of the interpretations of the investigation team until after they have reached their own 
conclusions. 
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Other Decision-Making Aids 
 Other tools, protocols, matrices, models, and decision-making aids have also been 
recommended for reducing one’s susceptibility to tunnel vision in investigative decision making 
and the biases related to it, including confirmation bias (e.g., Arkes, 1991; Bennell, 2005; Blair 
& Rossmo, 2010; Green, 1990; Heuer, 1999; Kerstholt & Eikelboom, 2007; Lidén et al., 2018; 
Milkman et al., 2009; Rassin, 2018; Rossmo, 2016). These tools and techniques range from 
employing basic checklists, to strategies seemingly further outside the box such as implementing 
changes to the environment in which decision making takes place to improve the decision-
making process (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). 
 Reducing bias by educating and training decision makers has also been recommended. In 
an article looking at the effects of confirmation bias in the forensic sciences, Kassin et al. (2013) 
suggested that one way to reduce bias would be to provide practitioners with training that 
addresses topics such as human perception, and the psychology of judgment and decision 
making. Research conducted by Morewedge et al. (2015) supports this suggestion. In their 
studies, participants (comprised of a convenience sample) received training in the form of an 
instructional video or a computer game designed to address different cognitive biases that could 
influence intelligence analysts. In one study, participants in the video condition watched a 30-
minute video in which a narrator provided basic information about heuristics and several related 
biases, including confirmation bias. To help clarify and illustrate the information being imparted, 
the video also included vignettes in which actors played out examples of the different types of 
biases and showed how they could be mitigated. The game condition involved an interactive, 
educational computer game in which participants were asked to make a series of judgments and 
decisions as they searched for a missing person. The game also featured experts who discussed 
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different biases, opportunities for the participants to get feedback on the extent to which they 
exhibited bias during their gameplay, and opportunities for the participants to make further 
judgments in order to practice what they had learned. Morewedge et al. found both interventions 
to be effective at debiasing, with the computer game demonstrating somewhat of a stronger 
impact. 
Key Takeaways and Need for Research 
 There are some key takeaways to be gleaned from existing empirical research on 
countering confirmation bias. What seems to be apparent from the various strategies 
recommended is a general trend towards enhancing the open-mindedness and cognitive skills of 
practitioners in order to improve their effectiveness at decision making and reduce their 
susceptibility to bias (Chappell, 2008; Phillips & Burrell, 2009; Rassin, 2010, 2016; Simon, 
2012, Chapter 2; White et al., 2003). Nonetheless, there remain issues with the work conducted 
in this area. 
 First, with some exceptions (e.g., O’Brien, 2009) much of the empirical research 
conducted on mitigating confirmation bias has involved the use of tasks, situations, or examples 
that are fairly removed from a law enforcement context (such as solving problems or completing 
tasks while taking into account rules of logic and probability; e.g., Galinsky & Moskowitz, 
2000), or that may not necessarily translate easily to a relevant situation requiring investigative 
decision making (involving, for instance, the collection and use of evidence in a criminal case). 
Second, studies that have focused on the work of law enforcement have not necessarily utilized a 
law enforcement sample to examine confirmation bias or the effectiveness of different strategies 
for countering it. As described by Wallace (2015) and Charman et al. (2017), this is particularly 
true of studies conducted in the U.S. Third, relatively little of the research in this area has 
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examined the potential contribution of individual characteristics to an individual’s susceptibility 
to confirmation bias, or to their ability to actively counter it (Rassin, 2008). Fourth, it remains 
unclear which particular strategies or interventions work consistently well, how long the effects 
last, and how far-reaching the underlying principles of the strategy/intervention are in terms of 
how readily they can be applied to different situations (Morewedge et al., 2015). 
 This study is designed to address the first three issues outlined by recruiting a group of 
participants that includes U.S.-based law enforcement officers, and analyzing the potential 
association between characteristics of the decision maker in an investigation—including their 
critical thinking, thinking styles, and experience working in law enforcement—with their 
approach to an investigative decision-making task. Although the fourth issue is beyond the scope 
of this project, the project may help to inform future research addressing the issue. 
Summary 
 In summary, research suggests that individuals show a preference for information that 
confirms what they believe, which influences the type of information they choose to seek out, 
and how they choose to interpret information (Nickerson, 1998). Investigators are not immune to 
this tendency (Findley & Scott, 2006). Despite the numerous strategies that have been put forth 
to help counter this confirmation bias (e.g., Lord et al., 1984), the most effective ones for a U.S. 
law enforcement population have yet to be identified. Furthermore, and of particular relevance to 
this project, very little is known about the characteristics of officers who may be better equipped 
than others to avoid confirmation bias (Rassin, 2008).  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Investigators’ Critical Thinking Skills, Thinking Styles, and Law Enforcement Experience 
 Beyond identifying specific strategies, techniques, and interventions, there is a need for 
greater insight into how law enforcement officer characteristics might influence their approach to 
investigative work. Rassin (2008, 2010) noted that there is an insufficient amount of data on the 
association between individual difference variables and the likelihood that an individual will be 
more (or less) prone to confirmation bias. Although Rassin’s (2008) research focused mainly on 
measuring a person’s susceptibility to confirmation bias as its own individual difference variable, 
a better understanding of other factors that might be positively or negatively related to 
confirmation bias could also lend itself to ideas for potential solutions. 
 Thus, it would be helpful to gain further insights into how individuals with certain 
characteristics approach an investigative task that involves making decisions. As will be 
discussed, the current project proposes examining the thinking skills and styles that influence 
decision making, as well as the impact of experience working in law enforcement. Thinking 
skills have been described by Smith (2002) as “high-level, consciously controlled, mental 
activities” (p. 662). Of particular interest to the current research is a person’s skill at thinking 
critically, and their motivation to do so, which are more thoroughly described in the section on 
Critical Thinking Skills. In contrast with thinking skills are thinking styles, which reflect the 
extent to which a person prefers to engage in a particular mode of thinking and information 
processing (Grigorenko & Sternberg, 1995). By analyzing how individuals with these different 
characteristics approach decision making in an investigative context, and the extent to which 
they may be disposed towards or against confirming their beliefs, additional inferences can be 
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drawn about the types of skills that should be sought out and enhanced, and how to design more 
effective strategies or interventions. 
Critical Thinking Skills 
 Considering the connection between the two concepts, one factor that readily lends itself 
to research on confirmation bias is critical thinking. Critical thinking involves reflective 
judgment and encompasses cognitive skills that include “analysis, interpretation, inference, 
explanation, evaluation, and of monitoring and correcting one’s own reasoning” (Facione, 2000, 
pp. 61-62). In the late 1980s, a panel of experts convened to discuss critical thinking in 
education. In the process, the experts developed a common definition for critical thinking, 
discussed the dispositional aspects of critical thinking, and compiled recommendations for its 
application in education. In what has been referred to as the Delphi report (Facione, 1990b) the 
initiative and its outputs were described in detail, and the following consensus was reached on 
the characteristics of critical thinkers: 
The ideal critical thinker is habitually inquisitive, well-informed, trustful of reason, open-
minded, flexible, fair-minded in evaluation, honest in facing personal biases, prudent in 
making judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about issues, orderly in complex matters, 
diligent in seeking relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria, focused in 
inquiry, and persistent in seeking results which are as precise as the subject and the 
circumstances of inquiry permit. (p. 3) 
 The ability to avoid falling prey to the effects of bias can be regarded as a dimension of 
critical thinking that is therefore related to critical thinking performance (Lilienfeld et al., 2009; 
Phillips & Burrell, 2009). West et al. (2008) explained that, theoretically, there is a relationship 
between thinking rationally and critically, and the cognitive biases and heuristics that researchers 
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tend to study. Individuals who engage in greater levels of critical thinking should also be better 
equipped to avoid cognitive biases (see also Schraagen & van de Ven, 2008). Of more direct 
relevance to the current study, West et al. stated that there is an inverse relationship between 
critical thought and belief bias—a concept similar to confirmation bias (Simon, 2012, Chapter 2). 
 The relationship described by West et al. (2008) seems sensible considering the types of 
strategies that have been proposed for mitigating confirmation bias. Some of the aspects of 
critical thinking they discussed include scientific reasoning, justification of theory, and a 
tendency to consider alternative explanations for events. These are consistent with the principles 
that underlie the suggestions and strategies described previously for countering bias. Many of the 
studies interested in methods for countering bias have involved asking participants to engage in 
some aspect of reasoning that strongly resembles what a good critical thinker might naturally be 
inclined to do. O’Brien (2009), for example, asked the participants in her study to think about 
reasons for and against their favored hypothesis and to consider potential alternative hypotheses 
that were inconsistent with their initial beliefs. Maintaining a level of open-mindedness and 
considering various perspectives are characteristics of a good critical thinker. Therefore, the 
tendencies and inclinations of a competent critical thinker should be helpful in mitigating the 
potential for confirmation bias to influence their decision making. Yet not enough is known 
about how the relationship between these variables might manifest itself, particularly in an 
investigative context. Indeed, West et al. (2008) pointed out a need for research examining this 
relatively understudied aspect of thinking and reasoning. 
Critical Thinking and Law Enforcement 
 Although West et al. (2008) did not make a direct reference to law enforcement, the topic 
is certainly relevant to the study of how practitioners approach the evaluation of information and 
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decision making in criminal investigations. Critical thinking skills are consistent with the 
problem-solving and reasoning skills required of law enforcement officers. Phillips and Burrell 
(2009) noted that because of new challenges facing the criminal justice system, the importance 
of law enforcement practitioners developing effective critical thinking skills is greater than ever. 
Such skills are said to help practitioners take a more proactive, strategic problem-solving 
approach to their work (see also Geller, 1997). Critical thinking is also being emphasized more 
in the areas of police education and training (Barker, 2011; Birzer & Tannehill, 2001). Yet, 
specific evidence on what good critical thinking skills contribute to appears to be sparse in the 
context of criminal investigative decision making. That is, although critical and rational thinking 
are described as necessary for good law enforcement performance, there is limited empirical 
research specifically analyzing the underpinnings of this proposition. In the interest of relying on 
evidence-based practices, a more solid understanding of how critical thinking contributes to 
better policing is needed. If it is to be emphasized as a necessary officer skill—one that is related 
to and aids their decision making—then it is also important to better understand why, and to see 
how efforts can be focused on it in the right ways and for the right purposes. 
 The research that has been produced in this area could lead to an inference that the impact 
of critical thinking might not always be consistent across investigative or legal decision-making 
contexts and the tasks required under those circumstances. For instance, in their study examining 
the relationship between critical thinking skills and performance on an offender profiling task, 
Bennell et al. (2008) found that there was no relationship between their participants’ scores on 
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA) and their ability to produce an 
accurate profile of an offender. Rassin (2016) was interested in whether participants who adopted 
a more rational thinking style would differ in their leniency towards a suspect on a legal 
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decision-making task from those who utilized a more intuitive approach. In one of three studies, 
Rassin used a critical thinking questionnaire (which was obtained from Becker et al., 2007) to 
measure an aspect of rational thinking. The study results suggested that participants who scored 
higher on the critical thinking measure were significantly more likely to make suspect-friendly 
decisions. 
 Although the measures used in the studies were different, the results of the studies may 
nonetheless suggest that an individual’s level of critical thinking can contribute to how they 
approach some aspects of investigative and legal decision making to a greater extent than others. 
Even within an overall law enforcement context, different situations (e.g., different types of 
cases, or different stages of an investigation) might require different application of critical 
thinking skills. Law enforcement officers perform a variety of tasks that require varying degrees 
of a diverse array of thinking and reasoning skills. Whether or not those skills are associated with 
their susceptibility to confirmation bias in an investigation requires examination. 
Application of Critical Thinking 
 Some of the differences across the results of existing studies that have analyzed the 
relationship between critical thinking and investigative and legal decision making may also 
reflect a need to consider the different factors associated with thinking critically. A more in-
depth analysis of this skill involves recognizing that there are different aspects of critical 
thinking that are separate but interrelated, and that these aspects can influence an individual’s 
performance on decision-making tasks. In essence, having good critical thinking skills does not 
necessarily mean that (a) a person is capable of applying their critical thinking skills, flexibly, in 
different situations and contexts, (b) a person recognizes a need to use their critical thinking 
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skills in every situation, and (c) a person is motivated to utilize their critical thinking skills in 
every situation. 
 Some have suggested that critical thinking is domain-specific (Lilienfeld et al., 2009; 
Willingham, 2007)—that is, an individual who exhibits good critical thinking in domain/context 
A may not do the same in domain/context B. There is also reason to believe that general training 
on thinking and reasoning skills does not always transfer to more specific tasks (Klayman, 1995), 
though some have argued that critical thinking can transfer across domains with proper training 
(Halpern, 1998). Furthermore, an individual who does not recognize a need to put their critical 
thinking skills into action, or who is otherwise not motivated to do so, may not appear to be a 
good critical thinker under certain circumstances even if an assessment of their abilities suggests 
that they are (Facione, 2000; Halpern, 1998; Larrick, 2004). Of relevance to the current project, 
these issues highlight that, on its own, having good critical thinking skills might not always be a 
sufficient predictor of performance, because an individual must also be inclined and prepared to 
use their skills. 
Activation of Critical Thinking 
 An individual may be more likely to utilize their critical thinking skills when they 
recognize the need and are motivated to do so (Facione, 2000). One method that has been used in 
previous research to induce a particular mode of thinking is through a direct instruction. As 
described previously, O’Brien (2009) instructed participants in her study to consider why their 
hypothesis might be wrong, and/or to consider alternative hypotheses. Rassin (2016) used an 
instruction to induce domain-specific rational thinking amongst a group of judges asked to 
review evidence about a crime story. The judges who were supposed to engage in this type of 
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thinking were asked to thoroughly evaluate the evidence about the case and to treat it as a real 
case. 
 Another method for motivating individuals to put their critical thinking skills into action 
would be to utilize a more indirect approach. Some researchers have suggested that a debiasing 
behavior (i.e., one that would help a person avoid or counteract a bias) can be cued, instead of 
activated via an explicit instruction (Arkes, 1991). This has been demonstrated in previous 
studies looking to activate modes of thinking similar to the critical thinking that is of interest to 
the current study. In Ask et al.’s (2011) study, a prime was employed to activate a goal of 
efficiency or thoroughness amongst the investigator participants. Participants were given 
booklets that included alleged statements from other officers about the qualities of a good 
investigator, and were asked to rate the extent to which they believed they possessed those 
qualities. Most of the statements were related to one of the goals of interest in the study, while 
participants in their control condition received a set of statements that were unrelated to a 
particular goal. For example, a statement from the efficiency category was “A good investigator 
is decisive” (p. 553), a statement from the thoroughness category was “A good investigator is 
patient and systematic” (p. 553), and a statement used in the control condition was “A good 
investigator has the ability to motivate and support his/her co-workers” (p. 553). 
 Ask et al. (2011) found support for their prediction that activating particular goals related 
to social norms could influence the manner in which the investigators in their study would 
process the evidence presented to them. Some of the statements that were used in the 
thoroughness goal condition could also be construed as helping to motivate critical thinking. 
Two such examples are “A good investigator has the ability to avoid premature conclusions 
about a crime” (p. 553) and “A good investigator does not let his/her first impression of a case 
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colour his/her view” (p. 553). Therefore, there may be reason to believe that a similar method 
could be used to activate critical thinking on an investigative decision-making task. 
Benefits of Critical Thinking Research 
 There are several benefits to examining the association between the ability to avoid 
confirmation bias in an investigative context and critical thinking. For one, this type of research 
would help to address gaps in the literature by analyzing individual differences in investigative 
decision making. Additionally, since critical thinking has been identified as an important skill for 
law enforcement officers to possess and an important component of law enforcement training 
(Barker, 2011; Birzer & Tannehill, 2001; Bradford & Pynes, 1999; Peterson, 1997; Sims, 2006), 
it is useful to identify what aspects of their work this skill effectively contributes to, particularly 
in light of the shift towards more evidence-based practices (Sherman, 1998, 2013). Furthermore, 
this research can help inform the design of future training by gaining a deeper level of insight 
into this skill and what it looks like in a law enforcement population. 
 Finally, there may be a benefit to examining critical thinking skills rather than specific 
strategies for countering confirmation bias. For example, O’Brien (2009) found that explicitly 
asking participants to consider an alternative could be helpful in reducing their bias. Other 
studies on confirmation bias have shown similarly promising results when utilizing this type of 
strategy. In actual law enforcement work, officers may not be explicitly advised to give adequate 
consideration to alternatives each time they are presented with a decision-making task, but those 
with greater critical thinking skills may be more inclined to do so, nonetheless. Furthermore, 
O’Brien found that being very prescriptive was not necessarily better. The key was being able to 
shift an individual’s mindset and to engage them in challenging their own assumptions—these 
are also characteristic of good critical thinking. 
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Measurement of Critical Thinking Skills 
 There are several commercially available measures of critical thinking skills, such as the 
California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST; Facione, 1990a), the Halpern Critical Thinking 
Assessment (HCTA; Halpern, 2010), and the Watson-Glaser II Critical Thinking Appraisal 
(WGCTA II; Watson & Glaser, 2010). Each takes a slightly different approach to the 
measurement of critical thinking that is based on how the individuals developing the tool 
conceptualized it, the aspects of critical thinking they focused on, and how they believed critical 
thinking could most effectively be appraised. 
 The WGCTA II is a well-known measure of critical thinking, and different versions of it 
(the WGCTA has been revised and updated over the years) have been used among law 
enforcement populations for research and other purposes, including recruitment (Aamodt, 2004, 
Chapter 3; Barker, 2011; Champion, 1995; Hess et al., 2015, Chapter 12; Kwaske & Morris, 
2015). The most current version of this measure (as of this writing) leverages the authors’ RED 
model of critical thinking. The “R” stands for “recognize assumptions,” “E” stands for “evaluate 
arguments,” and “D” stands for “draw conclusions” (Watson & Glaser, 2010).  Like the 
measures mentioned previously, the WGCTA II is designed to appraise general critical thinking 
skills. It was not designed to suit the needs of one particular population, and therefore is not 
specific to a law enforcement population or the contexts that would be relevant to this group. 
This is worth noting since some researchers believe that critical thinking skills are domain 
specific (Lilienfeld et al., 2009; Willingham, 2007), and it needs to be taken into consideration if 
the measure is used to analyze the relationship between the critical thinking skills of law 
enforcement officers and their investigative decision-making approach. 
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Decision Making and Thinking Styles 
 As described, tunnel vision in investigative decision making is said to result from the 
effects of cognitive biases such as confirmation bias. Rossmo (2009a) stated that an overreliance 
on heuristics is a key issue underlying the development of confirmation bias and tunnel vision in 
investigations. Heuristics can be described as rules of thumb or thinking shortcuts, and they tend 
to be associated with quick, low-effort, emotional decision making, and the use of intuition 
instead of more elaborate reasoning strategies (Strough et al., 2011; Tversky & Kahneman, 
1982). Since it requires less effortful thinking, using heuristics can lead to greater time efficiency 
in decision making, but concerns have been expressed over the types of biases that their use can 
stimulate in criminal investigations (Findley, 2012). For similar reasons, many researchers and 
practitioners have been apprehensive about investigators’ dependence upon their personal 
hunches, which tend to be based on their past experiences and their intuitive judgments (Baer, 
2007; Kocsis et al., 2002; Rassin, 2016; Rossmo, 2016; Taslitz, 2010). Consequentially, there 
has been a greater emphasis on the need for investigators to rely upon empirical, scientific 
evidence, and to engage in rational thinking and logical reasoning before drawing conclusions. 
 Contradicting such viewpoints, there has been some criticism of the stigma that has come 
to be associated with the use of heuristics and intuitive judgment. It has been argued that 
intuition can be a helpful resource for investigators, with some even referring to it as a “sixth 
sense” (Worrall, 2013), and that when quick, time-sensitive decisions must be made, intuition 
and hunches can serve as effective tools (Lerner, 2006; Pinizzotto et al., 2004; Rodseth, 2009; 
Wright, 2013). Proponents of this alternative viewpoint have suggested that heuristics and 
intuition can be useful aids to investigators under the right circumstances, and that their use may 
even be unavoidable in certain situations because of time pressures faced by investigators. In 
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their discussion of bounded rationality as it applies to investigative decision making, Snook and 
Cullen (2009) contended that heuristics can help investigators make quick and relatively accurate 
appraisals, enabling them to effectively navigate their environment. According to this 
perspective, it would take too much time and would be unreasonable to expect that individuals 
would always have the cognitive ability and capacity to collect and integrate every piece of 
relevant information in order to form a judgment. Furthermore, when the conditions are optimal, 
the decisions produced through heuristic thinking may be as good as those produced through 
more effortful, complex strategies. 
 Based on this line of reasoning, one might infer that the quality of the decision-making 
process may have less to do with whether or not an investigator indicates that they prefer to rely 
on their intuition, and more to do with the quality and robustness of the thinking that underlies 
their approach. Furthermore, dual process theories such as the Cognitive-Experiential Self-
Theory (CEST; Epstein, 1994) suggest that experientiality (which is related to intuition and the 
use of heuristics) and rationality do not operate on two opposing ends of a spectrum, but rather, 
that individuals possess some degree of both systems and that these systems can interact (Akinci 
& Sadler-Smith, 2013; Brown & Daus, 2015; Worrall, 2013). Kahneman (2011, Chapter 1) 
likewise described two modes of thinking—System 1, which is associated with faster, more 
automatic thinking, and System 2, which is associated with slower, more effortful thinking—
that, while distinct, interact in complex and useful ways. 
 Nevertheless, there do appear to be differences across decision makers that are related to 
the extent to which they indicate a preference for particular thinking and decision-making styles. 
Salo and Allwood (2011), for example, examined the relationship between the decision-making 
styles of investigators and variables such as stress and self-esteem, noting that certain styles were 
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associated with factors such as wellbeing, sleep, and level of interpersonal influence. Using a 
sample of law enforcement officers from the Midwestern U.S. and Jamaica, Brown and Daus 
(2015) studied the relationship between decision-making styles, anger control, and two types of 
intended actions (extent of force in response to a domestic violence incident, and decision about 
whether or not to issue a ticket in response to a traffic violation situation). They found that 
participants with a higher preference for a rational decision-making style also appeared to be 
higher on an index of anger control and more likely to act in a controlled manner. Additionally, 
Rassin (2016) observed that inducing rationality influenced the conviction-related decisions his 
participants were asked to make about a suspect in a crime story, making them more suspect-
friendly. 
 There may be reason to believe that investigative decisions could similarly be influenced, 
and researchers have also begun to examine how the decision-making and thinking styles of law 
enforcement officers might contribute to this. Ask and Granhag (2005), for example, were 
interested in how individuals with a greater need for cognitive closure—that is, a preference for 
unambiguous information and concrete opinions—might perceive and interpret information 
about a case differently from their lower need for closure peers. Amongst their hypotheses they 
predicted that, when presented with information about an investigation, police participants in 
their study who were high on a need for cognitive closure scale would also be more prone to 
confirmation bias. However, the findings revealed only moderate evidence to support this. After 
reading a case scenario, police participants in the study were asked to state their beliefs about the 
main suspect in the case. They were also asked to rate a set of observations about the case based 
on whether they believed each observation supported the suspect’s guilt or innocence. The 
predicted results were not observed in the ratings of the observations and Ask and Granhag 
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indicated that there was evidence of what they described as a “guilt bias” towards the suspect. 
However, a count of participants’ acknowledgments of observations that conflicted with the 
belief that the suspect was guilty offered some useful insight into potential differences between 
the groups. This count was used as an index reflecting participants’ willingness to acknowledge 
inconsistencies in the case. 
 Using a more robust version of their initial regression model, Ask and Granhag (2005) 
noted a trend in which, when informed that the suspect had a motive, participants who were 
lower on need for cognitive closure appeared to be more willing to acknowledge inconsistencies 
than their high need for closure counterparts. High need for cognitive closure participants, 
however, were more likely to acknowledge inconsistencies when informed of a potential 
alternative culprit. The study was later replicated by Rassin (2010) who analyzed confirmation 
proneness within a sample of law students and found that need for closure was not a significant 
predictor of how participants perceived and evaluated the evidence in the case. Therefore, there 
may be differences across law enforcement practitioners and non-practitioners. 
 At this time, research on the thinking and decision-making styles of law enforcement 
officers is sparse, and additional research is needed. Calhoun (2013) noted that this type of 
research has implications for leadership development, and interpersonal and problem-solving 
skills that are required of officers in the context of community policing. Akinci and Sadler-Smith 
(2013) described several additional ways in which insight gained from this research could be 
useful. It could, for example, be helpful in recruitment and selection by offering insight into the 
types of individuals who are particularly well-suited to certain tasks, roles, jobs, or organizations. 
It could similarly assist with performance appraisal and professional development. Training 
could be better tailored given an enhanced understanding of individuals’ thinking styles, and 
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training could be developed that helps professionals enhance particular styles that are necessary 
for different tasks. From an interpersonal perspective, insight into individuals’ thinking styles 
could be helpful in developing effective work relationships, composing teams, and introducing 
team-building initiatives. Furthermore, having insight into one’s own thinking styles could 
improve self-awareness, and thus promote an improved ability to understand and manage one’s 
thoughts and emotions in different situations. 
Measurement of Thinking Styles 
 There are numerous ways to measure a multitude of thinking styles. One measure that has 
been described as relevant and useful to the study of thinking styles amongst law enforcement 
officers, and that offers insight into their preference for an intuitive and/or rational thinking style 
(Worrall, 2013), is the Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI; Pacini & Epstein, 1999). 
 The REI comes out of the area of research related to the Cognitive-Experiential Self-
Theory (CEST) described previously and is comprised of two scales. The experientiality scale 
assesses the extent to which an individual prefers to rely on their experience and intuition. 
Individuals who score higher on this scale report using their gut reactions to help guide their 
thinking. To measure rationality, Pacini and Epstein (1999) created a scale that is an adapted 
version of the Need for Cognition measure (NFC; Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). Pacini and Epstein 
chose to adapt the NFC for use in the REI so that the rationality scale would be better aligned 
with the experientiality scale in terms of, for example, number of items and reverse-scored items. 
 Of particular interest to the current study, the unaltered NFC has been found to be related 
to critical thinking (Halpern, 2010) and to a critical thinking disposition (Stedman et al., 2009), 
such that individuals who score higher on the NFC also appear to be more inclined to utilize their 
critical thinking skills. Therefore, there may be reason to believe that an individual’s level of 
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rationality (as measured by the REI) is also associated with their disposition towards critical 
thinking, and thus their decision-making approach. 
 Although it has not yet been extensively used in research involving U.S. law enforcement 
officers, the REI can offer helpful insight into the types of thinking styles that may be related to 
investigative and legal decision making (Worrall, 2013). For example, in a study of thinking 
styles and juror bias, Gunnell and Ceci (2010) used the REI to measure the degree of preference 
for rationality and experientiality within their sample of participants. They found that 
participants who were higher on their index of experientiality were more likely to indicate that 
they would convict the less attractive defendant and to give them a harsher sentence than the 
more attractive defendant presented in the study. Additionally, Akinci and Sadler-Smith (2013) 
used the REI to measure the thinking styles of a group of police officers and police staff in the 
United Kingdom. Within their officer sample, they found a small but significant correlation 
between rationality and experientiality. Further analyses revealed that there was no relationship 
between experientiality and the officers’ level of experience. However, level of law enforcement 
experience did appear to affect a dimension of their rationality referred to as their rational ability, 
which relates to their ability to engage in analytical thinking. 
Law Enforcement Experience 
 Experience is another factor that is worth examining in the context of investigative 
decision making. At this time, there are few studies that have specifically examined the 
relationship between experience and a person’s ability to avoid the influence of confirmation 
bias in their investigative decision making. Research involving the variable of experience has 
been conducted on other aspects of law enforcement decision making and performance (e.g., 
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Paoline & Terrill, 2007; Smith & Aamodt, 1997), but insight into the decision-making process 
utilized during an investigation has been somewhat limited. 
 The relationship between law enforcement officers’ amount of work experience and their 
work performance has been the source of some deliberation (Bayley & Bittner, 1984). Existing 
studies in this area have produced different findings on the effects of experience, if any. With 
more experience comes a greater amount of exposure to different situations. From a naturalistic 
decision-making perspective, officers with more experience have likely had more cases in their 
repertoire to draw from, which may influence their approach and style when making decisions in 
a new investigation (Lipshitz et al., 2001). Furthermore, having more domain-relevant 
experience might enable individuals to develop a richer set of schemas that they can leverage 
under the right conditions (Klayman, 1995). Yet, in studies that have examined individuals’ 
approaches to investigative decision making (e.g., Kerstholt & Eikelboom, 2007), it has not been 
consistently found that more experienced officers or analysts are better equipped to avoid certain 
cognitive biases such as confirmation bias. 
 For example, in a study described previously, Kerstholt and Eikelboom (2007) examined 
whether tunnel vision was limited to those working directly on a case, or if the opinions of an 
investigative team could influence the decision-making approach of an outside analyst brought in 
to review that case. Amongst the variables analyzed was the amount of experience of the crime 
analysts (described as experienced or inexperienced with operational analysis), which was 
predicted to moderate the influence of the initial investigation teams’ beliefs on the analysts’ 
decisions. The thought behind this prediction was that because of their level of expertise and 
amount of previous exposure to different situations and investigation teams, and their perceived 
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greater ability to produce alternative explanations, the more experienced analysts would be more 
critical of the opinions of others and less likely to be influenced by them. 
 In this study, the crime analysts were asked to review evidence from two cases, and 
Kerstholt and Eikelboom (2007) found support for their hypothesis that the analysts would be 
influenced by the interpretation of the evidence of the team that had conducted the investigation 
—that is, the interpretations of the investigation team appeared to influence the assessments of 
the case that were put forth by the crime analysts. The analysts were thought to be exhibiting a 
form of tunnel vision or confirmation bias in their interpretation of the information that they had 
been presented with. Contrary to Kerstholt and Eikelboom’s hypothesis, though, the analysts’ 
level of experience did not moderate the influence of the interpretations of the initial 
investigative team. The investigative team’s interpretation of the case did not differentially 
impact more experienced and less experienced crime analysts. 
 In Wallace’s (2015) study described previously, the law enforcement participants who 
had more experience and training appeared less likely to exhibit evidence of confirmation bias. 
The study analyzed the responses of officer participants who were categorized as basic training 
recruits, patrol officers, or criminal investigators, and found that the experienced criminal 
investigators appeared to be less suspicious than the recruits of the main suspect that had been 
described to them in a case scenario. The variable of experience was stated to have interacted 
with other variables in the study, including the sequence in which evidence was presented to the 
participants and, separately, with the type of case scenario that had been presented. However, 
there was limited information in the study about the nature of these interactions and their 
implications. To better understand and more thoroughly examine the relationship between 
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experience and a law enforcement officer’s susceptibility to confirmation bias, additional 
research is needed. 
 For a more in-depth and robust analysis of how experience might be related to the 
investigative decision-making process, research is needed on how early beliefs developed by 
officers presented with an investigative task might shape the approach they take. Relevant to the 
current study, it would be useful to consider officers’ ability to maintain an open mind about 
potential alternative perspectives and hypotheses in an investigation. An example of a study that 
offers some insight into this area was conducted by Alison et al. (2013), who were interested in 
how perceived time pressure and individual differences might influence officers’ ability to 
generate hypotheses about a rape scenario and prioritize their actions. One of the individual 
difference factors considered in the study was that of officer experience. Alison et al. predicted 
that time pressure would have less of an impact on hypothesis generation amongst officers with 
more experience, but that officers with less experience who perceived there being time pressure 
would produce fewer hypotheses. They explained that there is evidence to suggest that 
individuals with more experience may produce fewer hypotheses (e.g., Schmidt & Boshuizen, 
1993)—perhaps because they are more likely to stop at the first hypothesis that best fits the 
situation (Simon, 1957), which might help them to reduce time wasted applying cognitive efforts 
to less suitable options (Fellows, 2004). In support of their study hypothesis, though, they 
reasoned that police investigators are encouraged to generate hypotheses and maintain an open 
mind in their line of work (Stelfox, 2009, Chapter 6), and therefore, those with more experience 
should be more successful at doing this. What they found, however, was that more experienced 
officers did not appear to generate more hypotheses than less experienced officers. 
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 Dando and Ormerod (2017) were interested in patterns in hypothesis generation and 
testing across detectives with varying levels of experience but opted for utilizing real-world data 
as opposed to conducting a laboratory study. In their study, decision logs obtained from police 
forces in the United Kingdom were examined and the decisions within them coded. The 
information obtained from the logs was used to create a timeline of the hypotheses that were 
present as they related to the collection of evidence, and a graphical representation of hypothesis 
generation was developed. Dando and Ormerod found that less experienced officers tended to 
gather more evidence early on in the timeline, suggesting that they were more focused on 
corroborating early hypotheses, whereas more experienced officers generated more hypotheses 
than their less experienced counterparts and identified more evidence sources later in the case, 
which was interpreted to mean that experienced officers were checking their decisions. 
 In light of the research conducted, it may be more helpful to examine experience in 
combination with other factors related to hypothesis generation and open-mindedness that could 
influence an officer’s decision making. In particular, there may be value in analyzing how 
experience might impact officer decision making when their level of critical thinking is also 
taken into account. Although critical thinking has been described as a domain-specific skill, 
some have contested that with the right type of training and opportunities to practice, individuals 
can learn to apply critical thinking in different contexts (Halpern, 1998). In law enforcement, 
officers higher in level of seniority or rank will have received more training over the course of 
their career, and more opportunities to put their various skills to use, than their more junior level 
counterparts. Assuming that critical thinking is adequately incorporated into law enforcement 
training (Barker, 2011), it is therefore conceivable that as experience and rank increases, so, too, 
do an officer’s critical thinking skills. 
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 In their study comparing the decision-making quality of experienced and novice English 
and Norwegian police officers, Fahsing and Ask (2016) found that within their English sample, 
having more experience was associated with better decision-making, but this result was not 
obtained for their Norwegian sample. They reasoned that this difference in their findings may 
have had to do with a regular refresher training program that was in place for English detectives 
but not Norwegian detectives. Therefore, it may be that experience is associated with particular 
skills when those skills become enhanced through continual training. 
 If U.S. law enforcement officers are also required to participate in training throughout 
their careers for promotion and professional development, and if this training helps to improve 
their critical thinking skills, then it can be inferred that experience will be associated with greater 
critical thinking and a reduced susceptibility to bias in decision making. Although studies 
analyzing these variables have been sparse, the previous research described suggests that the 
relationship between them is reasonable and worth examining. The gap in the existing literature 
on this topic will be addressed in the current study, in which both level of experience and the 
ability to think critically will be included in the analysis of investigative decision making. 
 Furthermore, to adequately address the contribution of experience, it would be helpful to 
incorporate into the study of this factor a group that is in some way comparable to law 
enforcement officers, but that has not yet received their initial academy training or had 
professional experience to draw from in their decision making. Rather than comparing law 
enforcement officers with other non-relevant populations such as general college students or 
community members, there may be a greater benefit to conceptualizing the variable of 
experience along more of a continuum. To that end, a more useful examination of experience as 
it relates to the practice of law enforcement might include a group of individuals who do not yet 
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have law enforcement experience, but who wish to pursue a career in that area. According to 
Caldero and Crank (2011): 
Prospective police candidates are individuals who already hold a positive reservoir of 
sentiment for the police. They tend to share the police moral sensibility, dividing the 
world into good guys and bad guys. … They already have in place a clear sense of moral 
justice. They have friends who are police. Long before they have taken their first 
examination for a position in a police department, they are committed to the noble cause. 
(p. 66) 
 Accordingly, individuals who aspire to work in law enforcement may be more similar to 
actual law enforcement officers in their dispositions and values than, for instance, general 
members of the community, and would therefore make an appropriate comparison group. 
Summary 
 In summary, it would be helpful to examine officer characteristics that may be associated 
with their decision-making approach and ability to avoid the influence of confirmation bias in the 
context of an investigative task. One factor that is conceptually related to a person’s ability to 
avoid bias, and that would therefore be particularly useful to examine in this area of research, is 
critical thinking (West et al., 2008). Although research has been conducted on concepts and 
strategies related to critical thinking, the relationship between general critical thinking skills and 
an officer’s investigative decision-making approach has yet to be examined. 
 It would also be beneficial to examine the thinking styles of investigators and how these 
relate to their decision making; their general preference for a more rational and/or intuitive 
approach, for example, could offer further insight into the types of officers that are less 
susceptible to the impact of confirmation bias. Experience is another factor that warrants 
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examination in this research, as it would be helpful to gain greater insight into how officers with 
different levels of experience, and those who aspire to work in law enforcement, approach 
decision making in an investigative context, and whether more senior-level officers exhibit a 
reduced proneness to confirmation bias.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Summary of the Literature Review 
 When conducting an investigation, law enforcement officers are required to collect and 
utilize information and evidence that would help them make important decisions about the case 
(Stelfox, 2009, Chapter 6). In this process, they form a narrative about what occurred and who 
was involved (Stubbins & Stubbins, 2009). Early beliefs about a particular suspect’s involvement 
in an incident could influence the evidence sought out, and how information gets interpreted 
(O’Brien, 2009). These have been described as aspects of confirmation bias, a concept that 
characterizes how people tend to favor and seek out information that confirms what they believe, 
while giving less preferential treatment to information that contradicts it (Nickerson, 1998). 
 Several strategies have been proposed in the relevant literature for reducing a person’s 
susceptibility to confirmation bias (e.g., Morewedge et al., 2015), but little research has been 
conducted on the characteristics of officers who might be less prone to its influence in different 
areas of their work (Rassin, 2008). Three characteristics that may be associated with an officer’s 
decision-making approach include critical thinking, thinking styles, and their level of experience 
in law enforcement. 
Critical Thinking 
 It has been posited that there is an inverse relationship between a person’s ability to think 
critically and their susceptibility to cognitive biases such as confirmation bias (Lilienfeld et al., 
2009). This potential relationship is in need of empirical testing in a law enforcement sample and 
could offer valuable insight into the characteristics related to their decision-making process. This 
could, in turn, provide some indication of whether individuals with better critical thinking skills 
also exhibit a reduced proneness to confirmation bias when they are making decisions relevant to 
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a criminal case. Although researchers and practitioners have recognized the value of critical 
thinking in investigative decision making, as evidenced also by its incorporation into law 
enforcement training (Birzer & Tannehill, 2001; Bradford & Pynes, 1999; Peterson, 1997), very 
little empirical research exists that has analyzed the association between these concepts using a 
task that requires such decision making. 
 To adequately examine the potential relationship between critical thinking and an 
officer’s ability to avoid confirmation bias in their investigative decision making, it is necessary 
to take into consideration that individuals with good critical thinking skills may not always be 
motivated and inclined to put those skills into action in every decision-making task and situation 
they encounter (Facione, 2000). Therefore, when analyzing the association between critical 
thinking and an officer’s investigative decision-making approach, it would be helpful to account 
not only for the officer’s level of skill, but also their inclination to use that type of skill when 
presented with a relevant task. Previous research has examined related concepts by, for example, 
priming individuals to make decisions in a particular way (Ask et al., 2011). 
Thinking Styles 
 Another characteristic that may be related to investigative decision making is the 
preferred thinking style of an officer engaged in this type of task. Two particular facets of this 
variable, based on the Cognitive-Experiential Self-Theory (Epstein, 1994), are a person’s degree 
of preference for a more rational decision-making approach, and their degree of preference for 
relying on more intuitive decision making (referred to in the relevant literature as 
experientiality). Based on existing research in this area, and given the association between a 
preference for rationality and the motivation to apply one’s critical thinking (Stedman et al., 
2009), there may be reason to believe that officers who are higher on a measure of an analytical 
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and rational thinking style may be better able to avoid confirmation bias in their decision making 
in an investigation. This type of relationship has yet to be examined. 
 The literature on officers’ reliance on intuition seems to have generated more debate 
about its effectiveness in investigative decision making than their preference for rational thinking 
has, with some positing that it is a useful way for officers to quickly and effectively leverage and 
apply schemas they have acquired through years of experience and exposure to different 
situations (e.g., Snook & Cullen, 2009), and others describing it as suboptimal (e.g., Rossmo, 
2009a). Therefore, additional research is needed to help better understand whether and how a 
preference for relying on one’s gut feelings and intuition might be associated with decision-
making in an investigation. 
Law Enforcement Experience 
 The literature on investigative decision making also highlights a need for further insight 
into its relationship with an officer’s level of experience in law enforcement. This also 
necessitates further study using a law enforcement practitioner sample, particularly in the U.S., 
where this type of research has been limited. Since more senior law enforcement officers will 
have had more training than their junior level counterparts and will potentially also have had 
exposure to a wider array of investigation types and tasks, there may be reason to believe that 
they would exhibit a different decision-making approach. Previous research suggests that more 
senior officers may be better able to avoid confirmation bias (Dando & Ormerod, 2017; Wallace, 
2015). However, this officer characteristic and its association with investigative decision making 
has yet to be examined alongside other relevant variables, such as critical thinking and thinking 
styles. 
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 In conclusion, in light of the existing gaps in the literature, it would be helpful to better 
understand the types of characteristics that may be associated with an officer’s investigative 
decision-making approach and their ability to avoid the influence of confirmation bias. Given 
their potential relationship with this approach, it would be particularly useful to examine the 
contributions of the critical thinking skills, thinking styles, and level of experience of law 
enforcement officers. 
Importance of This Research 
 For several reasons, it is important to gain a better understanding of how critical thinking, 
thinking styles, and law enforcement experience may be associated with a person’s investigative 
decision making. As described, it would be helpful to know whether aspects of thinking are 
related to a reduced proneness to confirmation bias in an investigative context. If skills such as 
those possessed by, for instance, good critical thinkers, are associated with less biased decision 
making in an investigation, then this offers a basis for future research to analyze whether 
improving a person’s critical thinking skills impacts their level of susceptibility to confirmation 
bias. 
 Another reason for the importance of this work is that there is not yet a clear consensus 
on which strategies are most effective for improving investigative decision making, and under 
what circumstances they are optimally employed. It would be helpful to determine the 
dimensions of thinking that are most closely associated with a reduced proneness to bias as this 
may help to clarify when and why certain strategies might work best and may also contribute to 
the development of new strategies that enhance the quality of investigative decision-making 
processes. Critical thinking has been described as an important skill required of law enforcement 
officers (Geller, 1997; Phillips & Burrell, 2009). Therefore, it would be beneficial to obtain 
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evidence showing what particular dimensions of critical thinking are actually useful and 
impactful. If those skills, styles, and strategies most closely associated with lower proneness to 
cognitive bias can be pinpointed, then perhaps future efforts in training and practice can also be 
better tailored to improving and appropriately utilizing them. 
 It is also important to bear in mind that there is not always a clear ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ path 
in the investigative process (Ask & Alison, 2010). By going beyond particular strategies to also 
analyze individual differences in cognitive skills and styles and their relationship with decision 
processes, a better sense of what may generally contribute to positive development in this area 
can be obtained. Describing investigative decisions, Ask and Alison (2010) suggested that 
decision-making strategies that require a lot of time and effort are sometimes less practical than 
simple, easy to implement ones given the complex and unpredictable nature of many 
investigations. One potential inference that could be drawn from this idea is that there is a need 
to look beyond strategies that might occupy time and resources, and to look towards developing 
skills that law enforcement could more quickly and readily draw upon in an investigation, should 
these demonstrate themselves as being useful in the relevant processes. 
 Finally, this research may pave the way for further research in this area, as there may be a 
number of other benefits to investigative decision making associated with, for example, critical 
thinking. In a study of nurse educators in Canada, Profetto-McGrath et al. (2009) found that 
participants who had better critical thinking skills were better able to usefully apply research to 
their work, thus demonstrating that they were also better equipped to engage in evidence-based 
practice. The use of evidence-based practice is also directly applicable to law enforcement. It is 
thus highly practical to learn more about what factors such as critical thinking contribute to, and 
how they can be improved if they are having positive effects. By conducting this research in the 
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context of the work of law enforcement, a better case can be made for further incorporating 





 There remains a limited amount of empirical research on individual characteristics that 
are associated with investigative decision-making approaches, which provided impetus for the 
current study. This study examined the potential contributions of a set of variables that, based on 
previous research, were predicted to be related to an individual’s approach to investigative 
decision making and, more specifically, to an approach that would be indicative of a reduced 
susceptibility to confirmation bias. These include critical thinking, thinking styles, and level of 
experience working in law enforcement. Since few studies in this research area have utilized a 
practitioner sample, this study also addressed another need by recruiting a group of U.S. law 
enforcement officers to analyze the association between the variables of interest. A group of 
individuals who stated that they were interested in pursuing a career in law enforcement were 
also recruited, which allowed for experience to be treated as more of a continuum. 
 As described, the existing literature on the topic of critical thinking explains that the 
ability to avoid or overcome bias is a component of critical thinking and is therefore related to an 
individual’s critical thinking skills. This has important implications for law enforcement officers, 
who are regularly required to engage such skills in their day-to-day work, and to make important 
decisions without the influence of cognitive bias. Given the relationship between critical thinking 
and bias, officers who are good critical thinkers may also be better able than their peers who 
exhibit a lower skill level in this area to avoid the effects of confirmation bias when investigating 
a case. This seems reasonable not only given what each of these constructs involves, but also in 
light of the strategies that have been proposed and studied for reducing confirmation bias. 
Critical thinking involves maintaining an open mind, being willing to give adequate 
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consideration to alternative perspectives, and looking for evidence in support of and against 
different beliefs in order to ensure the validity of information. These are precisely the qualities 
that appear to be lacking when confirmation bias presents itself. For this reason, researchers have 
explored the benefits of asking individuals to consider alternatives and to challenge the accuracy 
of their existing beliefs and hypotheses to help counteract the effects of confirmation bias. In 
essence, they are trying to help people to think critically. 
 Individuals who already have good critical thinking skills may find this to be less of a 
challenge; they may be more capable of avoiding confirmation bias. However, such a 
relationship may not be as straightforward as this line of reasoning would suggest, given some of 
the complexities surrounding critical thinking, including the potential need for individuals to be 
inclined to put their skills to use. Research suggests that this motivational aspect is important to 
take into consideration, and therefore, it is also addressed in this study. By taking into account 
the potential added contribution of a person’s motivation to apply their critical thinking skills, 
this study offers a more thorough examination of the association between critical thinking and 
investigative decision making. 
 To gain more robust insight into officer characteristics that may be related to 
investigative decision making, this study goes beyond examining thinking skills to also assess 
thinking styles. Two aspects of this variable are of particular interest—an officer’s preference for 
rationality, and their preference for a more experiential (or intuitive) style of thinking. These two 
thinking styles have thus far been understudied in this area of research, as has been another 
variable examined in this study—an officer’s level of experience. There has been very little 
study of the association between the investigative decision-making approaches utilized by 
officers and their experience working in law enforcement. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of 
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research analyzing the relationship between experience and an officer’s ability to avoid 
confirmation bias that also takes into account other key variables, such as critical thinking and 
thinking styles, that the literature suggests may be associated with a person’s decision-making 
approach. This need to consider the potential contributions of the variables outlined above in an 
analysis of investigative decision making is therefore attended to in this study. 
 In summary, the study is designed to contribute to a better understanding of officer 
characteristics—including thinking skills and styles, and level of experience—that may be 
associated with proneness to confirmation bias in investigative decision making. The study 
analyzes more specifically an officer’s ability to engage in a decision-making approach that 
would help to reduce their susceptibility to confirmation bias. Given the need for more 
comprehensive insight into the contribution of experience, the study examines the approach of a 
group of individuals with varying levels of law enforcement experience, as well as a group of 











(I) Beliefs about the suspect: 
 Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality and/or experientiality, and 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and their later beliefs about a main suspect’s responsibility for a carjacking and armed robbery 
described in a case scenario, when taking into account their initial beliefs about the suspect’s 
responsibility? 
 In the context of an investigation, a belief that would be important to examine is the 
extent to which a suspect is perceived as responsible for the incident being investigated. If 
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confirmation bias were present, initial beliefs about the suspect would have a strong impact on, 
and be aligned with, later beliefs about that suspect. This would hold true even if information 
were introduced that challenges the initial belief. The current study is interested in the 
relationship between these beliefs about the suspect and characteristics of the individual making 
the relevant investigative decisions. If, when accounting for an individual’s initial beliefs, certain 
characteristics are associated with lower later beliefs in the suspect’s responsibility for the 
offense after information contradicting the suspect’s responsibility for the incident was 
introduced, it would suggest that those characteristics are associated with a reduced susceptibility 
to confirmation bias. 
 
(II) Perceptions of the evidence presented: 
 Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality and/or experientiality, and 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and the way in which they rate and prioritize the evidence described in a case scenario in their 
decision making when taking into account their initial beliefs about the main suspect’s 
responsibility for the incident described in the case scenario? 
 For this aspect of the decision-making approach, it would be important to examine the 
evidence that is perceived as most important to the investigative decisions being made. If 
confirmation bias were present, initial beliefs about the suspect would have an impact on, and be 
aligned with, the evidence perceived as most important; and, more specifically, whether that 
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evidence supports or does not support the notion that the suspect was responsible for the 
incident. This would hold true even if information were introduced that could challenge the 
initial belief. The current study is interested in the relationship between these beliefs and 
perceptions, and characteristics of the individual making the relevant investigative decisions. If, 
when accounting for an individual’s initial beliefs, certain characteristics are associated with 
higher importance rankings assigned to evidence that would help to exculpate the suspect after 
information contradicting the suspect’s responsibility for the incident was introduced, it would 
suggest that those characteristics are associated with a reduced susceptibility to confirmation 
bias. 
 
(III) Selection of additional evidence: 
 Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality and/or experientiality, and 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and their ratings of the importance of various additional lines of inquiry and evidence to resolve 
an investigation described in a case scenario when taking into account their initial beliefs about 
the main suspect’s responsibility for the incident described in the scenario? 
 For this aspect of the decision-making approach, it would be important to examine the 
types of additional evidence deemed most important to collect as a next step in an investigation. 
If confirmation bias were present, initial beliefs about the suspect would have an impact on, and 
be aligned with, the types of additional lines of inquiry selected for pursuit; and, more 
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specifically, whether that evidence is focused on the suspect or focused on exploring potential 
alternative suspects. This would hold true even if information were introduced that could 
challenge the initial belief. The current study is interested in the relationship between these 
beliefs and the additional evidence selected, and characteristics of the individual making the 
relevant investigative decisions. If, when accounting for an individual’s initial beliefs, certain 
characteristics are associated with higher importance rankings assigned to additional lines of 
inquiry that are focused on exploring alternatives after information contradicting the suspect’s 
responsibility for the incident was introduced, it would suggest that those characteristics are 
associated with a reduced susceptibility to confirmation bias. 
 
 Based on what has been described in the relevant literature about confirmation bias and 
the strategies for counteracting it, these three aspects (I, II, and III) were selected for their ability 






 This research was interested in whether certain thinking skills and styles, and experience 
working in law enforcement, are associated with decisions that may be made in a criminal 
investigation. The study design is outlined in Figure 2 and includes the two main types of 
participants who were involved in the study, the materials and measures that were administered, 
and the sequence of steps that were followed. 
 
Figure 2 
Study Design and Procedure 
 
 
 Participants were a group of individuals with experience working in law enforcement 
(1a.), and a group who aspired to work in law enforcement (1b.), and informed consent 
procedures were followed1 (1c.). All participants were given a folder with the study materials 
and measures, and instructions for completing them (1d.; also, see Appendix A for information 
about the pilot studies used to test the procedure, materials, and measures). 
 
1 Although all participants received an informed consent form, participants with law enforcement experience were 
not asked to sign the form, whereas those who did not have experience in law enforcement were asked to sign it. 
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 In the first part of the folder, participants were given a measure of their critical thinking 
(2a.), and this was followed by a measure of their thinking styles (2b.). Subsequently, there was a 
prime (2c.) designed to activate critical thinking in a random subset of participants. Participants 
in the control group instead received a neutral prime (that was not designed to activate a 
particular mode of thinking). In the next section of the folder, participants were given a case 
scenario that described a carjacking and armed robbery incident (3a.). Participants were asked to 
assume the role of an investigator in the case, and to answer a set of questions about it (3b.). The 
final measure was a demographics form, which included a set of questions about experience 
working in law enforcement (4a.). All participants were given a debrief form after completing 
the measures (4b.). 
Participants and Informed Consent 
 Prospective participants (1a. and 1b. in Figure 2) were informed that the study was 
interested in the relationship between individuals’ preferred mode of thinking and their approach 
to a decision-making task relevant to investigations. A group of law enforcement officers and a 
group of college students who indicated their interest in pursuing a career in law enforcement 
were recruited for the study. It was predicted that this sampling frame would help to provide 
information about how experience impacts investigative decision making. Overall, 240 
individuals2 participated in the main study for this project. The study was conducted in person3 at 




2 Pilot study participants are not included in this total. 
3 Research suggests that conducting a study in person (versus, for example, through an online survey) produces a 
better response rate when utilizing a police sample (Nix et al., 2019).  
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(1a.) Law Enforcement Group 
 A sample of 124 individuals4 with law enforcement experience participated in the study. 
This sample was recruited for the study with help from individuals who were or had been 
employed in law enforcement, and who were able to utilize their network to identify prospective 
participants. The participants were recruited through various avenues, including training 
programs and precincts. Although they were recruited from different sites, all were recruited 
from a single State in the U.S. northeast. 
 Demographic information for the law enforcement group is provided in Table 1. Most of 
the participants in this group identified as male, and most were 25 years of age or older with only 
two participants indicating that their age was between 18 and 24. As outlined in the table, more 
than three quarters of the law enforcement participants identified as White/Caucasian. 
Approximately half of the law enforcement participants indicated that they had at least a 




4 Two of the individuals in this sample had originally been recruited as part of the aspiring law enforcement group, 
and the procedures they followed (including those pertaining to informed consent and compensation) were 
consistent with those described for that sample. An examination of the data they provided about themselves revealed 
that they had experience working in law enforcement and, therefore, it was deemed more appropriate that they be 
categorized into the law enforcement group. 
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Table 1 
Law Enforcement Group Demographic Information 
 Characteristic n % 
Gender   
 Male 105 92 
 Female 9 8 
Age Group   
 18 - 24 2 2 
 25 - 34 31 26 
 35 - 44 45 38 
 45 - 54 38 32 
 55 - 64 2 2 
 65 + 0 0 
Race   
 White / Caucasian 90 81 
 Black / African American 9 8 
 Hispanic 9 8 
 Asian 1 1 
 Native American 0 0 
 Pacific Islander 0 0 
 Other race, or multi-racial 2 2 
Highest Level of Education Completed   
 High School / GED 4 3 
 Some College 33 28 
 Associate’s / 2-Year College Degree 14 12 
 Bachelor’s / 4-Year College Degree 46 39 
 Master’s Degree 21 18 
 Doctoral Degree 0 0 
Note. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Participants who did not provide 







(1b.) Aspiring Law Enforcement Group 
 A sample of 116 students5 from a northeast urban college known for its criminal justice 
and other justice-related programs participated in the study. To be eligible to participate, these 
participants had to have indicated in a pre-study screening form that they were interested in 
pursuing a career in law enforcement. 
 As illustrated in Table 2, the demographic composition of the aspiring law enforcement 
group diverged from that of the law enforcement group. These differences would need to be 
considered in the analyses for the study. A greater proportion of the aspiring law enforcement 
sample identified as female, which stands in contrast with the law enforcement group in which 
most participants identified as male. Additionally, most (n = 114) of the aspiring law 
enforcement participants indicated that they were between the ages of 18 and 24 (the remaining 
two participants reported that they were between the ages of 25 and 34). 
 The demographics information outlined in Table 2 also shows that, unlike the group of 
law enforcement officers, the aspiring law enforcement group was more diverse and the most 
frequently selected option for racial identification was Hispanic, which aligns with the status of 
the college from which this sample was recruited as a Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI). All of 






5 The original sample size for this group was 118. However, as described in the law enforcement group section, a 
review of the data revealed that two of the participants had experience working in law enforcement. They are 
therefore analyzed and discussed as part of the law enforcement group. 
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Table 2 
Aspiring Law Enforcement Group Demographic Information 
 Characteristic n % 
Gender   
 Male 22 19 
 Female 93 80 
 Non-binary 1 1 
Age Group   
 18 - 24 114 98 
 25 - 34 2 2 
 35+ 0 0 
Race   
 White / Caucasian 23 20 
 Black / African American 15 13 
 Hispanic 51 44 
 Asian 10 9 
 Native American 0 0 
 Pacific Islander 0 0 
 Other race, or multi-racial 16 14 
Note. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Participants who did not provide 
responses are excluded from the relevant frequencies. 
 
(1c.) Informed Consent 
 All participants received an informed consent form describing the nature and 
voluntariness of participation in the study. Participants recruited at law enforcement training sites 
or precincts were informed that they would not be asked to indicate or sign their names on the 
informed consent form or on any of the questionnaires.6 Participants recruited from the college 
 
6 These participants were not compensated but were informed that a project summary report would be produced and 
sent to them upon request, as well as to the agencies or organizations through which they had been recruited. 
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signed informed consent forms that were kept separate from their responses to the measures 
being utilized in order to assure their anonymity.7 
(1d.) Instructions 
 After reviewing the informed consent form, those who agreed to participate were given a 
folder containing the study materials and measures. The folder contained the following materials 
and measures in the sequence outlined: 
 Critical thinking skills measure (Watson-Glaser II Critical Thinking Appraisal) 
 Thinking styles measure (Rational-Experiential Inventory) 
 Critical thinking prime, or neutral prime in the control condition 
 Case scenario and decision-making approach measure 
 Demographics questionnaire, including questions about experience in law enforcement 
 Participants were instructed to complete the measures in the order in which they appeared 
in the folder and to keep moving forward. 
Critical Thinking and Thinking Styles 
(2a.) Critical Thinking Skills 
 Participants were asked to complete the Watson-Glaser II Critical Thinking Appraisal 
(WGCTA II; Form D), a measure of their critical thinking. They were asked to carefully review 
the instructions, and to indicate their responses on the accompanying response form. 
 The WGCTA II is not designed to measure domain-specific critical thinking, but rather, 
an individual’s general critical thinking skills. It contains 18 scenarios and 40 items8 and takes 
approximately 35-40 minutes to complete (Watson & Glaser, 2010). The measure can be used to 
 
7 These participants received research experience credits towards their undergraduate psychology course, and a 
chance to enter into a raffle to win one of three gift cards ($50, $30, and $20). Raffle winners were contacted with 
instructions for prize redemption after all participants from this group had completed the study. 
8 Due to copyright restrictions, a sample item from this measure cannot be provided. 
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produce an overall score reflecting an individual’s critical thinking skills, as well as scores 
reflecting the individual’s performance on three subscales assessing their ability to: recognize 
assumptions, evaluate arguments, and draw conclusions. The reliability of the overall score is 
reported in the Technical Manual for the measure to be .83, and .80, .57, and .70 for the 
Recognize Assumptions, Evaluate Arguments, and Draw Conclusions scales, respectively 
(Watson & Glaser, 2010). This was also calculated in the current study using data collected from 
the two participant groups; the reliability of the overall score was found to be .59, and .71, .23, 
and .48 for the Recognize Assumptions, Evaluate Arguments, and Draw Conclusions scales, 
respectively. 
(2b.) Thinking Styles 
 Following the critical thinking measure, participants were asked to complete the 
Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI) developed by Pacini and Epstein (1999; see Appendix B), 
a measure of their thinking styles. This 40-item self-report measure includes two scales: the 
rationality scale, and the experientiality scale. 
 Rationality Scale. The rationality scale assesses an individual’s preference for engaging 
in rational and analytic thinking. The scale was adapted by Pacini and Epstein (1999) from the 
Need for Cognition measure that was produced by Cacioppo and Petty (1982). The modifications 
made by Pacini and Epstein (e.g., changing the valence of certain items from the original 
measure) were designed to keep the length and number of reverse-scored items in the REI’s 
rationality scale consistent with those that they had created for their experientiality scale. For 
each of the 20 items in the rationality scale, participants are asked to rate the extent to which 
each item is true or not true of themselves (from Definitely not true of myself to Definitely true of 
myself). A sample item from the scale is “I enjoy solving problems that require hard thinking.” 
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Reliability for the rationality scale is reported to be .90 by the authors (Pacini & Epstein, 1999) 
and in the current study, using data from the two participant groups, it was found to be .85. 
 Experientiality Scale. The experientiality scale assesses the extent to which an 
individual prefers to rely on their experience and intuition. For each of the 20 items in the scale, 
participants are asked to rate the extent to which each item is true or not true of themselves (from 
Definitely not true of myself to Definitely true of myself). A sample item from this scale is “I trust 
my initial feelings about people.” Reliability for the experientiality scale is reported to be .87 by 
the authors (Pacini & Epstein, 1999) and in the current study, using data from the two participant 
groups, it was found to be .87. 
(2c.) Critical Thinking Activation 
 After completing the thinking styles measure, to determine the potential contribution of a 
person’s motivation to think critically on their decisions, participants read and responded to one 
of two primes: a critical thinking prime or a neutral prime (see Appendix C). The format of the 
primes was modeled after those in a study conducted by Ask et al. (2011). 
 Critical Thinking Prime. For a random subset of the participants (experimental group), 
the prime was intended to help motivate them to put their critical thinking skills into action when 
presented with an investigative decision-making task. The critical thinking prime stated that a 
group of high-ranking law enforcement officers were asked about qualities related to good 
decision making in an investigation and included a list of five statements that they had strongly 
agreed with. The statements were related to the value of critical thinking aspects in 
investigations, and a textbook on critical thinking by Facione and Gittens (2016) was used to 
construct them. In actuality, no officers had previously been asked about the decision-making 
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qualities for this study9; the goal of this aspect of the prime was to prompt participants to 
seriously consider the information presented in it, given that it had allegedly been endorsed by 
officers of high rank and experience. 
 Rather than merely reading them, participants were asked to rate their own level of 
agreement (from Strongly disagree to Strongly agree) with the statements to help ensure they 
read them carefully, and to reinforce them. The statements had been constructed in such a way as 
to elicit agreement. A sample item is “When you are making decisions in an investigation, it is 
important to think through the potential consequences of your decisions, and to be willing to 
challenge your decisions if needed. Your decisions have a large impact on the investigation, so 
you should avoid jumping to conclusions.” 
 Neutral Prime. A control group was given a comparable but neutral prime so that all 
participants would receive similar materials requiring the same amount of time to complete, but 
the influence of the motivational aspect of critical thinking could be discerned. Rather than a set 
of statements related to critical thinking, the five statements in the neutral prime were related to 
more general good practices in an investigation. A textbook about criminal investigations (Hess 
& Orthmann, 2010) was used to construct the items for this prime. Like the experimental group, 
the control group was asked to rate their level of agreement (from Strongly disagree to Strongly 
agree) with each statement. A sample item from the neutral prime is “Good communication is 
important when you are making decisions in an investigation. When you communicate with 




9 This was disclosed to participants in the debrief form they received at the end of the study. 
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Case Scenario and Decision Making 
(3a.) Case Scenario 
 After the prime (critical thinking or neutral), participants were asked to read a case 
scenario (see Appendix D), which they were told was based on a real case (with identifying 
information changed for the purposes of the study). The case scenario developed for this study 
was based on a real case that involved a carjacking and armed robbery.10 Some details about the 
original case were modified for the case scenario to ensure that the participants’ attention would 
be directed to the aspects of the case most relevant to the study (including, for example, a show-
up that was conducted in which the victims stated that the suspect looked like the person who 
had committed the offense), and that other potentially distracting elements of the case could be 
subdued or removed (such as information about a tracking dog that had been used in the original 
investigation). 
 The original case was selected for the following reasons: 
 The role of the main suspect in the case could be firmly established. 
 The case took place at least ten years prior to the timing of this study, which would help to 
ensure that the case could not be easily identified. Some details about the case were also 
modified or withheld. 
 An early opinion of the law enforcement officers involved about a suspect in the case 
appeared to have influenced subsequent steps that were taken. Therefore, it could be 
inferred that there was the potential for confirmation bias to have influenced the decision-
making process in the case. The early opinions were evident in the case scenario as well. 
 
10 Information about the original case was obtained through a legal database. 
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 The case involved a carjacking and armed robbery, but the victims were not physically 
harmed. Had a murder or sexual assault case been utilized, it might have been more likely 
to evoke a greater level of emotion, which could have influenced the study results 
(Wallace, 2015). Although a more emotion-laden case could reveal greater distinctions 
between those more prone to confirmation bias and those who would engage in a thinking 
pattern that would counteract it, for this study, it was more appropriate to use a relatively 
emotion-neutral case. Emotion was not a variable of focus in this study, and therefore it 
was deemed necessary to reduce its potential effects as they would not be factored into the 
analyses. A case such as a murder was also considered one that fewer officers would have 
had a great amount of exposure to. 
 The case scenario was divided into two parts: 
 Part 1: The first part of the scenario included information about the initial incident as 
described by the victims to the responding officers, and the victims’ description of the 
perpetrator. It also included information about an individual that the responding officers believed 
fit the description of the perpetrator. Additionally, it explained that the vehicle that was stolen 
during the incident was recovered. Participants were asked to assume the role of an investigating 
officer assigned to the case. They were informed that they had arrived at the house of the main 
suspect where a show-up was then conducted with the suspect outside his house, and that the 
victims stated that the suspect looked like the individual who had stolen their wallets and one 
victim’s car. 
 Part 2: The second part of the scenario briefly explained that the suspect, his aunt, and 
his cousin were questioned about the suspect’s whereabouts on the night of the offense, and that 
each stated that he was at home. It then explained that DNA evidence found on a hat allegedly 
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worn by the perpetrator was not a match with the suspect, and fingerprints found on the stolen 
vehicle’s steering wheel were also not a match. The fingerprints from the pellet gun found in the 
stolen vehicle were described as insufficiently clear to provide information about potential 
matches. 
(3b.) Case Decision Making 
 Since there is no one way or measure to assess the degree to which individuals can guard 
against confirmation bias, a set of questions/prompts was developed (see Appendix D) to 
examine aspects of decision making that could be used to draw inferences about whether certain 
participants acted less in line with confirmation bias than others. In alignment with the main 
research questions for the study (as outlined in the Research Questions section in Chapter 6), the 
items were used to analyze: 
(I) the influence of later evidence presented in the case on beliefs formed about the main 
suspect (beliefs about the suspect), 
(II) how different pieces of evidence would be prioritized (perceptions of the evidence 
presented), and 
(III) what additional information would be sought out (selection of additional evidence). 
 After reading Part 1 of the case scenario, participants were asked to indicate the extent 
(from 0 Not at all to 10 Completely) to which they believed the main suspect was responsible for 
the carjacking and armed robbery that had been described. This item was used as a measure of 
their initial belief about the suspect. They then read Part 2 of the case scenario and were again 
asked to indicate the extent (from 0 Not at all to 10 Completely) to which they believed the main 
suspect was responsible. This item was used as a measure of their later belief about the suspect. 
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 Subsequently, participants were presented with a list of information and evidence from 
the case. The list included, for example, the victims’ description of the offense and the 
perpetrator, the responding officers’ beliefs about the resemblance of the described perpetrator to 
an individual they had seen at an earlier time, and the show-ups that were conducted; the suspect, 
his aunt, and his cousin’s statements about the suspect’s whereabouts during the evening of the 
offense; and the DNA and fingerprint evidence from items found in the stolen car. Participants 
were asked to select and rank the five items they believed had been most important to their 
decision making. This was used as a measure of their perceptions of the evidence presented in 
the case. 
 In addition to ranking the existing information and evidence from the case, participants 
were asked to rank their top five items from a list of additional information and evidence that 
could be collected in the case (see Appendix A for information about the pilot study through 
which these items were produced). The list contained five lines of inquiry that were focused on 
the main suspect (e.g., “Find out if C has any priors for armed robbery or similar crimes”), five 
lines of inquiry that were focused on potential alternative suspects (e.g., “Find out about other 
individuals who have recently committed similar crimes in the area where the incident took 
place”), and four neutral items that were not focused on any types of suspects (e.g., “Find out if 
M’s ATM card was used after the incident took place”). This was used to examine participants’ 
decisions surrounding the selection of additional evidence. 
Demographics and Debrief 
(4a.) Demographics 
 Participants were then asked to complete a demographics questionnaire (see Appendix 
E). The questionnaire asked for standard demographic information, including age, gender, and 
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level of education. It also asked participants to indicate their rank and level of experience as a 
law enforcement officer, including the number of years they had spent employed in their 
profession. Participants who did not yet have law enforcement experience were informed that 
they could skip that set of questions. 
(4b.) Debrief 
 After responding to the materials and measures and upon returning the folder, each 
participant was provided with a debrief form that included additional details about the study and 




Analysis of the Decision-Maker Characteristics 
 As outlined in Figure 1 (see Chapter 6), this study is interested in whether a person’s 
investigative decision-making approach is associated with certain characteristics of the decision 
maker, which was to be examined through three main research questions: 
 (I) Beliefs about the suspect: 
 Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality, and/or experientiality, and 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and their later beliefs about a main suspect’s responsibility for a carjacking and armed robbery 
described in a case scenario, when taking into account their initial beliefs about the suspect’s 
responsibility? 
 (II) Perceptions of the evidence presented: 
 Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality, and/or experientiality, and 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and the way in which they rate and prioritize the evidence described in a case scenario in their 
decision making when taking into account their initial beliefs about the main suspect’s 
responsibility for the incident described in the case scenario? 
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 (III) Selection of additional evidence: 
 Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality, and/or experientiality, and 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and their ratings of the importance of various additional lines of inquiry and evidence to resolve 
an investigation described in a case scenario when taking into account their initial beliefs about 
the main suspect’s responsibility for the incident described in the scenario? 
 Three multiple linear regression analyses (described in Chapters 9, 10, and 11) were 
utilized to test the three research questions (I, II, and III) for this study. Before including the 
decision-maker characteristics in the main study analyses (i.e., the three multiple linear 
regression analyses), it was first necessary to individually examine and compute any relevant 
descriptive statistics. This would facilitate a more in-depth understanding of the data obtained 
from the two participants groups in this study (the law enforcement group and the aspiring law 
enforcement group), provide information about the efficacy of the materials that were produced 
for this study, and provide indicators about any potential issues associated with the inclusion of 
the variables in the three main analyses that would test the study’s three research questions. The 
decision-maker characteristics variables for which data were obtained included: 
 Participants’ critical thinking skills 
 and motivation to think critically, 
 their thinking styles (including their preferences for rational and experiential styles), and 
 their experience working in law enforcement. 
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Critical Thinking Skills 
 Participants’ critical thinking skills were measured using the Watson-Glaser II Critical 
Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA II). The measure yields four types of scores: an overall score, and 
a score for each of the measure’s three subscales (Recognize Assumptions, Evaluate Arguments, 
Draw Conclusions). Each item on the measure is scored as correct (for 1 point) or incorrect (for 0 
points). A person can score up to 40 points on the overall measure, up to 12 on the Recognize 
Assumptions scale, up to 12 on the Evaluate Arguments scale, and up to 16 on the Draw 
Conclusions scale. Higher scores indicate a greater level of proficiency. Total scores on the 
measure and scores on its three subscales (Recognize Assumptions, Evaluate Arguments, Draw 
Conclusions) are summarized overall, and by group type, in Table 3. 
 
Table 3 
Summary of Scores on the Watson-Glaser II Critical Thinking Appraisal 







 n M SD n M SD n M SD n M SD 








114 19.73 4.04 114 5.42 2.55 115 6.99 1.45 113 7.30 2.27 
Note. Only valid totals are reported in the sample total columns. A subscale score was only 
calculated if a participant had responded to all of the items for that subscale. An overall score 




 As seen in the descriptive statistics presented in Table 3, participants’ Mean scores were 
approximately at the midpoint of scores possible for the overall scale, as well as for each of the 
three subscales. The table is organized by group type (law enforcement group or aspiring law 
enforcement group) since group type would also be accounted for in the main study analyses. 
Scores for the overall sample on the three subscales of the WGCTA II—Recognize Assumptions, 
Evaluate Arguments, and Draw Conclusions—would be used in the main study analyses (see 
Chapters 9, 10, and 11) to represent three attributes of a person’s critical thinking skills. 
Critical Thinking Activation 
 Beyond measuring their critical thinking skills, participants received either a prime 
intended to motivate their use of critical thinking when responding to questions about the case 
study developed for this project, or a corresponding neutral prime. The number of individuals in 
each condition is outlined in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 
Participant Assignment to Critical Thinking or Neutral Prime 
 Critical Thinking Prime Neutral Prime 
 n % n % 
Overall sample 118 49 122 51 
Law enforcement group 62 50 62 50 
Aspiring law enforcement group 56 48 60 52 
 
 
 Independent samples t tests were conducted to evaluate the potential effects of the prime 
on participants’ initial and later beliefs about the suspects, their perceptions of the evidence 
presented in the case, and the additional lines of inquiry and evidence that they selected. The 
prime was not found to have an effect on any of the decision variables (p > .05). Another item 
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from the decision-making approach measure was used to conduct an additional check of the 
potential influence of the prime. This multiple-choice item asked participants about their 
decision-making approach for investigating the case (decisions about the case were figured out 
right away, or it took time to figure out decisions about the case11). The item had been presented 
to participants towards the end of the decision-making approach measure. A Chi Square test 
indicated that there was no relationship between the condition a participant had been assigned to 
and the type of decision-making approach that they indicated having taken (p > .05). 
 These initial analyses provided insight into the strength of the critical thinking prime, and 
the findings suggested that, on its own, the prime was not effective at influencing the manner in 
which participants reported approaching the decision-making tasks they were presented with. 
There was no evidence that the critical thinking prime motivated participants who received it to 
apply their critical thinking skills when responding to questions about the case beyond their 
existing level of motivation to do so. Since the prime did not effectively activate the application 
of critical thinking, its usefulness in the main study analyses at representing a person’s 
motivation to think critically would be limited, which was important to consider in advance as it 
revealed that additional analyses that excluded the variable would be needed. However, as 
planned for this study, the critical thinking prime variable would first be included in the main 
analyses (see Chapters 9, 10, and 11) to determine whether it was associated with participants’ 
decision making when the contributions of other variables were also considered. 
Thinking Styles 
 The Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI) was administered to measure participants’ 
thinking styles. This measure yields two scores: one that represents the extent of a person’s 
 
11 An “Other” option was also included with an open-ended text field where participants could provide additional 
details to explain their response. This option was excluded from the analysis of the prime’s effects. 
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preference for rational, analytical thinking (rationality), and another that represents the extent of 
their preference for relying on their gut feelings and intuition (experientiality). Each score is 
computed by taking the Mean of a person’s responses to 20 items; the scale for each item is 1 to 
5 (there are no right or wrong answers). Higher scores indicate a greater sense of identification 
with that style of thinking and lower scores indicate a lower sense of identification with it. 
Participants’ scores on the REI are summarized in Table 5. 
 
Table 5 
Summary of Scores on the Rational-Experiential Inventory 
 Rationality Scale Experientiality Scale 
 n M SD n M SD 
Overall sample 235 3.87 .51 235 3.45 .55 
Law enforcement group 120 3.99 .49 120 3.54 .53 
Aspiring law enforcement group 115 3.73 .49 115 3.37 .55 
Note. Only valid totals are reported in the sample total columns. A score on each scale was only 
calculated if a participant had responded to 19 out of the 20 items (95%) in the scale. 
 
 The descriptive statistics presented in Table 5 are organized by group type (law 
enforcement group or aspiring law enforcement group) since group type would also be accounted 
for in the main study analyses. Scores for the overall sample on the rationality scale and on the 
experientiality scale would be used in the three main study analyses (see Chapters 9, 10, and 11) 
to represent the extent of participants’ level of identification with those two thinking styles. Of 
interest to this study was whether the extent of their preference for each of the two thinking 
styles was associated with their decision-making approach when considering other decision-
maker characteristics. 
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Critical Thinking Skills and Thinking Styles 
 A preliminary analysis was also performed to examine whether and how participants’ 
scores on the critical thinking and thinking styles measures might be correlated with one another. 
This was done for two reasons. The first was to determine whether participants in the study 
exhibited patterns consistent with those found in previous research that has suggested that 
rational thinking is associated with critical thinking, and with literature stating that individuals 
with a higher preference for rationality can also exhibit a higher preference for experientiality. 
This information would be helpful in interpreting the results of the three main study analyses. 
The second was to determine whether any correlations between the critical thinking and thinking 
styles variables were sufficiently high as to raise concerns about multicollinearity (Field, 2009, 
Chapter 7). The resulting correlation matrix for the overall sample is presented in Table 6. 
 
Table 6 
Critical Thinking Skills and Thinking Styles Correlation Matrix 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 
 n r n r n r n r n r 
Critical Thinking           
 1. Recognize Assumptions - -         
 2. Evaluate Arguments 234 .03 - -       
 3. Draw Conclusions 233 .14* 230 .12 - -     
Thinking Styles           
 4. Rationality 233 .07 232 .05 229 .19** - -   
 5. Experientiality 233 .02 232 .03 229 .02 235 .15* - - 
*p < .05. **p < .01. 
 
 The results suggested that participants’ critical thinking skill level in the area of drawing 
conclusions was significantly positively associated with the extent of their preference for a 
rational style of thinking. Participants’ degree of preference for a rational style of thinking was 
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also found to be significantly positively associated with their preference for an experiential, 
intuitive style of thinking, but the latter was not associated with any of the critical thinking-
related variables. None of the critical thinking and thinking styles variables were so highly 
correlated with one another as to raise concern about a need to exclude them from a multiple 
linear regression analysis (Field, 2009, Chapter 7), which was the statistical method used in the 
main study analyses. 
Law Enforcement Experience 
 Two groups were measured and analyzed, including a group of participants who had 
experience working in law enforcement (law enforcement group), and a group who did not have 
experience but who indicated interest in pursuing a career in law enforcement (aspiring law 
enforcement group). In the study, participants with experience working in law enforcement were 
asked to provide information about the extent of their experience, including their rank, the 
number of years they had spent in their rank, and the overall numbers of years in which they had 
worked in law enforcement. 
 It was determined that two sample characteristics should be included in the main study 
analyses: (1) whether or not a participant had any experience working in law enforcement (i.e., 
whether the individual was part of the law enforcement group, which was coded as 1, or the 
aspiring law enforcement group, which was coded as 0) would be controlled for in the models, 
and (2) the participant’s level of experience in law enforcement. 
 The first item (i.e., whether or not a participant had experience working in law 
enforcement) would help to control for differences across the two main participant groups. This 
included their demographic composition (e.g., gender, age, race, and education), as well as other 
potentially influential factors. For instance, one group was interested in working in law 
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enforcement but did not have formal training or experience, and the other had training and 
experience, which could impact their more general approach and response to the case scenario if 
any relevant standard procedures were known to the law enforcement group but not to the 
aspiring law enforcement group. Furthermore, to the law enforcement group, the case and the 
decisions they were asked to make about it were more likely to have been perceived as familiar 
than they would have by the aspiring law enforcement group. 
 The two groups also participated in the study under different circumstances. All of the 
participants in the aspiring law enforcement group were recruited from a college where they 
were taking an undergraduate-level psychology course. These participants completed the 
measures at the college and were given research credits towards their class for their participation, 
along with entry into a raffle. They were informed that the study pertained to law enforcement, 
but there were no clear immediate implications of the results to them. Therefore, it was possible 
that the aspiring law enforcement group would not have approached the task in the same manner 
as the law enforcement group. Almost all of the participants in the latter group were recruited 
from a precinct or training site and completed the measures there. Their leaders had given 
permission for the study to be administered, and the participants were aware that the results 
would be relevant to them and to their colleagues. This could have had an impact on how they 
approached the task and their level of effort. 
 For participants in the law enforcement group, two of the items representing level of 
experience had been considered for inclusion in the main analyses. These included their rank and 





Rank Information and Overall Number of Years Working in Law Enforcement 
 Experience n % 
Rank   
 Police Officer 28 24 
 Police Detective 21 18 
 Police Corporal 2 2 
 Police Sergeant 46 40 
 Police Lieutenant 12 10 
 Police Captain 5 4 
 Deputy Chief 2 2 
Years in Law Enforcement   
 0 – 2 2 2 
 3 – 5 11 9 
 6 – 8 12 10 
 9 – 11 4 3 
 12 – 14 18 16 
 15 – 17 18 16 
 18 – 20 23 20 
 21 – 23 13 11 
 24 – 26 11 9 
 27 – 29 4 3 
Note. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Participants who did not provide 
responses to the items are excluded from the frequencies outlined in this table. For rank, any 
participants who wrote in their own response to the survey item (rather than selecting from the 
list provided) were examined first, and a determination was made as to whether they could 
reasonably be categorized into one of the rank categories listed on the survey. A retired law 
enforcement officer assisted in making these determinations. 
 
 As shown in Table 7, Police Sergeant was the most frequently specified rank, followed 
by Police Officer and Police Detective. This indicates that the participants in this group were not 
all at an entry level and had a range of experience, which was similarly reflected in their number 
of years of experience working in law enforcement; very few of the participants had less than six 
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years of experience and over half of them indicated having worked in the field for at least 15 
years. A determination of how best to represent level of experience in law enforcement was 
needed, as that variable would be included in the three main study analyses (see Chapters 9, 10, 
and 11). Rank was ultimately selected as the variable that would represent the level of experience 
in law enforcement decision-maker characteristic, as this particular variable would help to 
account for differences across participants’ experience within law enforcement, including 
training received and types of responsibility (such as supervisory responsibilities). For the 
purposes of the analyses, participants in the aspiring law enforcement group were coded as being 




Results for Research Question I: Beliefs About the Suspect 
 Following the analysis of the decision-maker characteristics variables of interest in this 
study, the three main analyses could be conducted. This section describes the main analysis of, 
and results for, the study’s first research question (see Figure 1 in Chapter 6). 
 The first research question was: 
 (I) Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality and/or experientiality, 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and their later beliefs about a main suspect’s responsibility for a carjacking and armed robbery 
described in a case scenario, when taking into account their initial beliefs about the suspect’s 
responsibility? 
 To measure their beliefs about the suspect, participants were asked to rate the extent to 
which they believed the suspect was responsible for the incident after reading initial information 
about the case (initial belief) and again after reading additional information about the case (later 
belief). Since an aspect of confirmation bias is that a person’s early beliefs will influence their 
later beliefs, analyzing the contribution of participants’ critical thinking skills and activation, 
their thinking styles, and their experience working in law enforcement, to their later beliefs about 
the suspect with their early beliefs accounted for would provide insight into characteristics that 
could be associated with their susceptibility to confirmation bias. This first main analysis 
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therefore incorporated participant’s later and initial beliefs about the suspect and all of the 
decision-maker characteristics outlined in Figure 1 (see Chapter 6) and described in Chapter 8. 
Beliefs About the Suspect Variables 
 Two items were used to represent participants’ beliefs about the suspect described in the 
case scenario. On a scale from 0 to 10, they were asked to rate: 
 the extent to which they believed the suspect was responsible for the incident that had been 
described after reading only Part 1 of the case scenario (initial belief), and 
 the extent to which they believed the suspect was responsible for the incident that had been 
described after also reading Part 2 of the case scenario (later belief). 
 With their initial beliefs taken into consideration, participants’ later belief ratings would 
be used to determine whether the evidence presented towards the end of the case scenario had 
influenced their decisions. Lower later belief ratings might then suggest that the additional 
information presented in Part 2 of the case scenario had factored into their decision making so 
that their earlier beliefs were not constraining their later beliefs. A summary of participants’ 
initial and later belief scores is presented in Table 8. 
 
Table 8 
Initial and Later Belief Ratings of the Suspect’s Level of Responsibility for the Incident 
 Initial Belief Later Belief 
 n M SD n M SD 
Overall Sample 238 6.56 2.14 236 2.44 2.38 
Law Enforcement Group 124 6.85 2.04 122 2.70 2.62 
Aspiring Law Enforcement Group 114 6.25 2.20 114 2.18 2.07 
Note. Only valid totals (i.e., including participants who submitted a response to the item) are 
reported in the sample total columns. 
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 For the overall sample, a within-subjects t test revealed that participants’ later belief 
ratings were significantly lower than their initial belief ratings, t (233) = 24.57, p < .001. This 
suggests that the additional information that was provided in the case scenario after participants 
were asked to provide initial ratings of the suspect’s responsibility for the incident impacted their 
beliefs about the suspect. It also indicates that the additional information that was provided in the 
later part of the case scenario developed for this study was sufficiently strong to produce a lower 
belief in the suspect’s culpability. Testing Research Question I would then determine whether 
any characteristics of the decision makers contributed to their later beliefs about the suspect. A 
negative association between this decision-making approach aspect and a decision-maker 
characteristic would suggest that a participant who demonstrated more of that characteristic 
(while accounting for other characteristics) was less likely to foster a strong belief in the 
suspect’s responsibility for the offense after receiving additional information about the case. 
Analysis of Research Question I 
 Since the research questions in this study are interested in the associations between three 
aspects of a person’s decision-making approach and certain decision-maker characteristics, when 
taking into account the relative contributions of each of the characteristics, it was determined that 
a multiple linear regression analysis would be appropriate to address each question. In this type 
of analysis, multiple variables (in the case of this study, these would be the decision-maker 
characteristics) can be entered as predictors with the decision-making approach aspect entered as 
the dependent or outcome variable. The statistical analysis models the associations between the 
predictors with the target variable. Using this technique, information can be obtained about 
which (if any) of the predictors makes a significant contribution to the model when the 
contributions of the other predictors are also taken into account. Therefore, this statistical 
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analysis was deemed appropriate for examining the associations between the decision-making 
approach aspect—participants’ beliefs about the suspect—and a set of characteristics of the 
participants as decision makers. 
 A multiple linear regression analysis was performed to examine the contribution of the 
decision-maker characteristics and critical thinking activation condition (all listed below) to 
participants’ ratings of the suspect’s responsibility for the offense after additional information 
about the case had been presented (later belief): 
 Critical thinking skills subscale scores (as measured by the WGCTA II): 
o Recognize Assumptions 
o Evaluate Arguments 
o Draw Conclusions 
 Motivation to think critically (based on the critical thinking activation condition; critical 
thinking prime or neutral prime) 
 Critical thinking styles scores (as measured by the REI): 
o Rationality score 
o Experientiality score 
 Level of experience in law enforcement (represented by rank) 
 The effects of participants’ self-rated initial beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for 
the offense were controlled for in the regression model, along with group type (law enforcement 
group / aspiring law enforcement group). Initial beliefs were included in the analysis because the 
concept of confirmation bias emphasizes early beliefs and hypotheses as drivers of later beliefs 
and decisions. Therefore, it was necessary to determine whether the contributions of the 
decision-maker characteristics were significantly associated with their later beliefs and decisions 
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when early beliefs were accounted for. Group type was included in the analysis to account for 
potential differences between the law enforcement group and aspiring law enforcement group 
that extended beyond their level of experience in law enforcement. 
Results for Research Question I 
 The results indicated that there was a collective significant effect of the decision-maker 
characteristics (critical thinking skills and motivation to think critically, thinking styles, and level 
of experience working in law enforcement), initial beliefs, and group type, on participants’ 
ratings of the suspect’s responsibility for the offense, F(9, 203) = 5.04, p < .001, R2 = .18. The 
contributions of the predictors to the regression model are outlined in Table 9. 
 
Table 9 
Multiple Linear Regression Results for Beliefs About the Suspect 
 Variable B SE B β p 95% CI 
Control variables      
 Initial belief 0.40 0.08 .34 .000 [0.25, 0.55] 
 Group type 0.63 0.53 .13 .238 [-0.42, 1.68] 
Critical thinking skills      
 Recognize Assumptions 0.05 0.05 .06 .340 [-0.05, 0.15] 
 Evaluate Arguments 0.08 0.09 .06 .363 [-0.09, 0.26] 
 Draw Conclusions -0.18 0.06 -.20 .004 [-0.30, -0.06] 
Critical thinking activation      
 Critical thinking / neutral prime -0.10 0.30 -.02 .753 [-0.69, 0.50] 
Thinking styles      
 Rationality -0.49 0.31 -.11 .114 [-1.09, 0.12] 
 Experientiality -0.07 0.28 -.02 .804 [-0.61, 0.47] 
Level of experience      
 Rank12 0.08 0.13 .06 .558 [-0.18, 0.33] 
Note. CI = confidence interval. 
 
12 The same pattern of results was observed in an exploratory analysis of the same variables but using the number of 
years a participant had spent working in law enforcement instead of rank to represent level of experience.  
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 As can be seen in Table 9, the initial belief rating variable, which had been entered as a 
control variable, was found to be a significant contributor to the model, β = .343, p < .001, 95% 
CI [0.25, 0.55]. The observed relationship with participants’ later beliefs about the suspect was 
positive, suggesting that higher initial ratings of the suspect’s perceived responsibility for the 
offense were associated with higher later ratings. 
 Further examination of the results outlined in the table revealed that skill at drawing 
conclusions was a significant predictor, β = -.198, p = .004, 95% CI [-0.30, -0.06]. When 
included in the model, and also controlling for group type and the effects of participants’ initial 
beliefs about the suspect, scores on the Draw Conclusions scale of the critical thinking measure 
were significantly associated with participants’ beliefs about the suspect’s level of responsibility 
for the incident after reading initial and then further information about the case. The observed 
relationship was negative, suggesting that the greater a person’s skill at drawing conclusions 
(which is an aspect of critical thinking), the lower the likelihood that they believed the suspect 
was responsible for the incident after receiving additional information. That information included 
evidence that would help to exculpate the suspect. 
 The remaining predictors that had been included in the model outlined in the table were 
not found to be significant contributors to participants’ beliefs about the suspect (p > .05 for each 
variable). 
Summary 
 The first research question was interested in whether there is an association between an 
individual’s critical thinking skills and motivation to think critically, thinking styles, and level of 
experience in law enforcement, and their later beliefs about a main suspect’s responsibility for a 
carjacking and armed robbery described in a case scenario, when taking into account their initial 
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beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility. To address this, a multiple linear regression analysis 
was performed, which revealed that certain decision-maker characteristics were associated with 
the decision-makers’ beliefs about the suspect described in the case scenario when their initial 
beliefs were also accounted for. 
 Participants’ early beliefs about the suspect were associated with their beliefs about the 
suspect after they had been given additional information about the case. Those who initially 
believed more strongly that the suspect was responsible for the incident that had occurred were 
also more likely to hold stronger beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility after having received 
further details that could have altered their beliefs. Their skill at critically drawing conclusions 
was also associated with their later beliefs about the suspect, but in a different way. When 
controlling for the other predictors in the analysis, those participants who demonstrated greater 
proficiency in their critical thinking skills relevant to drawing conclusions were less likely to 
believe that the suspect was responsible for the crime after they had been given additional 
information about the case that could have altered their beliefs. 
 The other decision-maker characteristics that were included in the analysis (including 
critical thinking skills in the areas of recognizing assumptions and evaluating arguments; 
motivation to think critically based on the use of a critical thinking activation prime or a control; 
thinking styles, including degree of preference for a rational style of thinking and that of an 
experiential style; level of experience working in law enforcement; and group type) were not 




Results for Research Question II: Perceptions of the Evidence Presented 
 This section describes the main analysis of, and results for, the study’s second research 
question (see Figure 1 in Chapter 6). 
 The second research question was: 
 (II) Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality and/or experientiality, 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and the way in which they rate and prioritize the evidence described in a case scenario in their 
decision making when taking into account their initial beliefs about the main suspect’s 
responsibility for the incident described in the case scenario? 
 Since an aspect of confirmation bias is that a person’s early beliefs will influence how 
they perceive information, it was predicted that analyzing the contribution of participants’ 
critical thinking skills and activation, their thinking styles, and their experience working in law 
enforcement, to their rankings of the evidence presented in the case would provide insight into 
their susceptibility to confirmation bias and the factors that might be associated with it. 
Perceptions of the Evidence Presented Variable 
 Participants were asked to select and rank (from a list) five pieces of evidence from the 
case that had been most important to their decision making. The rank-ordered evidence was used 
to produce a composite score for each participant that reflected their perceptions of the evidence. 
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 Each piece of evidence in the list would contribute to a belief that the suspect was 
responsible for the incident (e.g., the victims’ statement after the show-up that the suspect looked 
like the person who had committed the offense), contribute to a belief that the suspect was not 
responsible for the incident (e.g., the finding that the DNA evidence found on the hat allegedly 
worn by the perpetrator was not a match with the suspect), or provide information that was 
neutral (e.g., the victims’ statement that the hat found in the stolen vehicle looked like the one 
worn by the perpetrator). The top five items were each given a weighted score (with a 5 assigned 
to the item the participant had selected as most important and a 1 assigned to the least important 
item). That score was then multiplied by the type of evidence (+1 for evidence that contributed to 
a belief that the suspect was not responsible, 0 for neutral evidence, and -1 for evidence that 
contributed to a belief that the suspect was responsible) and summed to produce a final 
composite score. The lowest possible score was -12 and the highest possible score was 15 (see 
Table 10 for descriptive statistics). 
 
Table 10 
Perceptions of the List of Evidence Presented in the Case Scenario 
 Composite Score Based on Evidence Rankings 
 n M SD 
Overall Sample 230 5.05 6.24 
Law Enforcement Group 118 3.81 6.60 
Aspiring Law Enforcement Group 112 6.36 5.58 
Note. Only valid totals (i.e., including participants who submitted a full response to the item) are 
reported in the sample total column. 
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 A higher score would suggest that more evidence in favor of the suspect not being 
responsible had been incorporated into their decision making, while a lower score would suggest 
that more evidence against the suspect had been incorporated. Higher scores were therefore 
considered to be suggestive of a decision-making approach that involved a lower susceptibility to 
confirmation bias. The association between this variable and characteristics of the decision 
maker would be tested to address Research Question II. A positive association between this 
decision-making approach aspect and a decision-maker characteristic would indicate that a 
participant who demonstrated more of that characteristic (while accounting for other 
characteristics) also exhibited a lower proneness to confirmation bias in their prioritization of the 
evidence. 
Analysis of Research Question II 
 As described in the analysis and results section for Research Question I (see Chapter 9), 
the research questions in this study are interested in the contributions of certain decision-maker 
characteristics to a decision-making approach outcome, which can be examined using a 
statistical technique referred to as multiple linear regression analysis. Therefore, for Research 
Question II, a multiple linear regression analysis was performed to examine the contribution of 
the decision-maker characteristics and critical thinking activation condition (listed below) to 
participants’ perceptions of the evidence represented by the composite score calculated for their 
rankings of the evidence: 
 Critical thinking skills scores (as measured by the WGCTA II): 
o Recognize Assumptions 
o Evaluate Arguments 
o Draw Conclusions 
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 Motivation to think critically (based on the critical thinking activation condition; critical 
thinking prime or neutral prime) 
 Critical thinking styles scores (as measured by the REI): 
o Rationality score 
o Experientiality score 
 Level of experience in law enforcement (represented by rank) 
 The effects of participants’ self-rated initial beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for 
the offense were controlled for in the regression model, along with group type (law enforcement 
group / aspiring law enforcement group). As in the analysis performed to address Research 
Question I, initial beliefs were included in the analysis for Research Question II. The presence of 
confirmation bias involves perceptions and decisions having been influenced by early beliefs and 
hypotheses. Therefore, it was necessary to determine whether the contributions of the decision-
maker characteristics were significantly associated with their perceptions of the evidence that 
had been presented in the case when early beliefs were accounted for. Group type was also 
included in the analysis, as there were differences between the law enforcement group and the 
aspiring law enforcement group that extended beyond their level of experience in law 
enforcement that needed to be accounted for. 
Results for Research Question II 
 The results indicated that there was a collective significant effect of the decision-maker 
characteristics (critical thinking skills and motivation to think critically, thinking styles, and level 
of experience working in law enforcement), initial beliefs, and group type, on participants’ 
rankings of the list of evidence from the case scenario, F(9, 199) = 4.60, p < .001, R2 = .17. The 
contributions of the predictors to the regression model are outlined in Table 11. 
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Table 11 
Multiple Linear Regression Results for Perceptions of the Evidence Presented 
 Variable B SE B β p 95% CI 
Control variables      
 Initial belief -0.82 0.20 -.27 .000 [-1.21, -0.43] 
 Group type -3.60 1.41 -.29 .011 [-6.37, -0.82] 
Critical thinking skills      
 Recognize Assumptions -0.21 0.14 -.10 .135 [-0.49, 0.07] 
 Evaluate Arguments -0.19 0.24 -.06 .412 [-0.66, 0.27] 
 Draw Conclusions 0.36 0.17 .15 .030 [0.04, 0.69] 
Critical thinking activation      
 Critical thinking / neutral prime 0.49 0.80 .04 .542 [-1.09, 2.07] 
Thinking styles      
 Rationality -0.43 0.84 -.04 .613 [-2.08, 1.23] 
 Experientiality -1.24 0.74 -.11 .094 [-2.69, 0.21] 
Level of experience      
 Rank13 0.54 0.34 .17 .116 [-0.14, 1.22] 
Note. CI = confidence interval. 
 
 As can be seen in Table 11, the initial belief rating variable, which had been entered as a 
control variable, was found to be a significant contributor to the model, β = -.273, p < .001, 95% 
CI [-1.21, -0.43], with higher beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for the offense associated 
with a greater focus on evidence that would suggest the suspect had committed the crime 
described in the case scenario. Group type, which had also been entered as a control variable, 
was found to be a significant contributor to the model as well, β = -.293, p < .02, 95% CI [-6.37, 
-0.82]. Participants in the aspiring law enforcement group were more likely to assign higher 
ranks to evidence that would help to exculpate the suspect. 
 
13 The same pattern of results was observed in an exploratory analysis of the same variables but using the number of 
years a participant had spent working in law enforcement instead of rank to represent level of experience. 
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 Further examination of the results outlined in the table revealed that skill at drawing 
conclusions was a significant predictor in the model, β = .152, p = .030, 95% CI [0.04, 0.69]. 
When included in the model, and also controlling for the effects of their initial beliefs about the 
suspect and group type, participants’ scores on the Draw Conclusions scale of the critical 
thinking measure were significantly associated with the information and evidence they selected 
(and ranked) as being most important to their decision making. The observed relationship was 
positive, suggesting that the greater a person’s skill at drawing conclusions (which is an aspect of 
critical thinking), the more highly they rated information and evidence that pointed away from 
the suspect being responsible for the incident. 
 The other variables in the model outlined in the table were not found to be significant 
predictors of the types of evidence participants selected and ranked highest (p < .05 for each 
variable). 
Summary 
 The second research question was interested in whether there is an association between 
an individual’s critical thinking skills and motivation to think critically, thinking styles, and level 
of experience in law enforcement, and the way in which they rate and prioritize the evidence 
described in a case scenario in their decision making when taking into account their initial beliefs 
about the main suspect’s responsibility for the incident described in the scenario. A multiple 
linear regression analysis was performed to examine the contributions of the decision-maker 
characteristics to their decisions about the evidence. The results of the analysis indicated that 
certain decision-maker characteristics were associated with the decision makers’ perceptions of 
the evidence described in the case scenario when their initial beliefs were also accounted for. 
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 Participants’ early beliefs about the suspect that had been described were associated with 
the types of evidence from the case that they selected and ranked as most important to their 
decision making. Those who held stronger initial beliefs that the suspect was responsible for the 
incident were more likely to select, and prioritize in their decision making, evidence that had a 
higher potential to implicate the suspect. Those participants who did not yet have professional 
law enforcement experience exhibited a different pattern of results, in that they were found to be 
more likely to select and prioritize the evidence that contradicted a belief in the suspect’s 
responsibility for the offense. Participants who exhibited greater proficiency at critically drawing 
conclusions were also more likely to select and prioritize evidence that would absolve the 
suspect of responsibility for the offense. 
 The remaining decision-maker characteristics analyzed (including critical thinking skills 
in the areas of recognizing assumptions and evaluating arguments; motivation to think critically 
based on the use of a critical thinking activation prime or a control; thinking styles, including 
degree of preference for a rational style of thinking and that of an experiential style; and level of 
experience working in law enforcement) were not found to be associated with their selection and 




Results for Research Question III: Selection of Additional Evidence 
 This section describes the main analysis of, and results for, the study’s third research 
question (see Figure 1 in Chapter 6). 
 The third research question was: 
 (III) Is there an association between an individual’s 
a. critical thinking skills, 
b. motivation to think critically in the context of an investigation, 
c. thinking styles: rationality, and/or experientiality, 
d. level of experience in law enforcement, 
and their ratings of the importance of various additional lines of inquiry and evidence to resolve 
an investigation described in a case scenario when taking into account their initial beliefs about 
the main suspect’s responsibility for the incident described in the scenario? 
 The lines of inquiry that were presented to participants were focused on the suspect, 
alternatives, or neutral. Since an aspect of confirmation bias is that a person’s early beliefs will 
influence the type of additional information they seek out, it was predicted that analyzing the 
contribution of participants’ critical thinking skills and activation, their thinking styles, and their 
experience working in law enforcement, to their rankings of additional evidence and lines of 
inquiry they could pursue in the case would provide insight into their susceptibility to 
confirmation bias and the factors that might be associated with it. 
Selection of Additional Evidence Variable 
 Participants were asked to select and rank (from a list) five additional pieces of evidence 
they could collect, or lines of inquiry they could pursue, that would be most important to their 
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decision making. The rank-ordered prospective evidence / lines of inquiry were used to produce 
a composite score for each participant reflecting their decisions about how to direct the 
investigation. 
 Each item in the list was either focused on the suspect (e.g., obtaining a warrant to search 
the suspect’s house for the stolen wallets), focused on alternative possibilities (e.g., canvassing 
the neighborhood for other potential suspects), or neutral (e.g., trying to find out where the pellet 
gun had been purchased from). The top five items were each given a weighted score (with a 5 
assigned to the item the participant had selected as most important and a 1 assigned to the least 
important). That score was then multiplied by the type of evidence / inquiry (+1 for lines of 
inquiry that were focused on alternative suspects, 0 for neutral lines of inquiry, and -1 for lines of 
inquiry that were focused on the main suspect), and summed to produce a final composite score. 




Perceptions of the List of Additional Lines of Inquiry That Could be Pursued 
 Composite Score Based on Evidence Rankings 
 n M SD 
Overall Sample 228 4.19 6.17 
Law Enforcement Group 117 5.47 5.92 
Aspiring Law Enforcement Group 111 2.84 6.17 
Note. Only valid totals (i.e., including participants who submitted a full response to the item) are 
reported in the sample total column. 
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 A higher score would suggest a participant’s desire to explore alternative suspects and 
direct the investigation in such a way as to challenge the idea that the main suspect in the case 
scenario was responsible for the offense. Higher scores were therefore considered to be 
suggestive of a decision-making approach that involved a lower susceptibility to confirmation 
bias. The association between this variable and characteristics of the decision maker would be 
tested to address Research Question III. A positive association between this decision-making 
approach aspect and a decision-maker characteristic would indicate that a participant who 
demonstrated more of that characteristic (while accounting for other characteristics) also 
exhibited a lower proneness to confirmation bias in their selection of additional evidence. 
Analysis of Research Question III 
 As described in the analysis and results section for Research Question I (see Chapter 9), a 
multiple linear regression analysis was determined to be an appropriate statistical technique for 
examining the three main research questions in this study. This would allow for an analysis of 
whether and which of the decision-maker characteristics contributed to each decision-making 
approach outcome while taking into consideration each of the other variables. 
 A multiple linear regression analysis was therefore performed to examine the 
contribution of the decision-maker characteristics and critical thinking activation condition 
(listed below) to participants’ selections of additional evidence and lines of inquiry represented 
by the composite score calculated for their rankings of the additional lines of inquiry they could 
pursue: 
 Critical thinking skills scores (as measured by the WGCTA II): 
o Recognize Assumptions 
o Evaluate Arguments 
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o Draw Conclusions 
 Motivation to think critically (based on the critical thinking activation condition; critical 
thinking prime or neutral prime) 
 Critical thinking styles scores (as measured by the REI): 
o Rationality score 
o Experientiality score 
 Level of experience in law enforcement (represented by rank) 
 The effects of participants’ self-rated initial beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for 
the offense were controlled for in the regression model, along with group type (law enforcement 
group / aspiring law enforcement group). As in the analyses performed to address Research 
Questions I and II, initial beliefs were included in the analysis for Research Question III. When 
confirmation bias arises, early beliefs influence the types of information a person favors and 
seeks out. Therefore, it was important to determine whether the contributions of the decision-
maker characteristics were significantly associated with the additional information and evidence 
participants wished to collect in their investigation of the case. Group type was also included in 
the analysis so that differences beyond level of experience between the law enforcement group 
and the aspiring law enforcement group would be accounted for. 
Results for Research Question III 
 The results indicated that there was a collective significant effect of the decision-maker 
characteristics (critical thinking skills and motivation to think critically, thinking styles, and level 
of experience working in law enforcement), initial beliefs, and group type, on participants’ 
rankings of the list of additional lines of inquiry they could pursue, F(9, 197) = 3.49, p = .001, 
R2 = .14. The contributions of the predictors to the regression model are outlined in Table 13. 
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Table 13 
Multiple Linear Regression Results for Selection of Additional Evidence 
 Variable B SE B β p 95% CI 
Control variables      
 Initial belief -0.79 0.21 -.26 .000 [-1.20, -0.39] 
 Group type 0.72 1.45 .06 .617 [-2.13, 3.58] 
Critical thinking skills      
 Recognize Assumptions -0.13 0.14 -.06 .375 [-0.41, 0.16] 
 Evaluate Arguments 0.20 0.24 .06 .403 [-0.27, 0.68] 
 Draw Conclusions 0.15 0.17 .06 .391 [-0.19, 0.48] 
Critical thinking activation      
 Critical thinking / neutral prime 0.69 0.82 .06 .399 [-0.93, 2.31] 
Thinking styles      
 Rationality 0.80 0.86 .07 .355 [-0.90, 2.49] 
 Experientiality 0.03 0.75 .00 .974 [-1.46, 1.51] 
Level of experience      
 Rank14 0.56 0.35 .18 .112 [-0.13, 1.26] 
Note. CI = confidence interval. 
 
 In the results outlined in Table 13, only the initial belief rating variable, which had been 
entered as a control variable, was a significant contributor, β = -.263, p < .001, 95% CI [-1.20, 
- 0.39]. Higher beliefs in the suspect’s responsibility for the offense were associated with higher 
rankings given to additional lines of inquiry and evidence that were focused on the suspect 
described in the case scenario. None of the main predictors were significant (p > .05). This result 
suggests that in the model analyzed, only participants’ initial beliefs had any bearing on their 
later rankings of additional information and evidence they would want to collect. 
 
14 The same pattern of results was observed in an exploratory analysis of the same variables but using the number of 
years a participant had spent working in law enforcement instead of rank to represent level of experience. 
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Summary 
 The third research question was interested in whether there is an association between an 
individual’s critical thinking skills and motivation to think critically, thinking styles, and level of 
experience in law enforcement, and their ratings of the importance of various additional lines of 
inquiry and evidence to resolve an investigation described in a case scenario, when taking into 
account their initial beliefs about the main suspect’s responsibility for the incident described in 
the scenario. A multiple linear regression analysis was used to address this, and the results 
indicated that the types of evidence and additional lines of inquiry that participants selected for 
their next steps in the investigation were related to their initial beliefs about the suspect that had 
been described in the case scenario. Those who held stronger initial beliefs that the suspect was 
responsible for the incident were more likely to want to pursue further inquiry that was focused 
on the suspect, rather than focused on exploring potential alternatives. 
 None of the decision-maker characteristics that were analyzed (including critical thinking 
skills in the areas of recognizing assumptions, evaluating arguments, and drawing conclusions; 
motivation to think critically based on the use of a critical thinking activation prime or a control; 
thinking styles, including degree of preference for a rational style of thinking and that of an 
experiential style; level of experience working in law enforcement; and group type) were found 




Additional Analysis of the Law Enforcement Group 
 Two main participant groups were included in this study: a sample of individuals who 
had experience working in law enforcement, and a sample of individuals who did not have 
experience working in law enforcement, but who indicated interest in pursuing that career path. 
Although including both groups was helpful for the purposes of this study and allowed for law 
enforcement experience to be treated as more of a continuum, the practical utility of the study 
outcomes would be most pertinent to those working in law enforcement, as this study is about 
decision making that takes place in the context of a criminal investigation, where the key 
decision makers are law enforcement practitioners. 
 To explore the outcomes for the three research questions (see the Research Questions in 
Chapter 6) using only data collected from the law enforcement group, three additional multiple 
linear regression analyses were conducted with the following changes made to the models: 
 The group type variable was not controlled for, since only data from the law enforcement 
group were included in the analyses. 
 An additional goal of these additional analyses was to focus on variables that could be most 
objectively measured and were less reliant on self-report. Participants’ critical thinking 
scores were computed based on their responses to items that had right and wrong answers. 
These scores were therefore retained in the analyses. Their scores on the two Rational 
Experiential Inventory (REI) scales—rationality and experientiality—however, were 
excluded from the analyses, since they are based on participants’ self-reported preference 
for rational and experiential thinking. 
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 The critical thinking activation condition (critical thinking prime or neutral prime) was 
excluded from the analyses, since earlier analyses had found it to be ineffective. 
 The number of years a participant had spent working in law enforcement was used in place 
of law enforcement rank to analyze how this alternative variable might contribute to the 
model. This was done to examine whether it was not the level of experience that impacted a 
person’s decision-making approach, but rather, the overall amount of time they had spent 
working in the field, which could influence their amount of exposure to different situations. 
 The results suggested that there was a collective significant effect of the variables entered 
as predictors on participants’ beliefs about the suspect after additional information about the case 
had been given (F(5, 104) = 3.71, p = .004, R2 = .15), perceptions of the evidence presented in 
the case (F(5, 101) = 5.64, p = .000, R2 = .22), and selection of additional evidence and lines of 
inquiry that could be pursued (F(5, 100) = 4.37, p = .001, R2 = .18). The contributions of the 













Alternative Multiple Linear Regression Models for the Law Enforcement Group 
Variable I. Beliefs about suspect 
II. Perceptions of 
evidence 
III. Additional lines of 
inquiry 
 B SE B β B SE B β B SE B β 
Control 
variable 
         
    Initial belief 0.44 0.13 .32** -1.12 0.30 -.33** -1.01 0.28 -.33** 
Critical 
thinking skills 
         
Recognize 
Assumptions 
0.06 0.08 .07 -0.33 0.19 -.16 -0.04 0.18 -.02 
Evaluate 
Arguments 
0.12 0.12 .09 -0.26 0.29 -.08 0.17 0.27 .06 
Draw 
Conclusions 
-0.23 0.09 -.23* 0.79 0.22 .32** 0.51 0.21 .23* 
Level of 
experience 
         
Yrs in law 
enforcement 
0.01 0.04 .03 0.11 0.08 .12 0.10 0.08 .12 
*p < .05. **p < .01. 
 
 As can be seen in Table 14, in the results for each of the three research questions, initial 
beliefs about the suspect and participants’ critical thinking skill at drawing conclusions were 
found to be significant predictors. Consistent with the three primary study analyses, initial belief 
was found to be a significant contributor, and was positively associated with participants’ later 
beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for the incident. This suggests that participants who had 
higher initial beliefs that the suspect was responsible for the incident were more likely to have 
higher later beliefs in the suspect’s responsibility. It was negatively associated with their 
perceptions of the evidence presented in the case, suggesting that those who had lower initial 
beliefs that the suspect was responsible rated more highly the evidence in the case that would 
point towards the suspect’s lack of involvement in the incident. Furthermore, it was negatively 
associated with their selections of additional evidence and lines of inquiry to pursue, suggesting 
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that those who had lower initial beliefs that the suspect was responsible prioritized and ranked 
more highly evidence and lines of inquiry that were focused on finding potential alternative 
suspects. 
 The table also shows that consistent with the first two primary study analyses, skill at 
drawing conclusions was found to be a significant contributor and was negatively associated 
with participants’ later beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for the incident, and positively 
associated with how they prioritized and ranked the evidence from the case. This suggests that, 
when accounting for the other variables (and controlling for participants’ initial beliefs), 
participants who had higher scores on the Draw Conclusions scale of the critical thinking 
measure were more likely to give lower later belief ratings of the suspect’s responsibility for the 
incident after having been given additional information about the case and the evidence. Those 
who had higher scores on the scale were also more likely to prioritize evidence from the case that 
would align with the suspect’s lack of responsibility for the incident that had occurred. In the 
additional analyses, and in contradiction to the findings of the primary study analyses, the Draw 
Conclusions aspect of critical thinking was also found to be significantly positively associated 
with the additional evidence and lines of inquiry that participants wished to pursue next in the 
investigation. This suggests that those who had higher scores in this area of critical thinking were 
also more likely to prioritize seeking out additional information and evidence that was focused 
on finding potential alternative suspects. 
 As can be seen in the table, none of the other variables that were included in the three 
additional analysis models were found to be significant contributors. 
 In summary, three additional analyses were performed to examine the study’s three 
research questions using only the law enforcement group (which the study is most relevant to) 
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and a subset of the decision-maker characteristics (which included critical thinking skills in the 
areas of recognizing assumptions, evaluating arguments, and drawing conclusions, and level of 
experience in law enforcement as represented by overall number of years’ experience working in 
that field). Consistent with the findings from the three main analyses conducted for this study, 
the group’s initial beliefs were associated with their beliefs about the suspect after they had 
received additional information about the case, their perceptions of the evidence that had been 
included in the case description, and the types of additional lines of inquiry they wished to 
pursue in their next steps in the investigative process. Those who more strongly believed that the 
suspect was responsible for the incident after receiving initial information about the case were 
more likely to maintain their beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for the offense after 
additional information was provided, more likely to state that the evidence from the case that 
would implicate the suspect had been important to their decision making, and more likely to 
select for their next steps the pursuit of additional evidence that was focused on the suspect. 
 Also consistent with the study’s main findings, and accounting for the other predictors in 
the analyses, the law enforcement officers who exhibited greater proficiency in their critical 
thinking skills in the area of drawing conclusions were less likely to have a strong belief that the 
suspect was responsible for the incident after receiving additional information about the case and 
more likely to state that the evidence from the case that would support the suspect’s lack of 
responsibility for the offense had been important to their decision making. One departure from 
the main study findings was seen in the analysis of the practitioners’ decisions about which 
additional lines of inquiry to pursue in the case. Using the more refined set of predictors and only 
the law enforcement group, the analysis showed that the participants who had higher scores on 
the Draw Conclusions aspect of their critical thinking were more likely to select for their next 
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steps the exploration of evidence that was focused on alternative possibilities, rather than 




Summary of Results 
 The goal of this study was to better understand whether individuals with certain 
characteristics make their investigative decisions in a manner suggestive of a reduced 
susceptibility to confirmation bias. The study examined whether certain decision-maker 
characteristics—including a person’s critical thinking skills and motivation to think critically, 
thinking styles, and their level of experience in law enforcement—were related to three aspects 
of the person’s investigative decision-making approach: 
(I) their beliefs about a suspect that was presented in a case scenario (beliefs about the suspect), 
(II) their prioritization and rankings of evidence from the case that they believed to be important 
to their decision making (perceptions of the evidence), and 
(III) their selection and rankings of additional evidence and lines of inquiry they could pursue in 
the case (selection of additional evidence). 
 Two samples were recruited for the study: a group of practitioners working in law 
enforcement, and a group of students who indicated that they aspired to a career in law 
enforcement. Participants were given a measure of their critical thinking and a prime to motivate 
their use of critical thinking, as well as measures of their thinking styles and law enforcement 
experience. They were also asked to read a criminal case scenario and to respond to questions 
about it. Among the questions asked, three types of decisions were included to probe the concept 
of confirmation bias and some of its features: 
(I) When confirmation bias is present in decision making, a person’s early beliefs and opinions 
are thought to influence their later beliefs such that those later beliefs are consistent with the 
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early ones. This feature was examined through the first research question regarding beliefs about 
the suspect. 
(II) Similarly, early beliefs are thought to influence how people perceive information; when 
confirmation bias is present people are said to be more motivated to favor information that 
supports their early viewpoints. This feature was examined through the second research question 
regarding perceptions of the evidence presented. 
(III) An early belief or opinion is also said to influence the type of additional information people 
seek out; when confirmation bias is present a person will be more likely to pursue information 
that is consistent with what they initially believed. This feature was examined through the third 
research question regarding selection of additional evidence. 
 A separate multiple linear regression analysis was performed for each of three research 
questions. Participants’ initial ratings of the suspect’s responsibility for the incident described in 
the case scenario was accounted for as a control variable in each analysis and was found to be a 
significant contributor to the three regression models that were produced. When analyzed 
amongst the other study variables, early beliefs were predictive of later beliefs such that higher 
initial beliefs in the suspect’s responsibility for the incident were associated with higher later 
beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility. Higher initial beliefs in the suspect’s responsibility for 
the offense were also associated with a greater likelihood to select and assign higher rankings to 
evidence in the case that would implicate the suspect, and to additional evidence and lines of 
inquiry that were focused on the suspect. In this study, early beliefs about the suspect did appear 
to impact participants’ decisions. 
 Amongst the decision-maker characteristics (see Figure 1 in Chapter 6) analyzed as 
potential predictors of participants’ decisions, one appeared to make a significant contribution to 
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two aspects of their decision-making approach. The characteristic of critical thinking represented 
by a participant’s skill at drawing conclusions was found to be a significant predictor of their 
later beliefs about the suspect and of their perceptions of a list of evidence from the case 
scenario, even when controlling for their initial beliefs about the suspect and group type (i.e., 
whether the participant was from the law enforcement group or the aspiring law enforcement 
group). Those with higher scores on the Draw Conclusions scale of the critical thinking measure 
had lower beliefs that the suspect described in the case scenario was responsible for the incident 
after having received initial and then additional information about the case. They were also more 
likely to select and assign higher ranks to evidence from the case that would support a conclusion 
that the suspect was not responsible. 
 Although skill at drawing conclusions was found to help predict decisions about the 
suspect and the evidence from the case scenario, it did not appear to impact decisions 
surrounding the selection and rankings of additional evidence and information that could be 
gathered for the case. To better understand this result, it is helpful to consider any differences 
between this type of decision and its counterparts that were examined in the study. When 
participants were asked to rate their beliefs about the suspect’s responsibility for the incident, 
and to rank the importance of different pieces of evidence from the case to their decision making, 
it required that they reflect back on information that already existed. The third type of decision 
they were asked to make was somewhat different. Although they were asked to rank a list of 
items using the same method they had for the existing evidence from the case, to select and rank 
additional lines of inquiry participants had to engage in a different type of forward thinking and 
to consider other information—information that was not already in the case scenario—that they 
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could hypothetically obtain to help them make their decisions. They did not know what answers 
those items would yield if pursued. 
 Of note, in the ad-hoc analysis conducted using only the law enforcement sample and a 
modified set of variables, the Draw Conclusions aspect of critical thinking was found to not only 
contribute to participants’ later beliefs about the suspect and their prioritization and rankings of 
the evidence discussed in the case, but also to their decisions about the additional lines of inquiry 
and evidence. When included with other characteristics in the exploratory analysis, participants 
with higher scores on the Draw Conclusions scale were found to be more likely to select lines of 
inquiry that were focused on seeking out potential alternative suspects in the investigation. 
 Two other aspects of critical thinking had also been included in the main study analyses 
to represent participants’ skill at recognizing assumptions and evaluating arguments. As 
described, neither was a significant contributor. One possible explanation for this discrepancy 
across the results for the different aspects of critical thinking is that reading and responding to 
questions about the case scenario may have engaged participants’ critical thinking skills in the 
area of drawing conclusions, but less so their skills in recognizing assumptions and evaluating 
arguments. Alternatively (or in tandem), it may be that not every aspect of critical thinking is as 
helpful at warding off the effects of cognitive bias under different circumstances. 
 Participants’ thinking styles, including their preference for a rational style of thinking and 
their preference for a more intuitive style of thinking, were also not found to have a significant 
impact in the analyses. Of note, participants’ critical thinking skill at drawing conclusions was 
significantly positively correlated with their preference for rationality, yet of the two only the 
Draw Conclusions variable was found to contribute to the outcomes. 
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 The study included an additional variable that was relevant to critical thinking. This 
variable—referred to in the study as critical thinking activation and used to represent a person’s 
motivation to think critically—included a critical thinking prime (the experimental condition) 
and a corresponding neutral prime (the control condition), and participants were randomly 
assigned to receive one of the two. For participants in the experimental condition, the prime was 
intended to stimulate the use of critical thinking after they had read the case scenario and while 
they were responding to a series of questions about it. The critical thinking activation variable 
was not found to be a significant predictor of participants’ decisions about the suspect, or the 
evidence that had been or could be collected in the case. It is possible that the prime that was 
created was not effective in activating participants’ critical thinking or was not strong enough. 
 Participants’ experience in law enforcement was accounted for in two ways in the three 
main analyses for the study. One was rank in law enforcement, which was used to represent a 
participant’s level of experience. As described in the results, this variable did not have a 
significant predictive effect on the outcomes. The other was group type, which captured whether 
a participant had experience working in law enforcement (i.e., a member of the law enforcement 
group), or did not have experience working in law enforcement but indicated that they wanted to 
work in law enforcement (i.e., a member of the aspiring law enforcement group). This latter 
variable was included in the models to control for potential differences between the two groups 
so that the contributions of the main variables could be more effectively analyzed. 
 Group type (i.e., whether a participant was from the law enforcement group or the 
aspiring law enforcement group) did not have an impact on the models in which participants’ 
beliefs about the suspect and their selection of additional evidence and lines of inquiry were 
examined. Yet, it was found to be a significant predictor when examining the contributions of the 
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variables to participants’ rankings of evidence that had been presented in the case scenario. The 
results suggested that participants who did not have formal experience working in law 
enforcement were more likely to select and prioritize in their rankings evidence from the case 





 Investigative decision making and its association with characteristics of the decision 
maker is a topic that has received limited attention in previous empirical literature. This study 
was interested in whether certain individual characteristics are associated with a person’s 
susceptibility to confirmation bias when they make decisions about a criminal case. The goal was 
not to analyze the potential presence of confirmation bias in investigative decision making, but 
rather to examine whether certain decision-maker characteristics might help to reduce this 
potential. This study was designed to examine characteristics of decision makers that could 
contribute to their investigative decision-making approach in a manner indicative of a lower 
tendency towards confirming initial beliefs. These characteristics included a person’s critical 
thinking skills and their motivation to think critically, their thinking styles, and their level of 
experience working in law enforcement. Identifying characteristics of individuals who make 
decisions in a manner reflective of a lower proneness to tunnel vision and cognitive biases when 
presented with a criminal case has practical implications for law enforcement. The information 
could be used to help pinpoint skills to emphasize in law enforcement training, or even to help 
develop better strategies and techniques. 
 Confirmation bias, described as a tendency to seek out, interpret, and prefer information 
that confirms one’s own early beliefs and hypotheses (Nickerson, 1998), can have a significant 
impact on decision making in criminal investigations (Ask & Granhag, 2005; Eerland & Rassin, 
2012; O’Brien, 2009). When present, this type of cognitive bias could lead investigators to 
develop tunnel vision, focus in on the wrong leads, and leave the actual offender at-large, 
potentially undetected and unapprehended (Ask & Alison, 2010; Findley & Scott, 2006; Rossmo, 
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2016). This is a critical issue with dire possible outcomes. To help resolve this, researchers can 
obtain and share empirical evidence of what works (and what does not) to reduce the potential 
for confirmation bias to influence the decisions made in criminal investigations and can identify 
other factors that should also be considered in this area. This study sought to contribute to this 
knowledge base. By analyzing certain skills and other characteristics and their association with 
an approach to investigative decision making that signals a person’s ability to reason with an 
open and analytical mind, to incorporate new information into their decisions (in spite of it 
challenging earlier beliefs), and to adjust their beliefs as needed, the study aimed to provide 
additional empirical insight into attributes that could be beneficial to law enforcement. 
 While others have worked to identify particular strategies or techniques that could help to 
reduce the potential effects of confirmation bias (e.g., Lord et al., 1984; O’Brien, 2009; Taslitz, 
2010), the focus of this study was on whether certain types of individuals are characteristically 
better equipped to avoid its effects. To help address concerns in the literature about the underuse 
of practitioner samples in research relevant to police practice (Wallace, 2015), the study 
recruited individuals working in law enforcement, as well as a group of individuals who aspired 
to work in law enforcement and who were included to better examine the factor of law 
enforcement experience along a longer continuum. The study analyzed the association between 
three types of decisions both groups made about a case scenario, and their critical thinking skills 
and motivation to think critically, thinking styles, and experience in law enforcement. 
 As will be discussed, the results revealed that certain individual characteristics do 
contribute to a person’s susceptibility to confirmation bias in their investigative decision making, 
while others do not. The following findings are included in this discussion: 
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 An aspect of critical thinking classified as a person’s skill at drawing conclusions was 
found to contribute to their perceptions of the suspect and the evidence presented in the 
criminal case scenario in a manner that suggested that those who were better able to 
critically draw conclusions also made decisions reflective of a reduced susceptibility to 
confirmation bias. 
 The method used in the study to activate critical thinking was found to be ineffective, but 
the results highlighted a need to consider whether motivating critical thinking is necessary 
when a person already recognizes that an investigative task requires that they think 
critically and has the requisite skills to do so. 
 Thinking styles, including a person’s preference for thinking rationally and their preference 
for relying on their intuition, were not found to be associated with the investigative 
decisions made about the case, which demonstrated that a practitioner’s self-reported 
reliance on their gut feelings or analytical thinking may be less important to take into 
account than other qualities of their approach to decision making. 
 An aspect of experience working in law enforcement (the aspect controlled for in the 
analyses) was found to be associated with individuals’ perceptions of the evidence 
presented in the case scenario, but otherwise experience was not associated with their 
decisions about the suspect, the evidence, or the additional lines of inquiry they could 
pursue, suggesting that further clarity is needed on how and where experience contributes 
to investigative decision making. 
Critical Thinking 
 Research suggests that critical thinking can help to counteract a person’s susceptibility to 
cognitive bias (West et al., 2008). This is because of what critical thinking involves, which 
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includes, for example, better reasoning skills and the ability to contemplate one’s own thinking, 
open-mindedness, and a tendency for the thinker to take potential alternative ideas, perspectives, 
and explanations into consideration when making their decisions. It is qualities such as these that 
researchers interested in investigative decision making have attempted to focus on when 
examining ways to counteract confirmation bias (e.g., O’Brien, 2009). Although critical thinking 
has been identified as an important component of the work of law enforcement (Phillips & 
Burrell, 2009), and of police education, training, and development (Baker, 2011, Chapter 10; 
Bottomley et al., 2020),  there has been a scarcity of empirical research in this area examining 
the potential impact of critical thinking for practitioners in this field. To address this gap, the 
current study analyzed the association between critical thinking and aspects of a person’s 
investigative decision-making approach. 
Critical Thinking Skills 
 Three aspects of critical thinking skills were analyzed in relation to an investigator’s 
decisions about a criminal case scenario. These were based on the RED model of critical 
thinking described by Watson and Glaser (2010), where “R” stands for recognizing assumptions, 
“E” for evaluating arguments, and “D” for drawing conclusions. The study found that the aspect 
of critical thinking represented by a person’s skill at drawing conclusions was a predictor of 
people’s decisions about the suspect and the evidence described in the case scenario. More 
specifically, when taking into account other decision-maker characteristics and initial beliefs 
about the suspect, individuals with greater skill at drawing conclusions were less likely to believe 
that the suspect in the case was responsible for the crime that had been committed, and more 
likely to favor evidence that pointed away from the idea that the suspect was responsible, after 
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they had been given additional information about the case that should have challenged the notion 
that the suspect committed the offense. 
 These findings suggest that the individuals with greater skill at drawing conclusions were 
more likely to maintain an open mind in their decision making and were more adept at 
incorporating new information into that process even if the information contradicted a belief that 
they initially held to be true (or somewhat true). This is important in its relevance to 
confirmation bias, a concept that describes how people’s early beliefs impact their later beliefs, 
how they perceive and interpret information, and their decisions (Nickerson, 1998). The findings 
also, therefore, demonstrate that those who had better skill at critically drawing conclusions may 
have been less susceptible to confirmation bias than those who were less skilled in that area of 
critical thinking, as their later beliefs and their perceptions of the evidence were demonstrative of 
their ability to think beyond initial details given about the case, and also of their utilization of 
later details presented in the case. These results provide support for the value of critical thinking 
in investigative practices and the incorporation of critical thinking in practitioner training. 
 Skills at recognizing assumptions and at evaluating arguments were not found to 
contribute to people’s beliefs about the suspect in the case scenario, how they prioritized 
evidence from the case, or the additional information and evidence they wanted to gather. An 
indication of their usefulness in predicting a person’s ability to avoid the influence of 
confirmation bias when other decision-maker characteristics were also considered was, therefore, 
lacking in this study. However, in a real case, practitioners are more interactively involved in the 
decision making required of the investigation and of gathering the information to be evaluated, 
which would necessitate and engage their skills in these two aspects of critical thinking more so 
than a brief case scenario would. Given an opportunity to, for example, actively challenge an 
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assumption or counter an argument, different insights might be obtained. Therefore, these 
aspects of critical thinking and their association with different aspects of the work of law 
enforcement warrant further examination in future research. 
 Although all three aspects of critical thinking featured in this study can provide helpful 
information about a person’s critical thinking, there may be reason to believe that their skill at 
critically drawing conclusions is particularly important to an investigative decision-making task 
such as the one presented in this study. In their discussion of the RED model they developed, 
Watson and Glaser (2010) indicated that the Draw Conclusions aspect of critical thinking is 
related to a person’s skills at inferring, deducing, and interpreting, which are thinking skills that 
researchers in the area of investigative decision making have described as essential for effective 
investigators (Carson, 2011; Eck & Rossmo, 2019; Fahsing & Ask, 2018). 
 There may also be other aspects of critical thinking that were not addressed in this study 
that have some predictive capacity on the decisions made by investigators, and that would help to 
further elucidate its relationship with a reduced proneness to confirmation bias. In their research 
on critical thinking and offender profiling, Bennell et al. (2008) proposed that a measure of 
critical thinking that is tailored to a policing context might provide more information about this 
skill type’s association with a person’s ability to produce an accurate profile (i.e., description) of 
a criminal offender. The same may be true of the aspects of decision making analyzed in this 
study, and it is hoped that this project will help to stimulate additional research on the association 
between cognition-related skills and the work of law enforcement officers.  
 Notably, the current study lends support to the argument that particular aspects of critical 
thinking are related to aspects of officers’ decision making and, furthermore, demonstrates that 
the critical thinking need not be exclusively domain specific. Since skill at critically drawing 
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conclusions, as measured by an instrument (the WGCTA II) that was not developed for a 
particular field or context, was found to be associated with two of the three aspects of a person’s 
decision-making approach of interest in this study, there is support for the inference that even 
certain aspects of general critical thinking skills have an association with investigative decision 
making. This suggests that there may be fundamental features of critical thinking that can be 
particularly useful to investigators and pinpointing those features would be helpful in the areas of 
officer recruitment and the development or enhancement of investigator training and practice. 
 Skill at drawing conclusions was found in this study to be associated with people’s 
perceptions about the suspect and evidence that were described in a case scenario, but not with 
their decisions about what additional information and evidence they would want to collect in 
their investigation of the case. Although the questionnaire method that was used served the 
purposes of this study and was similar to that used in other research interested in the topics of 
investigative decision making and confirmation bias (e.g., O’Brien, 2009), it may not have had 
the capacity to provide sufficiently robust insight into certain aspects of investigative decision 
making. This study aimed to gain as much realistic insight as possible by using a case scenario 
that was based on a real case, producing materials using input from law enforcement 
practitioners, and recruiting practitioners to participate. In the real-world practice of law 
enforcement, though, investigative decisions are made differently and under different 
circumstances. They are also made over a more extended period of time and investigators do not 
choose from a neat list of next steps presented in a questionnaire. It is up to them to think about 
what their own potential next steps are, and which ones are most important to pursue. 
 Although it was not feasible for this project, an alternative method that could be usefully 
employed to resolve these issues in future research utilizing a practitioner sample is a think aloud 
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method (Crandall et al., 2006, Chapter 2; van Someren et al., 1994; see also Eyre et al., 2008, for 
information about other methods that have been used for examining police decision making). 
Using the think aloud method, investigators could be observed while they are engaged in making 
decisions about a case, asked to generate their own lines of inquiry to pursue, and asked to talk 
through the reasoning behind their decisions, which would help to better elucidate their 
interpretation of information and the meaning behind their actions. This interpretative component 
is particularly important if the potential influence of confirmation bias in investigative decision 
making is of interest. 
 It is difficult to form inferences from the results of this study without better 
understanding why the individuals made certain selections from the list of additional lines of 
inquiry they could pursue in their investigation. The intentions of the decision makers, when they 
were choosing further information and evidence to collect, are unknown. Someone who assigned 
a high rank to an item that was focused on the suspect may have believed that it could actually 
help to exculpate the suspect. The concept of confirmation bias would suggest that a person’s 
interpretation of information can also be influenced by their initial viewpoint (Nickerson, 1998). 
Therefore, without this information, it is difficult to surmise the underlying meaning of certain 
decisions that were made. That insight would help ascertain whether the decision maker was 
consciously seeking out information to support a favored belief or was avoiding information that 
might contradict it, which is also important to consider in an examination of the potential for 
confirmation bias to influence decisions (Klayman, 1995). 
 Despite the results of the main study analysis and the absence of information about the 
decision-makers’ interpretations, there is reason to believe that an investigator’s critical thinking 
skill in the area of drawing conclusions is associated with their decisions about the next steps to 
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take in an investigation. This is supported by findings from a supplemental analysis to this study 
that was conducted to further probe the contributions of the three aspects of critical thinking 
using only the law enforcement group and fewer decision-maker characteristics (i.e., using only 
the critical thinking skills in the areas of recognizing assumptions, evaluating arguments, and 
drawing conclusions, and law enforcement experience as represented by the overall number of 
years the individual had spent working in the field). 
 In the supplemental analysis, when accounting for their early beliefs about the suspect 
that was described, the decision makers’ skill in the area of drawing conclusions was found to 
predict their selection of additional evidence to collect. Those who performed better at drawing 
conclusions selected and ranked more favorably the lines of inquiry that were focused on 
examining alternatives (i.e., items that were not focused on the main suspect); these individuals 
demonstrated a lower susceptibility to confirmation in this aspect of their decision-making 
approach than their counterparts who were less skilled at drawing conclusions. Therefore, skill at 
drawing conclusions may be more broadly associated with a reduced proneness to bias in 
investigative decision making when looking more specifically at a law enforcement population 
(the main population of interest in this research) and a more refined sampling of their 
characteristics. This also supports the contention that there is a need for further research using 
practitioner samples (Wallace, 2015), as these groups may think and respond to criminal 
investigative scenarios differently from other groups (such as college students) regardless of 
potential similarities between the groups. 
 Given the results obtained, a subsequent step in this area of research would be to 
determine whether it is possible to enhance a practitioner’s critical thinking skills (for example, 
through specialized training or the augmentation of existing training), and whether this would 
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effectively reduce the person’s susceptibility to confirmation bias when they are making 
decisions in a criminal investigation. Additional studies are needed analyzing the connection 
between critical thinking and the work of law enforcement to clarify when, where, and how it 
might benefit them most, so that the practical implications can be better established, and 
appropriate applications can be made. 
 In particular, it would be helpful to further examine the types of reasoning involved in 
drawing conclusions, including a person’s proficiency at incorporating different (perhaps even 
conflicting) information and evidence into their judgments and decision making, evaluating the 
likelihood of different possible inferences based on the evidence, and using sound logic to reach 
the most appropriate conclusions. If well-designed and effectively administered training can help 
to improve a person’s skills at thinking critically (Halpern, 2014, Chapter 1), an individual who 
is not expertly proficient at critical thinking may be able to develop their skills in this area given 
the right opportunities. Whether or not such an improvement would yield a reduced proneness to 
susceptibility to cognitive bias in real-world criminal investigative decision making is unknown, 
but that additional research is worthwhile.  
Activation of Critical Thinking 
 The literature on critical thinking suggests that beyond possessing the requisite skills, a 
person must recognize the need to apply their critical thinking in different situations, and be 
motivated to do so, for their skills to be effective (Facione, 2000; Halpern, 1998; Larrick, 2004). 
This implies that being proficient at critical thinking may not always be sufficient for reaping its 
benefits. Given the multi-faceted nature of critical thinking and the intent to gain robust insight 
into its contribution to investigative decision making, it was determined that some element of the 
activation of critical thinking should be considered in this project. To help achieve this, a prime 
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was developed to motivate a subset of participants to engage their critical thinking skills while 
reviewing the case scenario and responding to questions about it. Participants in the control 
condition received a comparable but neutral task. Early analyses revealed that the prime was not 
impactful and, ultimately, it was not found to be associated with the decisions that individuals 
were making about the suspect, the evidence in the case, or additional lines of inquiry to pursue.  
 The method used in this study for motivating the use of critical thinking was similar to 
one used by Ask et al. (2011) who were interested in whether goals related to social norms 
influence how investigators process evidence. For their two experimental groups, Ask et al. used 
materials intended to activate information-processing goals of efficiency or thoroughness, and a 
control group was included that received similar but not goal-oriented materials. The results 
showed that participants did not consciously pursue the intended goals, which is consistent with 
the current study that found that participants did not report approaching their decision making 
differently depending on whether or not they had received the critical thinking activation prime. 
 In Ask et al.’s (2011) study, differences were observed across the experimental groups in 
their speed at completing the study’s measures, and goal type interacted with type of witness 
evidence to influence participants’ perceptions of a suspect described in a case scenario. 
However, the two groups for which a goal had been activated did not differ in their speed or 
perceptions of the suspect from the group assigned to the control condition. Similarly, in the 
current study, the critical thinking prime may not have been sufficiently different from the 
neutral task used in the control condition to influence participants’ investigative decision-making 
approach. Therefore, it may be necessary to identify more effective and less subtle ways to 
motivate the application of critical thinking, such as direct instructions or reminders from law 
enforcement leadership. O’Brien (2009), for example, found that asking people to actively 
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consider reasons why their belief might not be accurate was helpful in reducing the influence of 
confirmation bias on their decision making about an investigation. Since the participants in that 
study were not practitioners, a similar method should be tested using a law enforcement sample. 
 Although the lack of influence of the critical thinking prime could be attributed to 
deficiencies associated with its design, it may also be that possessing good critical thinking skills 
is a more pivotal factor, or that for some individuals a criminal investigative task will prompt the 
use of critical thinking on its own. The individuals who participated in this research were either 
working in law enforcement or following a relevant academic path towards that; therefore, it is 
likely that they already recognized the importance of the decisions they were being asked to 
make by virtue of their career or career aspirations. When presented with decisions relevant to a 
criminal investigation such as the ones in this study, their critical thinking skills may have been 
activated without a prompt or prime. This line of reasoning suggests that practitioners who 
already have stronger critical thinking skills are naturally more inclined to apply them when 
faced with decisions about a criminal investigative task. Furthermore, if the result is replicable, it 
might also suggest that in an investigation, a prompt to a practitioner who has good critical 
thinking skills to employ their skills when making decisions would not be necessary. This would 
lend support to the placement of emphasis on building up critical thinking skills in officer 
training that has been described in the literature (e.g., Barker, 2011; Birzer & Tannehill, 2001).  
 The literature on police decision making and police training has emphasized the 
importance of critical thinking in the work of law enforcement (Barker, 2011; Birzer & 
Tannehill, 2001), yet additional empirical evidence that can help to support this and can help to 
identify areas in which critical thinking might be particularly useful is needed. It was a goal of 
this study to help contribute to this evidence and body of knowledge by analyzing aspects of 
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critical thinking that might be associated with a person’s decisions about a suspect and evidence 
related to a criminal investigative task. The findings suggest that a potential benefit of being able 
to think critically, particularly in the area of drawing conclusions, is that it may help to ward off 
some influence of confirmation bias when a person is making decisions about an investigation. 
This is useful insight given concerns raised about the harm caused if confirmation bias arises in a 
criminal investigation (Ask & Alison, 2010; Eck & Rossmo, 2019; Rossmo, 2016). 
Thinking Styles 
 Another characteristic of law enforcement officers that was of interest in this study was 
their thinking styles. Research on investigators’ thinking styles suggests that these aspects of 
thinking may be related to their decisions and actions (Ask & Granhag, 2005; Brown & Daus, 
2015), and that understanding this could have implications for recruitment and training, optimal 
team composition, and professional development (Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2013). In terms of 
their association with the potential for cognitive bias in investigative decision making, research 
on thinking styles relevant to law enforcement work has been somewhat conflicted. Some 
researchers have suggested, for example, that a reliance on intuition can be a useful tool for 
investigators (Wright, 2013), particularly when they are faced with situations that require 
relatively fast and efficient decision making (Snook & Cullen, 2009). Others, however, have 
expressed concern that when officers rely on quick, gut-level feelings, they may become more 
susceptible to biased thinking and reasoning (Rossmo, 2009a). 
 Two thinking styles were examined in this study using the Rational Experiential 
Inventory (REI; Pacini & Epstein, 1999): rationality, which reflects the extent of a person’s 
preference for logical and analytical thinking, and experientiality, which reflects the extent of 
their preference for thinking that is more reliant on intuition and gut feelings. Although at face 
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value these two styles of thinking may seem to be at opposite ends of a spectrum, the literature 
suggests that having a high preference for rational thinking does not necessarily mean that a 
person will have a low preference for experiential thinking—individuals can have a high (or low) 
preference for both (Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2013; Epstein, 1994; Worrall, 2013). 
 The relationship between the thinking styles that has been described in the literature was 
also observed in the current study. Individuals’ preference for rational thinking was found to be 
associated with their preference for experiential thinking. More specifically, those who indicated 
that they preferred to think more logically and analytically were also more likely to indicate that 
they trusted and relied on their intuition. This would suggest that a person who states that they 
trust their gut feelings is not necessarily stating that they do not also favor a rational style of 
thinking. Since some researchers have argued in favor of or against certain types of thinking in 
the practice of policing (e.g., Baer, 2007; Lerner, 2006; Worrall, 2013), this study’s finding is 
noteworthy, and could impact how thinking styles are perceived and scrutinized. 
 With regards to their association with criminal investigative decision making, in this 
study, neither thinking style was found to be a significant contributor to the decisions that were 
made. There are several potential explanations for this. It is possible that a person’s thinking 
styles are simply not predictive of certain decisions they make in an investigation, and 
ineffective at providing insight into their ability to avoid confirmation bias in this particular 
context. Three types of decisions were examined in the study: beliefs about the suspect described 
in a case scenario, perceptions of information about the case and the evidence that had been 
collected, and rankings of additional evidence that should be collected. The extent to which a 
person prefers to rely on rational and/or intuitive thinking may not be associated with how they 
approach these decisions or what the outcomes are. This proposal would contradict the notion 
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(e.g., Findley, 2012; Rossmo, 2016) that some styles of thinking are preferable to others to ward 
off the potential influence of cognitive bias in investigations. 
 It also suggests that rather than focusing on a person’s degree of preference for a 
particular style of thinking, it may be more important to analyze and focus on the objective 
quality and robustness of the thought processes underlying their decision making in the context 
of criminal investigative work. Instead of asking an investigator whether they tend to think 
rationally and analytically or if they prefer to follow their gut feelings, and concluding that, on its 
own, that will impact the conditions of the decision-making process they engage in, it might be 
of greater value to carefully examine the evidential bases for their decisions under different 
conditions, the inputs to that process and their reasoning surrounding it, and the checks in place 
to ensure the virtues of those decisions. 
 Additionally, it may be that other decision-maker characteristics examined in the study 
were a better fit for the aspects of decision making being analyzed. Individuals who performed 
better at critically drawing conclusions also tended to have a higher preference for rational 
thinking. This association seems reliable given research that has described how individuals with 
a greater preference for a rational mode of thinking also tend to be more skilled at thinking 
critically and dispositionally more inclined towards thinking critically (Halpern, 2010; Stedman 
et al., 2009). Yet, in this study, only skill at drawing conclusions appeared to have some impact 
on the decisions made about the suspect and the evidence in the case. Although related, a 
person’s thinking skills and thinking styles are distinct. Critical thinking speaks to a person’s 
skills at regulating their judgments and reasoning, analytically evaluating and incorporating 
information and evidence into their thought processes, and maintaining an open mind and an 
openness to new ideas and alternative perspectives (Facione, 1990b; Halpern, 2014, Chapter 1). 
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Thinking styles, particularly those examined in this study, are related to how a person chooses 
and prefers to engage and utilize such skills and process information (Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 
2013; Grigorenko & Sternberg, 1995; Pacini & Epstein, 1999).  
 A person’s preference for intuitive, gut-level thinking was also found to be ineffective at 
helping to predict their decisions about the suspect and evidence, which may suggest that this 
thinking style is not useful in determining whether certain individuals may be less susceptible to 
confirmation bias in their investigative decision making. There is literature that suggests that 
intuition is related to cues and information that law enforcement practitioners have consciously 
or subconsciously accumulated over years of experience and exposure to different situations 
(Worrall, 2013; Wright, 2013); it is this characterization of intuition that is thought to possibly 
aid decision making. Despite the results obtained in this study, there may be reason to further 
examine the association between intuition and a person’s investigative decisions in order to 
determine whether a more robust analysis of the basis of an officer’s intuition would help to 
resolve questions about the conditions in which a reliance on intuition might be most or least 
effective (Gigerenzer & Brighton, 2007; Slovic, 2007).  The think aloud method described 
previously offers one potential means for accomplishing this and has been used successfully with 
practitioners in different fields to better understand their underlying thought processes when they 
are making decisions (Crandall et al., 2006, Chapter 2; van Someren et al., 1994; Wright, 2013). 
Law Enforcement Experience 
 The literature is conflicted on whether experience helps or hinders in different aspects of 
law enforcement work. Some researchers have suggested that having more experience is 
associated with more effective decision making (e.g., Dando & Ormerod, 2017; Lipshitz et al., 
2001; Wallace, 2015). They would contend, for example, that having more experience is 
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associated with having familiarity with a wider range of situations and, therefore, a greater 
knowledge base from which to draw. Others, however, have found that having more experience 
is not necessarily better for decision making. For example, more senior officers have not always 
demonstrated a greater ability than their more junior counterparts at avoiding the influence of 
another person’s interpretation of a case on their own beliefs (Kerstholt & Eikelboom, 2007), or 
at generating hypotheses about a case when faced with time pressure (Alison et al., 2013). 
 The current study sought to gain insight into whether individuals with more or less 
experience working in law enforcement might show a reduced susceptibility to cognitive bias 
when presented with certain investigative decisions. Two groups were recruited for the study—
one who indicated a desire to work in law enforcement, and another who had actual experience 
working in law enforcement. The latter group represented a variety of ranks in their field. This 
facilitated an examination of experience on a more complete continuum from the time before a 
person enters into a career in law enforcement, to a point where they have acquired a great deal 
of familiarity with their line of work. 
 The study results suggested that a person’s level of experience, as measured by their rank 
in law enforcement, was not predictive of their decisions about the suspect or the types of 
evidence they would wish to collect in their investigation. This is consistent with research 
conducted by Kerstholt and Eikelboom (2007) who found that having more experience did not 
ward off the effects of tunnel vision amongst a group of crime analysts who had been informed 
of a decision allegedly made by an investigation team. More experienced analysts in that study 
were no less likely to be influenced by the team’s interpretation of the evidence than their less 
experienced counterparts. The results are inconsistent, however, with those obtained in a study 
conducted by Wallace (2015), who utilized a police sample to examine susceptibility to 
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confirmation bias, and who examined experience as a key factor using three categories: training 
recruits, patrol officers, and criminal investigators. Wallace found that officers with more 
experience had a lower tendency to exhibit confirmation bias than those with less experience.  
 In some ways further countering the results found by Wallace (2015), individuals in the 
current study who indicated that they wished to pursue a career in law enforcement were more 
likely than those who already had experience in the field to favor evidence in the case scenario 
that would help to clear the suspect of responsibility for the incident that had been described to 
them. However, this aspect of the analyses offers limited interpretive potential, as information 
about whether the decision maker had a career in law enforcement or aspired to one was included 
in the present study’s analyses only to control for differences between the two groups. It is 
unclear whether the aspiring law enforcement group’s lack of training and experience in the field 
or other characteristics of these decision makers contributed to their perceptions of the evidence 
presented in the case. Their perceptions of the evidence may have, for example, been shaped by 
information about issues surrounding certain types of evidence (e.g., eyewitness identification) 
presented in the college courses they were enrolled in. This group of individuals may have been 
more skeptical of the evidence in the case that would implicate the suspect, or more willing to 
accept the evidence that would clear the suspect of responsibility for the offense. 
 The discrepancies surrounding the contribution of experience to investigative decision 
making between this study and others may reflect differences across the studies, including the 
specific groups who were included and the types of experiences they had exposure to, 
differences in the types of decisions they were being asked to make in each study, and even 
general differences based on the location/region from which the practitioners were recruited. In 
Fahsing and Ask’s (2016) study, the researchers found that one of the officer groups they had 
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studied showed differences in their decision making that were based on their level of experience, 
but the other officer group did not. They proposed that this discrepancy within their own study 
may have been related to differences across the groups such as the amount and regularity of their 
training. The same may hold true for the law enforcement officers in the current study, who may 
have differed in a number of ways from participants of other studies. 
 It may also be the case, though, that experience is not a reliable indicator of the quality of 
a person’s investigative decisions. This may be situational and, for example, depend not only on 
the amount of overall experience a practitioner has in the field, but also the specific types of 
experiences and exposure they have had. It is also worth noting that the types of decisions that 
need to be made by practitioners in various ranks are different, which was not accounted for in 
this study. Furthermore, a practitioner’s decision-making approach may be more closely 
associated with other aspects of their experience (such as training, as proposed by Fahsing & 
Ask, 2016) rather than merely on rank or the amount of experience itself. Despite limited 
findings, it was nevertheless helpful to examine the potential contribution of level of experience 
in this study to supplement the growing knowledge base examining this characteristic. 
Reduced Susceptibility to the Effects of Confirmation Bias 
 A key feature of confirmation bias is that people tend to want to confirm what they 
already believe to be true. When present, this type of cognitive bias can influence a person’s 
treatment and interpretation of information, and the additional information and evidence that 
they seek out (Klayman & Ha, 1987; Nickerson, 1998). Their later beliefs and decisions are, 
therefore, likely to have been influenced by their early beliefs and hypotheses. In this study, the 
initial beliefs of individuals making investigative decisions about a criminal case were observed 
to be predictive of their later beliefs and decisions. Early beliefs were found to be associated with 
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later beliefs about the suspect described in a case scenario, with how the evidence from the case 
was perceived in terms of its importance to decision making, and with what additional 
information and evidence was considered most important to collect next in the investigation. 
These findings are consistent with what is known about cognitive bias but must be carefully 
understood. 
 First, it was not a goal of this study to determine whether initial beliefs contribute to later 
beliefs and perceptions in a criminal investigation. The goal was to determine whether certain 
individual characteristics lend themselves to a reduced susceptibility to confirmation bias. 
Individuals’ initial beliefs about the suspect from the case scenario were included in the analyses 
because of what confirmation bias entails, and not because the contribution of their initial beliefs 
was a focal point. 
 Second, the results suggested that initial beliefs about the suspect were associated with 
later decision making. Although this does suggest that those who initially strongly believed in 
the suspect’s responsibility for the offense were more likely to continue to believe that he was 
responsible after receiving additional information, it also indicates that those who were less 
likely to believe that he was responsible early on were consistent in their beliefs as well. This 
serves as a reminder that there were individuals who were skeptical of the early information and 
evidence against the suspect, who did not maintain a strong initial belief that the suspect that had 
been identified was the likely offender, and/or who were unwilling to commit to a strong early 
belief in the suspect’s responsibility for the offense without having additional information. 
 Third, the results also demonstrated that after receiving additional information about the 
case there was a decrease in the extent to which people believed that the suspect was responsible 
for the incident. This indicates that after receiving initial and then additional information about 
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the suspect and the case, people were generally less likely to believe that the suspect was 
responsible for the carjacking and armed robbery that had been described. Overall, the beliefs in 
the suspect’s responsibility for the offense decreased. The questions of interest related to whether 
individuals with certain characteristics were more likely to have lower later beliefs that the 
suspect was responsible, placed importance on information that suggested that the suspect was 
not responsible, and wished to pursue additional lines of inquiry that were focused on examining 
potential alternative possibilities about who might be responsible for the incident that had 
occurred, all the while accounting for what those individuals initially believed.   
 The intended focus of this study was on characteristics of individuals that might help 
them to be better able to avoid the effects of confirmation bias when making investigative 
decisions about a criminal case. Gaining this understanding would be useful towards identifying 
characteristics to develop and enhance in practitioners in law enforcement. Barring one aspect of 
critical thinking and one aspect of experience (which was included in the analyses to control for 
differences between two sample groups), the characteristics related to critical thinking skills and 
their activation, thinking styles, and level of experience in law enforcement, were not found to 
have had predictive associations with the factors of decision making that were examined. It is 
possible that the explanation for this is simple—that only certain characteristics are useful as 
indicators of whether decision makers might be more or less susceptible to the effects of 
confirmation bias when making decisions about an investigation. 
 Nevertheless, the study demonstrates that certain characteristics do help to predict a 
person’s decisions and their susceptibility to certain cognitive biases. A noteworthy takeaway 
and fruitful lead offered by this research is the benefit of critical thinking to criminal 
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investigative decision making. Additional research is warranted to identify other characteristics 
that would show similarly positive contributions to decision making as well. 
 Furthermore, the study findings support the proposal that beyond examining specific 
strategies to help counteract confirmation bias in investigative decision making, it is also worth 
examining characteristics of the decision makers themselves. This information can be helpful in 
clarifying whether individuals with certain attributes are less susceptible to the influence of 
cognitive bias, and whether there are skill sets that should be focused on and enhanced through 
law enforcement training. It is also important to determine whether making some change to a 
person’s skills and characteristics (such as increasing their critical thinking) would positively 
influence the quality of their approach to investigative decision making. 
 Finally, in this study, higher quality decision making was represented by an approach that 
reflected a reduced susceptibility to confirmation bias, but this is only one amongst many 
attributes of investigative decision making. This field of study could benefit from additional 
research on the elements and manifestation of optimal decision making in investigations, and 
how best to achieve it. 
Limitations 
 There are several limitations of this research that must be acknowledged. A portion of 
them concerns the groups that were recruited to participate. As described previously, a group of 
students who indicated that they aspired to a career in law enforcement was included in the 
study. This was done to help elaborate on the concept of experience, and to treat it as a longer 
continuum that begins before a person enters their career in law enforcement. Researchers have 
suggested that the viewpoints and values of those entering this field are consistent with those in 
the field (Caldero & Crank, 2011). Although the individuals in the aspiring law enforcement 
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group indicated that they would like to pursue this type of career, it is highly probable that only a 
subset of them will ultimately end up in this field. Therefore, they are not conclusively 
representative of individuals who ultimately become law enforcement practitioners, which must 
be considered if they are to be classified as similar to those working in law enforcement but 
without formal experience. 
 The current project also included a group of law enforcement participants, which helped 
to address concerns in the literature regarding research that is conducted about practitioners that 
does not itself sample from practitioners (Wallace, 2015). Law enforcement officers were not 
only recruited to participate in the main study for this project, they were also recruited for the 
two pilot studies that were conducted. Although this enhances the applicability of this research, 
the study’s generalizability is still somewhat limited as the participants were all recruited from 
one state, and different results could be obtained from officers in other places. Furthermore, 
participants were instructed to work alone when completing the measures in this study. In the 
real world, practitioners work with others when making decisions (Kerstholt & Eikelboom, 
2007). The task they were asked to complete was relatively straightforward with only a few 
decisions to be made and no pressures (e.g., of time, resources, and potential decision outcomes). 
 Although two separate groups (the law enforcement group and the aspiring law 
enforcement group) were recruited to participate in the study, the data collected from all 
participants were included together in the study’s main analyses. This provided an opportunity to 
lengthen the law enforcement experience continuum being examined (from before a person 
enters a law enforcement career to a point where they have acquired a considerable amount of 
experience in it). It also offered a benefit of supplying a larger amount of data for the analyses, 
making it more feasible to simultaneously analyze the individual skills and characteristics of 
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interest and their association with investigative decision making. To account for differences 
between the groups, the group to which a participant was categorized was controlled for in the 
analyses. This was determined to be a suitable approach for this particular study. However, it did 
not allow for a more thorough understanding of potentially important differences between the 
groups and their characteristics, and how they might have impacted the study’s findings. Future 
research that utilizes similarly composed groups should consider examining these groups 
separately. Alternatively, research that is interested in law enforcement practitioners could 
consider recruiting only individuals with experience in that field.  
 Another limitation of the study is that only one type of case scenario was used, and only 
three types of decision-making approach aspects observed. In the field, practitioners encounter 
many different types of cases, and are faced with many different types of decisions to be made. 
Other cases could also have a different influence on practitioners’ emotions. Research suggests 
that a person’s emotions or emotional state can have an impact on their investigative decision 
making and their susceptibility to confirmation bias (Ask, 2006; Wallace, 2015). Feeling angry, 
for instance, is thought to promote the use of heuristic-based thinking, whereas sadness is 
thought to promote more systematic processing of information (Ask, 2006; Bodenhausen et al., 
1994). Emotion, as it relates to this area of research, would have been difficult to incorporate into 
the study in a sufficiently comprehensive manner to gain important insight without sacrificing 
quality, and was considered beyond the study’s scope. 
 An additional variable that was not examined, but that could have an impact on a 
practitioner’s approach to investigative decision making, is police culture. This factor is multi-
layered and multi-faceted (Caldero & Crank, 2011; Paoline, 2003). Not only does police culture 
potentially set these decision makers apart from the general public, but it can also set them apart 
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from their peers in other ranks, those based in other departments, and those who reside in other 
locations. Like the factor of emotion, police culture and its influence on decision making is a 
topic that warrants a level of research that extended beyond the scope of this project. 
 Finally, it is necessary to reiterate that this study was interested in associations between a 
person’s characteristics and their investigative decision-making approach. Therefore, although 
this study provides useful information about characteristics that are (or are not) associated with a 
person’s decisions, no causal statements can be made without further research that corroborates 
the findings and directly examines whether changes in decision-maker skills and characteristics 
produce changes in the quality of the decision making and the subsequent outcomes. 
Implications 
 Despite limitations, the findings of this study have important implications for the research 
and practitioner communities. The study offers insight into the association between certain 
individual characteristics, including thinking skills and styles, and experience with law 
enforcement work, and a person’s approach to decision making when faced with an investigative 
task. There has been scant research looking at the potential relationships amongst these variables, 
or studies that have utilized a law enforcement sample to examine officer characteristics that may 
be related to a reduced susceptibility to confirmation bias in investigative decision making. 
 There is important information that can be extracted from this study. First is the 
contribution of critical thinking to investigative decision making. Namely, there appears to be a 
connection between certain aspects of critical thinking and a practitioner’s (lower) susceptibility 
to cognitive bias in their decision making in an investigation. If a connection can be replicated 
between aspects of a law enforcement practitioner’s critical thinking skills and desirable forms of 
decision making, this can help to set a foundation for research that examines whether improving 
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the skillset also positively impacts the outcomes. What is particularly helpful about the result in 
which skill at drawing conclusions—which is an aspect of critical thinking—was related to 
certain decisions, is that critical thinking can be incorporated into training and enhanced. This is 
a promising prospect, as such skills have been described as necessary for this group of 
practitioners and the work that they perform, but there has been a need for research that provides 
empirical evidence to support this. To further benefit from this, it may be helpful to develop a 
more robust domain-specific critical thinking measure that is specifically tailored to a law 
enforcement population and the various aspects of their work (including investigations and the 
decisions associated with them) so that other research in this area can better evaluate this skill 
and its usefulness to the field. 
 Second is the need to recognize critical thinking as a complex construct, particularly in 
the design and development of law enforcement training. This study accounted for the multi-
faceted nature of critical thinking by also examining the potential influence of a person’s 
inclination to put critical thinking skills into action. Motivation to think critically in the context 
of investigative decision making was manipulated through the use of a prime. The results, 
however, suggested that the critical thinking prime was not successful or that, alternatively, a 
person’s motivation to apply their critical thinking skills is not a particularly good predictor of 
their susceptibility to confirmation bias. If the latter is true, it may be the case that a person’s 
proficiency at the relevant skill is sufficient, or that people with higher critical thinking skills are 
naturally also more inclined to engage in decision-making strategies that reflect a reduced 
proneness to confirmation bias. However, it may also be the case that officers are already 
motivated to think critically when presented with an investigative task, or that their motivation to 
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engage their critical thinking skills does need to be prompted by some external source but in a 
different way (e.g., through a more direct instruction). 
 Third is the proposal that certain individual characteristics may be more important to 
focus on in research on investigative decision making than others. Beyond critical thinking, the 
study sought to offer insight into the thinking styles of law enforcement officers, and how they 
might be related to their approach to decision making. Given some of the debates in the literature 
over factors such as an investigator’s reliance on intuition, thinking styles were worth examining, 
but were not found to be associated with the three decision-making aspects analyzed. If they are 
not helpful in ascertaining a person’s susceptibility to confirmation bias, then it may be of 
limited use to determine whether any attempts at modifying a person’s preferred thinking style 
could have practical utility. Therefore, the study provides some initial evidence on the types of 
characteristics that should (and perhaps should not) be targeted in research and training in order 
to take steps towards reducing the potential for cognitive bias to influence decision making in 
investigations.  
 Fourth is a need to better understand what aspects of experience may and may not 
influence a law enforcement officer’s decision making, and to ensure that practitioners are 
included in the research process. The study examined level of experience—an important 
characteristic of law enforcement officers that researchers are recognizing as helpful to 
understanding their investigative decision making (e.g., Dando & Ormerod, 2017; Wallace, 
2015). A group of law enforcement officer participants were recruited for this research, thereby 
addressing concerns raised regarding a need to sample from actual practitioner groups when 
conducting research about them (Wallace, 2015). By recruiting individuals from the population 
of interest, this study has served an important function not only by analyzing the association 
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between individual characteristics and investigative decision making with a more relevant 
sample, but also, by contributing to the growing body of research in which the important insights 
and contributions of practitioners are leveraged and examined when the research pertains to their 
line of work. The study also recruited a group of individuals who aspire to work in law 
enforcement—a group described as being similar to hired and trained officers in their general 
dispositions and values—which offered an opportunity to examine law enforcement experience 
along a longer continuum. 
 In conclusion, this study has taken a valuable step towards elucidating the characteristics 
of law enforcement officers that may be associated with a reduced susceptibility to confirmation 
bias, as well as those that may not. In particular, this research has provided evidence for the 
utility of examining their critical thinking skills, which could be an important element in 






Case Scenario and Decision-Making Approach Pilot 
 The case scenario and the corresponding questions used in this study were developed for 
the purposes of the study and were to be used to assess the three key dependent variables. 
Therefore, they were first administered to a pilot group of 32 law enforcement officers of 
different ranks and with varying levels of work experience. Their ranks ranged from Police 
Officer to Chief of Police and, overall, they had from 3 to 32 years’ worth of experience working 
in law enforcement. The purpose of this pilot was twofold. First, the information collected would 
allow for a preliminary review of how officers might naturally be inclined to respond to the type 
of case that was presented, how they might choose to approach their investigation, and the 
believability of the case. Second, being experienced in law enforcement, the pilot group could 
provide a realistic set of additional lines of inquiry that would ultimately be used in the final 
study materials to measure participants’ selection and rankings of additional evidence. 
 After reading the case scenario and responding to questions about the suspect and the 
evidence from the case, participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they believed that 
the case described in the case scenario was realistic (on a scale from 0 Not at all to 10 
Completely). The mean rating on this item was 8.42 (SD = 1.91), suggesting that the participants 
mostly found the case to be plausible. Their responses to other items in the measure were used to 
refine the case scenario and questions for use in the main study. For example, some changes 
were made to the sequence of the items. 
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 This pilot was also used to compile the additional lines of inquiry presented to 
participants in the project’s main study. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three 
conditions: 
(1) Those in the first condition were asked to imagine that they believed the main suspect in the 
case was not responsible for the incident that had occurred. From this perspective, participants 
were asked to write down what additional evidence and lines of inquiry they would pursue, and 
to then rate each item on its level of importance. 
(2) Those in the second condition were asked to imagine that they believed the main suspect in 
the case was responsible for the incident that had occurred. From this perspective, participants 
were asked to write down what additional evidence and lines of inquiry they would pursue, and 
to then rate each item on its level of importance. 
(3) Those in the third condition were not asked to presume any particular belief about the 
suspect. Similar to the other conditions, though, participants in this condition were asked about 
the additional evidence and lines of inquiry they would pursue, and to rate each item on its level 
of importance. 
 An analysis of participants’ responses suggested that some participants were reluctant to 
assume a position that contradicted their own belief; there was no clear pattern in the responses 
that neatly lined up with the three conditions. 
 To create a list for the final measure, evidence and lines of inquiry that could reasonably 
suggest a focus on the main suspect or on alternative possibilities, or items that could be 
considered neutral, were selected from the responses and adapted to ensure that the focus of each 
item was clear. The final list was reviewed by a retired law enforcement officer to ensure that 
each item seemed realistic and corresponded well with the case scenario. A list of 14 items was 
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produced: five items were focused on the main suspect, five items were focused on examining 
potential alternatives, and the remaining four items were neutral. The 14 items were then sorted 
into a random sequence for inclusion in the main study. 
 
Full Study Pilot 
 After testing the case scenario and questions, it was necessary to conduct a pilot using the 
full set of measures for the main study. This would help to determine whether any further 
changes would need to be made to the study methodology. The pilot group included 46 
participants—16 of whom had previous experience working in law enforcement (law 
enforcement group) 15, and 30 of whom were college students who aspired to work in law 
enforcement but who did not yet have experience working in that field (aspiring law enforcement 
group). 
 Based on observations from this pilot, several refinements were made to the study 
materials and measures. For example, the instructions provided to participants for completing the 
critical thinking measure were modified to be clearer and more detailed because some of the 
participants had struggled to figure out how to complete it (the hard copy version of the measure 
comes in two separate pieces: a booklet that contains the various questions comprising the 
measure, and a separate answer sheet). The instructions that had been written for the case 
scenario and questions were also revised to be clearer, and to ensure that participants were 
consistently moving forward from one question to the next as some participants appeared to be 
reading ahead and then going back to previous questions to answer them. 
 
15 One law enforcement officer was excluded from this sample total as the participant realized after completing the 
measures that they had already participated in the first pilot study. 
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 Upon analyzing the demographics for the two groups in this pilot study, it was 
determined that a change had to be made to the case scenario. More than half of the participants 
from the law enforcement group identified themselves as White/Caucasian (n = 11 (69%)). A 
smaller proportion of participants in the aspiring law enforcement group, however, identified as 
White/Caucasian (n =4 (13%)), and half of the group identified as Hispanic (n = 15 (50%)).  This 
was potentially problematic, as these differences could influence participants’ perceptions of the 
perpetrator and victims described in the case, who were all described as Hispanic. Therefore, any 







(1) Definitely not true of myself 
(2) Somewhat not true of myself 
(3) Neither true nor untrue of myself 
(4) Somewhat true of myself 
(5) Definitely true of myself 
 
Rationality Scale 
 I try to avoid situations that require thinking in depth about something. 
 I’m not that good at figuring out complicated problems. 
 I enjoy intellectual challenges. 
 I am not very good at solving problems that require careful logical analysis. 
 I don’t like to have to do a lot of thinking. 
 I enjoy solving problems that require hard thinking. 
 Thinking is not my idea of an enjoyable activity. 
 I am not a very analytical thinker. 
 Reasoning things out carefully is not one of my strong points. 
 I prefer complex problems to simple problems. 
 Thinking hard and for a long time about something gives me little satisfaction. 
 I don’t reason well under pressure. 
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 I am much better at figuring things out logically than most people. 
 I have a logical mind. 
 I enjoy thinking in abstract terms. 
 I have no problem thinking things through carefully. 
 Using logic usually works well for me in figuring out problems in my life. 
 Knowing the answer without having to understand the reasoning behind it is good enough 
for me. 
 I usually have clear, explainable reasons for my decisions. 
 Learning new ways to think would be very appealing to me. 
 
Experientiality Scale 
 I like to rely on my intuitive impressions. 
 I don’t have a very good sense of intuition. 
 Using my gut feelings usually works well for me in figuring out problems in my life. 
 I believe in trusting my hunches. 
 Intuition can be a very useful way to solve problems. 
 I often go by my instincts when deciding on a course of action. 
 I trust my initial feelings about people. 
 When it comes to trusting people, I can usually rely on my gut feelings. 
 If I were to rely on my gut feelings, I would often make mistakes. 
 I don’t like situations in which I have to rely on intuition. 
 I think there are times when one should rely on one’s intuition. 
 I think it is foolish to make important decisions based on feelings. 
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 I don’t think it is a good idea to rely on one’s intuition for important decisions. 
 I generally don’t depend on my feelings to help me make decisions. 
 I hardly ever go wrong when I listen to my deepest gut feelings to find an answer. 
 I would not want to depend on anyone who described himself or herself as intuitive. 
 My snap judgments are probably not as good as most people’s. 
 I tend to use my heart as a guide for my actions. 
 I can usually feel when a person is right or wrong, even if I can’t explain how I know. 




Critical Thinking Activation 
 
Critical Thinking Prime 
In the next part of this study, you are going to read about a case and you will be asked to make 
some investigative decisions about it. In a recent survey, a group of high-ranking law 
enforcement officers from across the U.S. were asked what good decision making in an 
investigation involves. They indicated their strong agreement with the statements you see below. 
How much do you agree or disagree with these statements? 
 
(1) One of the main goals of an investigation is to figure out the truth. You need to follow the 
information and evidence. Sometimes that evidence will support your impressions about the 
case, and sometimes it will conflict with your thoughts about the case. You need to remember 
that your goal is to find the truth, not to prove that you’re right. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(2) In an investigation, you need to be open-minded. Part of this involves respecting that other 
people may have opinions that are different from yours. Even if you don’t agree with their 
thoughts and opinions, you should take time to listen to them and to consider other perspectives. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(3) When you are making decisions in an investigation, it is important to think through the 
potential consequences of your decisions, and to be willing to challenge your decisions if needed. 
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Your decisions have a large impact on the investigation, so you should avoid jumping to 
conclusions. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(4) In an investigation, it is important to stay organized, and to approach evidence collection and 
decision making systematically. You should use a thorough, well-reasoned approach to decision 
making and problem solving. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(5) When new information arises in an investigation, it is important to consider whether or not it 
agrees with any existing decisions that you have made. You need to be flexible and consider 
potential alternatives, because decisions aren’t always black and white. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
Neutral Prime 
In the next part of this study, you are going to read about a case and you will be asked to make 
some investigative decisions about it. In a recent survey, a group of high-ranking law 
enforcement officers from across the U.S. were asked what good decision making in an 
investigation involves. They indicated their strong agreement with the statements you see below. 
How much do you agree or disagree with these statements? 
 
(1) Good communication is important when you are making decisions in an investigation. When 
you communicate with others, you should be respectful and professional. 
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[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(2) Before you work on an investigation, you need to be properly trained. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(3) Since you will need to document information in an investigation, you should know how to 
take good notes, and you should have good report-writing skills. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(4) In an investigation, you often need to look up information. Therefore, you need to know 
which sources of information to use (e.g., databases) and how to use them. 
[Strongly Disagree  —  Strongly Agree] 
 
(5) When you are working on an investigation, you need to be familiar with the procedures for 
conducting a search. 




Case Scenario and Decision Making 
 
Case Study 
The case you are about to read is based on a real case. We are interested in the approach you take 
to integrate the information you are presented with, how you utilize evidence, and what types of 
evidence you look for. 
 
You will be asked to respond to some questions about the case. Please respond in the sequence in 
which the items are presented. Once you have advanced to the next question or the next page, do 
not go back to any previous questions to make changes or add information to them. 
 
Case Study Phase 1 
At 2304 hours on June 12th, a 911 call was received about a carjacking and armed robbery. 
The following account of the incident was taken from the two male victims, M and J: 
 
M is a 22-year-old male and J is a 21-year-old male. M and J work at a retail store and were 
taking inventory and closing the store on the night of the incident. At approximately 2255 
hours on June 12th, M and J were walking up to M’s parked car after leaving the store when 
they were approached by a male who was standing near M’s vehicle, a blue Honda. M and J 
stated that they had never seen the male before. They stated that the male pointed a gun at 
them and told them to look at the ground. The male instructed M and J to give him their 
wallets and car keys. M stated that he took his wallet out of his pocket, and gave his wallet and 
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his car keys to the male. The wallet had approximately $270 in it, M’s driver’s license, and an 
ATM card. M stated that he looked at the male’s face for approximately 10 seconds when he 
gave the male his wallet and car keys. The male told M to look at the ground again. J stated 
that he gave the male his wallet, which had approximately $135 in it, an ID card, and a gym 
membership card. J stated that he looked at the male’s face for approximately 8 seconds when 
he gave the male his wallet, and then he looked at the ground again. The male took the items 
that M and J gave him and drove away in M’s car. M contacted the police after the male had 
driven off. 
 
When the responding officers arrived, M and J described the perpetrator as a male in his early 
20s. They stated that the male appeared to them to be approximately 5’10” and of average 
build. M did not see any facial hair on the male, but stated that the male had some small red 
bumps around his jaw line. J stated that he saw a little bit of facial hair along the bottom of the 
male’s chin and he also saw small red bumps around the male’s jaw line. M and J stated that 
the male was wearing a gray baseball cap, and the bill of the cap was facing forward. They 
stated that they could not see the male’s eye color or hair color because the male was wearing 
a cap. They stated that the male was wearing a long-sleeved black shirt and blue jeans. M and 
J did not see any tattoos on the male. 
 
The responding officers knew of a young male living within a mile of the incident that fit the 
description of the male described by M and J.  The officers had seen this individual, C, earlier 
in the evening sitting outside of his residence with some other young males from the 
neighborhood. At the time, the officers had searched C and the other young males for drugs 
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but did not find anything on their person. While they continued to question victims M and J, 
the officers, using the computer system in their car, were able to find a recent picture of C. The 
photo matched M’s and J’s description of the male who stole their wallets and car. The 
officers, again using the car computer, searched for and located a picture of one of the other 
males who had been seen with C earlier in the day. The officers asked M and J whether 
anyone else was with the male when the robbery occurred, and both said no. 
 
Thirty (30) minutes after the initial police call, M’s car was located not far from the scene of 
the incident, and within walking distance from C’s residence. No individuals were found in the 
car. A gray baseball cap was recovered from the front passenger seat of the car. A small black 
pellet gun was found wedged underneath the front passenger seat of the car. M and J were 
taken to the car and shown the gray baseball cap, which they both stated was the same cap as 
that worn by the perpetrator. M and J were also shown the pellet gun. M stated that he could 
not remember what the gun used by the perpetrator looked like. J stated that he could not 
remember what the gun used by the perpetrator looked like, but that he believed it was a black 
gun. 
 
You are taking over the investigation. The initial officers have radioed you the information 
collected so far, and C’s name and his address. You and several Detectives have arrived at C’s 
residence. You find C at his residence with his aunt and cousin. He is wearing a green t-shirt 
and blue jeans. It is now about forty-five (45) minutes after the initial incident, and you have 
the officers bring M and J to C’s residence for an in-person identification. You have C 
standing outside of his residence when two officers arrive, separately, with M and J. Without 
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hesitation, M states that C looks like the person who stole his wallet and car, and that he is 
highly confident in this decision. J also states that C looks like the person who committed the 
crime. 
 
Please respond to the following items. Once you have responded to an item, do not go back to it 
and change it. There are no right or wrong answers. 
1. To what extent do you believe that C is responsible for the carjacking and armed robbery? 
Select a value between 0 (not at all) and 10 (completely). 
 
2. Please explain your response:  
 
3. How confident are you in your decision? 
Select a value between 0 (not at all) and 10 (completely). 
 
4. If you were asked to state your opinion at this time, which of the following would you be 
most likely to believe: 
 It is likely that C committed the offense 
 It is not likely that C committed the offense 
 
5. We would like to know your impressions of the case. What do you think of the information 
and evidence that has been collected, and how has it influenced your opinions about the case? 
 
6. What is the next step you would take in this investigation? 
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Case Study Phase 2 
C is questioned about his whereabouts at the time of the incident. C states that he did not leave 
his residence at all that night. C states that his aunt and cousin were with him at his residence 
that night. C’s aunt and cousin are also questioned. C’s aunt states that she and her daughter 
were with C at his residence on the night of the incident, and that C did not leave the residence 
at any time that night. When asked whether she left the residence at any time that evening, C’s 
aunt states that she did not leave the residence. 
 
C’s cousin states that she and her mother were with C at C’s residence on the night of the 
incident, and that C did not leave the residence at any time that night. When asked whether 
she, C’s cousin, left the residence at any time that evening, C’s cousin states that she left the 
residence to bring food to a neighbor, and then returned to C’s residence. When asked how 
long she was away from C’s residence to visit the neighbor that evening, C’s cousin states that 
she was away for approximately 20 minutes. 
 
The gray baseball cap found in the front passenger seat of M’s car is taken to a crime 
laboratory for analysis. The DNA evidence found on the baseball cap is identified as 
belonging to a male individual, but is not a match with C, or with M or J. Fingerprints found 
on the car’s steering wheel and the small black pellet gun are also submitted for analysis. The 
fingerprints from the steering wheel are not found to be a match with C. The fingerprints taken 




Please respond to the following items. Once you have responded to an item, do not go back to it 
and change it. There are no right or wrong answers. 
7. To what extent do you believe that C is responsible for the carjacking and armed robbery? 
Select a value between 0 (not at all) and 10 (completely). 
 
8. Please explain your response:  
 
9. How confident are you in your decision? 
Select a value between 0 (not at all) and 10 (completely). 
 
10. We would like to know your impressions of the case. What do you think of the information 
and evidence that has been collected, and how has it influenced your opinions about the case? 
 
11. We would like to know what information and evidence most strongly influenced your 
opinions. Place a checkmark next to the five pieces of information and evidence that you 
believe were most important to your decision making. Then, rank them from 1 (most 
important of the five) to 5 (least important of the five). Please do not use the same rank 
number on more than one piece of information or evidence. 
 M’s and J’s description of the incident (carjacking and armed robbery) 
 M’s and J’s description of the male who stole their wallets and M’s car 
 The responding officers’ belief that the male described by M and J resembled C 
 M’s and J’s statement that there was no one else with the male who committed the 
carjacking and armed robbery during the incident 
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 M’s and J’s belief that the gray cap found in the stolen car looked like the one worn by 
the person who stole their wallets and M’s car 
 M’s and J’s statement that they did not remember what the gun used by the perpetrator 
looked like, although J believed it was a black gun 
 M’s statement at C’s residence that C looked like the person who had stolen his wallet 
and car 
 J’s statement at C’s residence that C looked like the person who had stolen his wallet 
 C’s description of his own whereabouts on the night of the carjacking and armed robbery 
 C’s aunt’s statement about C’s whereabouts on the night of the carjacking and armed 
robbery 
 C’s cousin’s statement about C’s whereabouts on the night of the carjacking and armed 
robbery 
 The DNA evidence from the gray cap found in the stolen car 
 The fingerprints from the stolen car’s steering wheel 
 The fingerprints from the pellet gun found in the stolen car 
 
12. We would like to know what additional evidence you would seek to collect in this case, and 
what lines of inquiry you would be most likely to pursue. Place a checkmark next to the five 
items that you believe would be most important to your decision making. Then, rank them 
from 1 (most important of the five) to 5 (least important of the five). Please do not use the 
same rank number on more than one piece of evidence or line of inquiry. 
 Have the DNA evidence from the gray cap re-tested by a different lab before excluding C 
as a match 
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 Obtain a warrant to search C’s residence for the stolen wallets 
 Look for other suspects whose fingerprints match the prints from the stolen car’s steering 
wheel 
 Try to find out where the pellet gun was purchased from 
 Find out if C has any priors for armed robbery or similar crimes 
 Canvass the neighborhood for information about other potential suspects 
 Conduct a database search to see if the DNA evidence from the gray cap is a match with 
another individual 
 Re-interview M and J to see if they can provide additional information about the incident 
 Check for video surveillance in the area of the incident to see if there were other males 
around that resembled the one described by M and J 
 Check C’s cell phone to see if GPS tracking / location data can provide information about 
his whereabouts during the time of the incident 
 Find out about other individuals who have recently committed similar crimes in the area 
where the incident took place 
 Find out if M’s ATM card was used after the incident took place 
 Further interview C about his whereabouts at the time of the incident 
 Check for fingerprints on other parts of the car (e.g., door handles, rearview mirror) 
 
13. Is there any additional information and/or evidence that you would want to collect beyond 




14. At this time, what is your final opinion about the case? 
 It is likely that C committed the offense 
 It is not likely that C committed the offense 
 I have not reached a decision 
 
15. What led you to your decisions about this case? 
 
16. If you haven’t yet reached a final decision about this case, what else might you wish to 
consider before making your decision, and why? 
 
17. Which of the following best describes your decision-making approach for investigating this 
case? 
 I had my decisions about the case figured out right away 
 It took me some time to figure out what my decisions about the case were going to be 
 Other (please specify)  
 
18. To what extent did your gut feelings about the case influence your decisions? 
Select a value between 0 (not at all) and 10 (completely). 
 
19. Do you have any additional comments about this case? 
 






In this section, we would like to ask you a few general background questions about yourself. 
What is your gender? 
 Male 
 Female 
 Not listed (please specify) 
 
What is your age? 
 18 - 24 
 25 - 34 
 35 - 44 
 45 - 54 
 55 - 64 
 65 - 74 
 75+ 
 
What is your race? (Select all that apply) 
 White/Caucasian 




 Native American 
 Pacific Islander 
 Not listed (please specify)  
 
What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
 Less than High School 
 High School / GED 
 Some College 
 Associate’s / 2-year College Degree 
 Bachelor’s / 4-year College Degree 
 Master’s Degree 
 Doctoral Degree 
 Professional Degree (JD, MD) 
 Professional Certification (please specify) 
 Not listed (please specify)  
 
What is your employment status? 
 Full time employee 




 Not listed (please specify)  
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Experience and Training 
The following items are about your experience working in law enforcement. If you do not have 
any experience working in law enforcement and/or law enforcement training, you may skip this 
section. 
What is your current rank? 
 Police Officer 
 Police Detective 
 Police Corporal 
 Police Sergeant 
 Police Lieutenant 
 Police Captain 
 Deputy Chief 
 Assistant Chief 
 Chief of Police 
 Police Commissioner 
 Not listed (please specify)  
 
For how many years have you worked in your current role?  
 





What types of training have you received to reach your current role? (Select all that apply.) 
 Patrol procedures 
 Criminal investigations 
 Crime scene investigation 
 Crash investigation 
 Standard field sobriety / alcoTest 
 Drugs for patrol officers 
 Interview and interrogation 
 Search and seizure 
 Report writing 
 Cyber investigations 
 Active shooter 
 Anti-terrorism 
 Street survival 
 Verbal judo 
 Defensive tactics 
 De-escalation training 
 Basic SWAT 
 Explosives and improvised device awareness 
 Field force operations 
 Ethics 
 Mental illness 
 Command development course 
 Criminal law refresher 
 Law enforcement vehicle operations 
 Firearms 
 Surveillance techniques 
 Informant management 
 Communications 
 Media relations 
 Courtroom testimony 
 
Please list any other training you have received that is relevant to investigations: 
 
How much experience do you have with investigations?  
 
What types of crimes have you investigated?  
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How would you describe the area where you work? 
 Large City (population of 250,000+) 
 Mid-Sized City (population of 100,000 to 250,000) 
 Small City (population less than 100,000) 
 Suburbs (outside a central city and inside an urbanized area) 
 Rural Area (outside an urbanized area) 
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